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The problem of the surface microwave impedance of a superconducting film in a static magnetic
field H parallel to the surface is considered. In films of thicknessd,l ~l is the London
penetration depth! the mixed state for a parallel orientation of the external field is a set of vortex
rows, the number of which varies in a discrete manner at certain characteristic values
Hc1

(N)(d) of the magnetic field (Hc1
(N)(d) is the insertion field for theNth vortex row!. The surface

impedance of the film in the field of a normally incident microwave field is calculated with
allowance for the contribution of oscillating vortex rows. The results obtained in the known
theoretical models~Coffey–Clem and Brandt! for the surface impedance of superconductors
in the mixed state are generalized to the case of thin films, for which size effects play an important
role in the structure and dynamics of the vortex lattice. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1374716#
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INTRODUCTION

Research on the surface impedance of supercondu
in the mixed state is an effective method of studying
properties of the ensemble of Abrikosov vortices in sup
conductors, permitting investigation of their dynamical ch
acteristics, pinning mechanisms, and possible phase stat
the vortex ensemble.1–8 For the case of a normally inciden
electromagnetic plane wave (hr f (z,t),er f (z,t);exp(ikz
2ivt)) the surface impedanceZS of a bulk superconductor in
the mixed state is determined by the complex penetra
depthlAC(v,T,B):9–12

ZS5
EAC~0!

HAC~0!
52

ivlAC

c
~1!

whereEAC(0) andHAC(0) are the total complex amplitude
of the alternating components of the field at the surface
the superconductor, andc is the speed of light. The value o
lAC is determined by the response of the vortices to
alternating electromagnetic field and depends in an impor
way on the temperatureT, the magnitude of the magneti
inductionB in the sample~i.e., on the vortex concentration!,
and the frequencyv.

According to the results of the well-known theoretic
models of Coffey and Clem9,10 and of Brandt,11,12 the value
of lAC at temperatures low enough that one can neglect
contribution of normal quasiparticles is given by the expr
sion

lAC
2 5l21lC

2 ~v!, ~2!

wherel is the London penetration depth andlC(v) is the
generalized Campbell depth, which characterizes the reac
of the vortices to the alternating field. In the general ca
lAC depends on the frequencyv, the coefficient of viscosity
h of the vortices, and the force constanta ~the Labusch
3331063-777X/2001/27(5)/6/$20.00
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parameter!, which characterizes the pinning in the samp
and on the elastic modulusC̄ of the vortex lattice (C̄
5C11(B) for the case when the vortices are parallel to t
surface, andC̄5C44(B) for the perpendicular orientation o
the vortices!:10,11

lC
2 ~v!5

C̄

a~v!
5

BF0

4p~a2 ivh!
, ~3!

whereF0 is the flux quantum.
In calculations of the surface impedance, the transit

from bulk material of thicknessd@l to the thin-film geom-
etry (d<l) is usually taken into account by means of t
matching formula:

ZS~d!5ZSf ~d!,

f ~d!5

Zd

ZS
2tanh~ ik2d!

12
Zd

ZS
tanh~ ik2d!

, ~4!

wherek25 ilAC
21 is the complex wave vector characterizin

the film material,ZS is the surface impedance of the bu
superconductor (d@l), andZd is the wave impedance of th
dielectric substrate. For films of high-Tc superconductors
~HTSCs! the quantityZS(d) defined by expression~4! has
been investigated in a number of experimental studies~see,
e.g., Refs. 13–16!. For superconducting films of thicknes
d<l the use of expression~4! is justified for superconduct
ors found in the Meissner state, i.e., in the absence of vo
ces. At the same time, the possibility of using expression~4!
for the impedance of a superconducting film (d<l) in the
mixed state by starting from Eqs.~1!–~3! for the surface
impedanceZS of a bulk superconductor in the vortex phase
unjustified, since the film geometry can lead to certain s
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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effects in the structure and elastic characteristics of the
tex lattice, altering the electrodynamic characteristics of
conducting medium in the film in comparison with the bu
superconductor.

In this paper we investigate these size effects in
structure and high-frequency dynamics of the vortex latt
for the case of a parallel orientation of the static magne
field H, in which case the Abrikosov vortices generated
this field lie in the plane of the film. It is known17,18 that in
the case of a parallel orientation of the external fieldH the
insertion of the first row of vortices into the film begins at
field Hc1

(1)(d), which for thin films can be substantiall
higher than the lower critical fieldHc1

bulk of the bulk material:
Hc1

(1)(d);(l/d)2Hc1
bulk .

As the external fieldH is increased further, the concen
tration of vortices, which are arranged in a row at the cen
of the film, increases until the external field reaches the va
Hc1

(2)(d). At the fieldHc1
(2)(d) a structural transition occurs i

the vortex lattice, and two vortex rows are formed, as
shown schematically in Fig. 1. At this transition the distan
a(H) between neighboring vortices increases with a jum
As the field is increased further, the number of vortex ro
changes in a discrete manner at certain field valuesHc1

(N)(d)
at which the transition fromN21 to N vortex rows occurs.
The value ofHc1

(N)(d) was calculated numerically in Refs
19–24; such a rearrangement of the vortex lattice has b
observed experimentally in the form of oscillations of t
magnetic moment of the film as the external fieldH is
raised.24–27

In this paper we calculate the surface impedan
ZS(d,H) of a film in which there is a substantial contributio
from discrete vortex rows oscillating in the incident micr
wave field. We show thatZS(d,H) should change in a step
wise manner at field valuesH5Hc1

(N)(d). The field depen-
dence ofZS(d,H) is found in the cases of high and lo
frequencies~in comparison with the ‘‘depinning frequency
vp!.

MIXED STATE OF A FILM IN A PARALLEL MAGNETIC
FIELD

For superconductors with a Ginzburg–Landau param
x@1 the magnetic fieldHV produced by vortices lying par
allel to the surface of the film can be found from the Lond
equation28

HV1l2 curl curlHV5F0(
m,n

d~r 2Rm,n! ~5!

with the boundary conditions

FIG. 1. Structure of the vortex lattice in a thin film in a magnetic fieldH
parallel to the surface. a:Hc1

(1)(d),H,Hc1
(2)(d), the vortices are arranged i

a single row, with a distancea between vortices in the row; the arrow
indicates the displacementu(t) of the vortices under the influence of th
incident wave. b:Hc1

(2)(d),H,Hc1
(3)(d); the vortices are arranged in tw

rows; their equilibrium positions are indicated.
r-
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HVuz505HVuz5d50, ~6!

whereRm,n are the coordinates of the centers of the vortic
inside the film,F0 is the flux quantum, and thez axis is
normal to the surface. In the case of an isolated vortex r
(x5ma, m50,61,62,...! lying in the planez5z0 (0<z0

<d), the solution of equations~5!, ~6! can be expressed
following Refs. 17 and 29, in the form

HV~x,z!5
F0

2al (
m

cosS 2pmx

a D

3

coshS um

d2uz2z0u
l D2coshS um

d2z2z0

l D
um sinhS um

d

l D ,

~7a!

which is valid in the region 0<z, z0<d, 2`,x,`, or,
following Ref. 28, in the equivalent form

HV~x,z!5
F0

2dl

3 (
n51

` cos
np

d
~z2z0!2cos

np

d
~z1z0!

vn

3

coshS vn

a22x

2l D
sinhS vn

a

2l D , ~7b!

which is valid in the region 0<z, z0<d, 0<x<a, where, in
Eqs. ~7a! and ~7b!, um5@11(2plm/a)2#1/2, m50,61,
62,..., vn5@11(npl/d)2#1/2, anda5a(H) is the distance
between adjacent vortices.

In calculating the surface impedance we will be inte
ested in the average~over the coordinatex field ~7a!, which
has the form

HV~z!5
F0

2al

coshS d2uz2z0u
l D2coshS d2z2z0

l D
sinhS d

l D . ~8!

The Gibbs free energy per unit length of the film in the ca
of a single vortex row can be written28

G5
1

8p E d3r @HV
21l2~curl HV!2#2

1

4p
HE HVd3r

5
1

aF HV~0!F0

8p
2

HF0

4p S 12

coshS d22z0

2l D
coshS d

2l D D G ,

~9!

whereHV(0) is the field produced at the center of a vort
~for r→Rm,n) by the vortex system alone, which follow
from Eq. ~7b!:
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HV~0!5
F

2dl (
n51

` 12cosS 2pnz0

d D coshS vn

a22j

2l D
sinhS vn

a

2l D .

~10!

To avoid the divergence that arises here we use the stan
cutoff minur2Rm,nu5j.

Starting from the expression for the free energy, we c
find the thermodynamic equilibrium value of the intervort
distance a(H), which is determined by the conditio
]G/]a50, and the elastic constantap characterizing the
elastic force that arises upon small displacements of the
tex rows from the center of the film~per vortex!:

ap5
]2G

]z0
2 U

z05d/2

5
F0H

4pl2

1

cosh~d/2l!

1
F0

2p

4ld3 (
n51

`
~21!nn2

vn

coshS vn

a22j

2l D
sinhS vn

a

2l D , ~11!

which in this case is due to the interaction of the vortex r
with the surface of the film.

In the case of two vortex rows, expressions~9!–~11! are
modified as follows: Eq.~9! becomes

G5
1

2a
FF0@HV

~1!~0!1HV
~2!~0!#

8p
2

HF0

4p

3S 22

coshS d22z0
~1!

2l
D 1coshS d22z0

~2!

2l
D

cosh~d/2l!
D G ,

~12!

wherea is the distance between adjacent vortices~here the
distance between nearest vortices of the same row is 2a; Fig.
1!; z0

(1) and z0
(2) are the coordinates of the first and seco

vortex rows,HV
( i )(0) is now the field produced by both vo

tex rows at the center of any vortex of thei th row (i
51,2). To find the dependence ofa(H) we use the equation
]G/]a50 under the condition thatz0

(1)5d/3, z0
(2)52d/3.

Here it is taken into account that, according to Ref. 24,
structural transition from one to two rows of vortices occu
in a small field interval DH, i.e., DH!Hc1

(N11)(d)
2Hc1

(N)(d). Outside the transition regionDH the only quan-
tity that depends on the field is the intervortex distan
a(H); the distance between rows is independent ofH and
equal tod/3.24 This transition is accompanied by a jump
a(H) ~Ref. 24! and inap(H) ~Ref. 21! due to the structura
transition in the vortex system.

For finding the functionap(H) we note the following:
analysis shows that under the influence of the Lorentz fo
exerted by the incident microwave field, the two vortex ro
move mainly as a rigid structure. The corrections due to
relative motion of the rows are of orderd/l and will not be
ard

n

r-

e

e

e
s
e

taken into account in the present discussion. Then, introd
ing z0

(1)5d/31u, z0
(2)52d/31u, we find that]2/]z0

2 in Eq.
~11! goes over to]2/]u2, and

ap5
F0H

4pl2

cosh~d/6l!

cosh~d/2l!
1

F0
2p

4ld3

3 (
n51

`
n2

vn

cosS 2np

3 D coshS vn

a22j

2l D1~21!n

sinhS vn

a

2l D .

~13!

The field dependence ofa(H) and ap(H) for d/l50.5 is
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 forx5100,l51025 cm. We see that
the a(H) and ap(H) curves undergo a jump at a fiel
Hc1

(2)(d). Analogous jumps on thea(H) and ap(H) curves
should appear at external field valuesH5Hc1

(N)(d) corre-
sponding to unit changes in the number of vortex rows.

CONTRIBUTION OF THE VORTEX ROWS TO THE SURFACE
IMPEDANCE OF A FILM

Under the influence of an incident electromagnetic wa
alternating Meissner currents are induced in the film, wh
cause oscillations of the vortex rows about their equilibriu
positions. In the case of a single vortex row the equation
the oscillations has the form

j r f ~z0!F0

c
5h

du

dt
1aSu; ~14!

FIG. 2. Intervortex distancea as a function of the external fieldH for the
geometry of Fig. 1 withd/l50.5, whered is the thickness of the film.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the elastic constantap on the external fieldH. The
jump at a fieldH'2.5Hc1

(1)(d) is due to a change of the structure of th
vortex lattice in the film.
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here u(t)5u0 exp(2ivt) is the displacement of the vorte
row along thez axis relative to the equilibrium position in
the planez05d/2, h is the viscosity coefficient, andaS

5a1ap , whereap the elastic constant~11! and a is the
Labusch parameter~per vortex!, which is due to defects in
the film material. The quantityj r f in ~14! is determined
solely by the field of the incident electromagnetic wave:

j r f 5
c

4p
curlhr f ~z!

52
ick2hr f ~0!

2pD0
@exp~ ik2z!#1D1 exp~2 ik2z!, ~15!

where D15(Zd2ZS,M /Zd1ZS,M) exp(2ik2d), k25 il21,
D0511ZS,M1D1(ZS,M21), Zd is the wave impedance o
the substrate~in the case of a dielectric,Zd5Am/«!, and
ZS,M is the impedance of the bulk superconductor in
Meissner state~expression~1! with lAC replaced byl!. It
should be stressed once again that in this paper we are
sidering the case of an ideal superconductor at low temp
tures, i.e., ReZS,M50. The solution of equations~14!, ~15!
has the form

u05
F0hr f ~0!~12D1!@ f ~d!2d/2l#

2plD0~aS2 ivh!
, ~16!

where f (d) is determined by expression~4! with lAC re-
placed byl. Here, according to the boundary conditions~6!,
the displacement~16! of the vortex row does not cause a
additional alternating magnetic field to appear at the surf
of the film: HV(z50,t)5HV(z5d,t)50. The alternating
electric field produced at the surface by the oscillations of
vortex row is found from the Maxwell equation

curl EV52
dHV

cdt
52

]HV

c]z0

du

dt
5

iv

c

]HV

]z0
u~ t !. ~17!

From Eqs.~8! and ~17! we obtain the following expressio
for EV(z,t):

EV~z,t !52
iF0u~ t !v

2cal

3

coshS d2uz2z0u
l D1coshS d2z2z0

l D
sinhS d

2l D . ~18!

Here the surface impedance

ZS~d,H !5
EAC~z50!

HAC~z50!

5
er f ~z50!1EV~z50!

hr f ~z50!

5ZS,M~d!1ZV~d,H !, ~19!

whereZS,M(d) is the impedance of the film in the Meissn
state ~i.e., in the absence of vortices!, which is given by
expression~4! with k25 il21, and ZV(d,H) is an additive
term giving the vortex contribution to the surface impedan
e

n-
a-

e

e

:

ZV~d,H !5
EV~z50!

hr f ~z50!

52
iF0

2v

4pca~H !dl

f ~d!2d/2l

aS~H !2 ivh
. ~20!

For the case when two vortex rows are present in the film
expression forZV(d,H) is still given formally by Eq.~20!,
but with allowance for the fact that in the two-row caseap is
given by Eq.~13!.

The field curves of the surface resistanceRV(d,H)
5ReZV(d,H) due to oscillations of the vortices are shown
Fig. 4 for the cases of high and low frequencies~in compari-
son the ‘‘depinning frequency’’vp5aS /h!. The values of
the material parameters used in the calculations were typ
of HTSC materials:x5100, l51025 cm, the valuesa52
3105 N/m2 andh5231026 N•s/m2 taken from Ref. 1, and
«520.

It should be noted that the results obtained in the pres
paper differ from the results of the ‘‘continuum’’ model9–12

generalized to the thin-film geometry by means of the tra
formation ~4!. Indeed, it follows from~2!–~4! that the ex-
pressions for the surface resistanceRS in the ‘‘continuum’’
model have the following forms for the bulk and thin-film
geometries. In the case of a bulk superconductor (d@l)

RS5
v

c
Im lAC>H 1

2c

v2

v0

lC
2 ~0!

lAC~0!
, v!v0

lC~0!

c S vv0

2 D , v@v0,

~21!

FIG. 4. Field dependence of the surface resistance of a film, normalize
the absolute value of the impedance of a bulk sample in the Meissner
for different film thicknesses~d/l50.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6! at frequencies of
800 GHz~higher than the ‘‘depinning frequency’’! ~a! and 100 MHz~lower
than the ‘‘depinning frequency’’! ~b!. The jump inRV occurs at a fieldH
5Hc1

(2)(d)'2.5Hc1
(1)(d) and is due to the insertion of a second vortex row

the film. Changing the frequency~within the regionv!vp or v@vp! leads
only to a change of the scale on the vertical axis, while the character o
field dependence is unaffected.
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wherelAC(0) andlC(0) are given by expressions~2! and
~3! with v50. Expression~21! describes a monotonic de
pendence of the surface resistance of a bulk supercondu
on the frequency and on the static magnetic fieldH:RS

;v2H1/2 for v!v0 and RS;v1/2H1/2 for v@v0 ~in the
Coffey–Clem model v05a/h and lies in the range
1010– 1012s21; Ref. 1!. In the case of the film geometry (d
,lC,lAC) the ‘‘continuum’’ model with the transforma
tion formula ~4! used in the approximate formf (d)
' i /k2d, which is ordinarily permissible in the microwav
range,30 gives the following expression forRS(d):

RS~d!>ReS 2 i
v

cd
lAC

2 D5
lC

2 ~0!

cd

v2

v0@11~v/v0!2#
.

~22!

According to Eq.~22!, RS;v2H for v!v0 and RS;(1
2v0

2/v2)H for v@v0 . It should be emphasized that expre
sions~21! and~22! describe the frequency dependence of
surface resistance due to the oscillations of vortices only

The field dependence and frequency dependence o
impedance obtained in experiments on the high-freque
dynamics of the vortices have been compared with
Coffey–Clem theoretical model for the case when the st
magnetic fieldH is perpendicular to the surface of the sup
conductor~see, e.g., Refs. 1–8!.

Taking into account the ‘‘size’’ effects in the structu
and dynamics of the vortex lattice for a parallel orientati
of the external static magnetic field, as we have done in
paper, leads to certain features on the curves of the fi
dependence of the surface resistance, which are show
Fig. 4 for various values of the frequency and film thickne
The most important feature is the appearance of a step
structure on theRV(H) curves, which is due to the discre
changes in the number of vortex rows at the fieldsHc1

(N)(d)
~in this paperN51,2!.

In addition, we should mention the different character
the RV(H) curves at a fixed number of vortex rows~i.e., in
the intervalsHc1

(N),H,Hc1
(N11) , N51,2! for the cases of

high and low frequencies~compared withvp!: for v@vp

the RV(H) curve increases monotonically in these field
tervals for the films of various thicknesses@Fig. 4~a!#; for
v!vp an unusual descending segment can appear on
RV(H) curves in the same field intervals@Fig. 4~b!#. For
analysis of this different behavior of the field dependence
the surface resistance at high and low frequencies, le
consider the expression forRV(d,H) that follows from Eq.
~20!:

RV~d,H !5ReZV>
F0

2v2h

4pd2ca~H !@aS
2 ~H !1~vh!2#

,

~23!

where we have used the approximationf (d)' i /k2d
@d/2l. As we see from Eq.~23!, for a fixed number of
vortex rows
tor

-
e

he
y
e
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-

is
ld
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.
ed

f

he

f
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RV~d,H !>
F0

2

4pcd2h
35

v2h2

a~H !aS
2 ~H !

, v!vp

12vp
2/v2

a~H !
, v@vp

. ~24!

Thus, as follows from~24!, the field dependence ofRV(d,H)
at high frequencies is governed by the field dependenc
a21(H), while that at low frequencies is governed by th
field dependence of@a(H)(a1ap(H))2#21. At fields H
.Hc1

(1)(d) ~i.e., j!a(H)!d, d,l! the asymptotic expres
sions fora(H) andap(H), as can be shown by proceedin
from expressions~9! and ~11!, have the form

a~H !5
F0d

4l2H

1

12cosh21~d/2l!
, ~25!

ap~H !5
HF0

4pl2 cosh~d/2l!
2

F0
2

4pdl2a~H !
. ~26!

Thus forv@vp , when the viscous reaction of the vortices
the governing factor, one hasRV(d,H);H according to
~24!, while at low frequencies, when the reaction of the vo
tices is governed by the pinning constantaS(H), descending
segments can appear on theRV(H) curve. Physically this
means that the stiffness of the vortex system increases
increasing field faster than the number of vortices, and
can decrease the dissipation caused by vortex oscillation
the microwave field.

It can also be shown that at very large values ofH ~and,
hence,N@1! the curve ofRS,M(d)1RV(d,H) asymptoti-
cally approaches the correspondingRS(d) curve that follows
from the models of Refs. 9–12.

At a fixed value ofH the frequency dependence of th
surface resistance in the model considered here agrees
that in the ‘‘continuum’’ model9–12 for a thin film, as follows
from a comparison of Eqs.~22! and ~24!.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown that for thin (d,l) super-
conducting films placed in a magnetic field parallel to t
surface, the dynamic response of the vortices to an exte
alternating field exhibits features due to size effects in
pinning and dynamics of the vortices. In particular, such
fects should appear as steps on the curves of the sur
impedance of the film as a function of the external sta
magnetic field because of the discrete changes in the num
of vortex rows at characteristic field valuesHc1

(N)(d) and the
corresponding changes in the vortex concentration and
elastic constants characterizing small oscillations of the v
tex system about its equilibrium position. Here the frequen
dependence of the surface resistance at a fixed value o
field H corresponds to the analogous frequency depende
in the Coffey–Clem model.9–12

This study was supported in part by the Ministry f
Education and Research of Germany~BMBF! through the
grant TRANSFORM by way of the University of Leipzig
~Grant 13 No. 7218/7!, by the Ukrainian Center for Scienc
and Technology~Project No. 1455!, and by the internationa
association INTAS~Grant No. 99-00585!.
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Anisotropy of the flux creep in the motion of vortices along twin-boundary planes
in YBa 2Cu3O7Àx single crystals
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The anisotropy of the magnetic flux creep in vortex motion parallel to the planes of twin
boundaries is investigated experimentally. It is shown that at relatively low magnetic fields the
creep velocity is independent of the magnetic field and of the anglea[/H,ab. It is
found that the differential resistivityrd[dE/dJ tends to saturation at large transport currents,
where its value is approximately equal to the viscous drag on vortices in the
Bardeen–Stephen model. In low magnetic fields oriented near theab plane of the crystal the
trapping of flux lines between CuO superconducting planes is observed. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374717#
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In spite of the many intensive experimental studies
the dynamics of the magnetic flux in the high-Tc supercon-
ductor YBa2Cu3O72x over the last ten years, a number
questions pertaining to the phase state, pinning, and dyn
ics of Abrikosov vortices remain open. One such questio
the anisotropy of the magnetic flux pinning and creep. T
situation is due to the fact that the results of magnetic
periments are subject to various interpretations. Indeed,
an orientation of the magnetic field noncollinear with thec
axis the induced currents in single-crystal samples flow b
along theab plane and along thec axis. In the flow of
current along thec axis the Lorentz force is parallel to theab
plane, while for current flow along theab plane it is directed
off the ab plane. Since the relative values of the curre
flowing in the ab plane and along thec axis vary with the
anglea[/H,ab, the relative values of the Lorentz forc
also vary. Therefore the results of magnetic measurem
are difficult to interpret, since one does not know whether
predominant direction of the magnetic flux creep is along
off the ab plane.

The most correct way to study the anisotropy of the p
ning and dynamics of the magnetic flux is to make resist
measurements in which the direction of flow of the transp
current is determined. However, the results of measurem
in YBaCuO single crystals are hard to interpret, since th
exhibit an additional anisotropy due to the presence of t
boundaries, which are two-dimensional defects. Visuali
tion of the motion of the magnetic flux shows that the p
ning on twins is minimum for motion of the magnetic flu
along the planes of the twin boundaries~TBs! and is large for
flux motion perpendicular to these planes; this difference
due to the different mechanisms by which the pinning fo
is generated at the twins. In the case of parallel motion
pinning by an ideal TB plane is zero; the pinning is main
determined by the density of point defects, which can
higher at the twin boundary than in the bulk of the cryst
For motion of vortices perpendicular to a TB plane, on t
3391063-777X/2001/27(5)/6/$20.00
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other hand, the pinning is due to suppression of the or
parameter at the twins and can be large.1 A comparison of
the current–voltage~I–V! characteristics measured in th
motion of the magnetic flux parallel to and perpendicular
the TB plane shows that in the second case the pinnin
approximately ten times as high as in the first.2

Pinning on twins is also manifested in a rotation of t
field vectorH out of the TB plane. This is due to the fact th
in tilted fields at anglesu[/H,TB less than a certain criti-
cal valueucr , a portion of the vortex line is trapped by th
TB plane.3 Experimental studies show that the critical ang
can reach a value of 50°~Ref. 4! or even 70°~Ref. 5!.

Previous resistive studies of the anisotropy of flux cre
in YBaCuO single crystals have been done in a geometr
which the Lorentz force is noncollinear with the plane of t
twin boundary.5,6 In this case the magnetic flux will mov
along the direction of the Lorentz force, provided that t
motive force is large enough to break the trapped vor
segments away from the TB plane. Otherwise there will
ther be no creep or else the magnetic flux will move para
to the component of the Lorentz force directed along the
plane. Such motion has actually been observed for a fi
orientationHic ~Ref. 7! and in magnetic fields tilted with
respect to the TB plane.5 The foregoing arguments and th
experimental data mentioned show that for anglesu<ucr the
measured values can differ, depending on the orientatio
the Lorentz force relative to the TB plane; this is confirm
by a comparison of the results in Refs. 5 and 6.

The goal of the present study was to investigate the
isotropy of the magnetic flux creep in the motion of vortic
along the planes of the twin boundaries, i.e., in the direct
of easiest vortex motion, when the influence of the TB on
dynamics of the magnetic flux is apparently minimal. Me
surements of the current–voltage~I–V! characteristics were
made on a bridge cut from a YBa2Cu3O72x single crystal.
The boundaries of the twins in the measured part of
bridge were oriented in the same direction. The critical te
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Current–voltage~I–V! characteristics obtained in a fieldHic at variousH for T588 K ~a!, 83 K ~d!, and 78.7 K~c!; the corresponding I–V
characteristics normalized to the magnitude of the magnetic field,E(H* /H), whereH* 51 kOe ~b,e!.
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perature of the sample was 93 K, and the width of the sup
conducting transition was 0.3 K. The transport current vec
J was parallel to theab plane of the crystal and was oriente
perpendicular to the plane of the TBs. The magnetic fi
vector H was rotated away from thec axis toward theab
plane in such a way that it was always oriented parallel to
TB plane; this parallelism was maintained to an accuracy
0.3° by making use of the minimum observed on the an
dependence of the resistivity at temperatures slightly ab
the melting temperature of the vortex lattice. The anglea
[/H,ab was adjusted to within 0.1°. The stability of th
temperature during the measurements was'0.03 K, and that
of the magnetic field was 0.05% or better. Measurement
r-
r
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e
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the sample in the normal state showed that its overheatin
the highest level of energy dissipation, 1024 W, was not
more than 0.05 K.

Figure 1 shows the I–V characteristics measured aT
588, 83, and 78.7 K in various magnetic fields for the o
entation of the field vectorHic. It is seen that at 88 K and
78.7 K the E(J) curves are continuously shifted to lowe
transport currents as the magnetic field is increased. S
larly, atT583 K and in magnetic fields up to 7 kOe theE(J)
curves are also shifted to lower transport currents with
creasing magnetic field. As the magnetic field is increa
further, a substantial increase in the slope of the I–V ch
acteristics is observed, so that the upper parts of theE(J)
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curves as before are shifted to lower transport currents, w
the lower parts, corresponding to small transport currents,
now shifted to higher currents. Thus, if the critical currentJE

is determined from the level of the measured electric fi
E5const at a low level of energy dissipation, e.g., atE
51026 V/cm, then at temperatures of 88 K and 78.7 K t
currentJE will decrease continuously with increasing ma
netic field, while atT583 K the JE(H) curve will be non-
monotonic, as is seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 1b and 1d shows the I–V characteristics norm
ized to the value of the magnetic field,E(H* /H)(J), where
H* 51 kOe. We see that atT588 K in magnetic fieldsH
<5 kOe the curve ofE(H* /H) versusJ lies along a univer-
sal curve. When the temperature is lowered, the interva
magnetic fields in which field scaling of the I–V characte
istics is observed increases: atT583 K scaling is observed in
the field rangeH<9 kOe, while at 78.7 K it is observed ove
the entire range of magnetic fields investigated,H
<15 kOe. For the magnetic field orientationHic the electric
field is given by the relationE5vB, wherev is the velocity
of the magnetic flux andB is the magnetic induction. There
fore, the observed field scaling of the I–V characteristic
evidence that the velocity of the vortices in low magne
fields is independent of the magnitude of the magnetic fie

Figure 3a shows the I–V characteristics measured at
ferent anglesa in a magnetic field of 15 kOe at 78.7 K, an
Fig. 3b shows those measured in a magnetic field of 0.1
at 83 K. We see that the electric field increases continuou
with increasing anglea. This means thatJE decreases with
increasing anglea. Figure 3c and 3d show the same I–
characteristics normalized to an anisotropy parameter
depends on the anglea, «a[(«2 cos2 a1sin2 a)1/2, which
for the superconductor YBaCuO is approximately equal
1/6. We see that fora>15° the curves ofE/«a(J) lie on a
universal curve. According to the Bardeen–Stephen mod8

the energy dissipation occurs on account of ordinary resis
processes in the cores of the vortices, the size of whic
approximately equal to the coherence lengthj. In a layered

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the ‘‘critical’’ currentJE determined according
to the electric field levelsE51026 V/cm andEN[E(H* /H)51025 V/cm
and normalized to the value of the magnetic field.
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superconductor the coherence length along theab plane is
independent ofa, while in the perpendicular direction it de
creases asj«a . Consequently, the transverse cross-sectio
area of the vortices and, accordingly, the total volume of
cores, decrease with anglea as«a . Therefore, in a layered
superconductor the electric field during the motion of vor
ces with a velocityv is given by the relationE5Bv«a , in
which the cofactor«a determines the anisotropy of the vis
cous drag of the vortex lines. The observed angular sca
of the I–V characteristics, on the other hand, attests to
fact that at anglesa.15° the velocity of the vortices is
independent ofa.

For a,15°, as can be seen in Fig. 3c and 3d, the el
tric field decreases with anglea faster than is given by the
relation E5Bv«a under the assumption thatv5const. The
most probable reason for this behavior is self-pinning. T
type of pinning occurs in layered superconductors and is
to modulation of the order parameter along thec axis. It is
assumed that when the vectorH is oriented parallel to theab
plane the vortex lines lie between CuO superconducting
ers to minimize the core energy.9 Therefore, they are found
in the field of a periodic potential whose maxima correspo
to the cores of the vortex lines being situated in the C
planes. It is assumed that in a magnetic field tilted at ang
a<« a stepped structure of the vortex lines is realized.
part of the vortex line as before lies between the CuO plan
and part of it is oriented parallel to thec axis, as is shown in
the inset in Fig. 3e. If the pinning of the vortex segmentsLab

oriented along theab plane is very large, then energy diss
pation can arise as a result of the motion of the vortex s
mentsLc . In fact, since the segmentsLab andLc are mutu-
ally orthogonal, they will not interact with each other an
thus will move independently of each other.10 In the motion
of the vortex segmentsLc the electric field can be written a
E5Bcv, whereBc5B sina is the magnetic induction along
the c axis. Figure 3e and 3f shows the I–V characterist
measured ata590° and at anglesa<«(a<15°) and nor-
malized to sina. It is seen that at a magnetic field 15 kO
and in the angle interval 1°<a<15° the normalized I–V
characteristics lie on a universal curve corresponding toE(J)
measured ata590°. This means that the velocity of th
vortex segmentsLc (v5E/B sina) is independent of the
anglea and is equal to the velocity of the vortices for a fie
orientationHic. Analogous behavior is also observed at
magnetic field H50.1 kOe in the angle interval 4°<a
<15°. At anglesa<2° @see Fig. 3b# the electric field is
independent of the anglea. This behavior of the I–V char-
acteristics in very weak magnetic fields can be explained
the trapping of the vortex lines between CuO supercond
ing planes. It is assumed that at anglesa less than the trap-
ping angleaL the vortex lines are localized between Cu
superconducting planes to minimize the core energy. Th
fore, the pinning of the magnetic flux at angles in the ran
a,aL is independent of the orientation of the field vectorH.
The value of the trapping angle is given by the relationaL

>2nHc1 /H,11 wheren> l c / l ab is the demagnetizing factor
Hc1 is the lower critical field, andl c and l ab are the dimen-
sions of the sample along thec axis and along theab plane,
respectively. The demagnetizing factor of our sample w
approximately 0.05, and the fieldHc1

c '100 Oe atT582 K;
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FIG. 3. I–V characteristics measured atT578.7 K in a field of 15 kOe~a! and atT583 K and H50.1 kOe ~b! for different anglesa[/H,ab; the
corresponding I–V characteristics normalized to the anisotropy parameter«a ~c,d!; the I–V characteristics measured ata590° and at 1°<a<15°,
normalized to sina ~e,f!. The inset in Fig. 3e shows the stepped structure taken on by the vortex line at anglesa<15°.
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consequently, in a magnetic field of 100 Oe the value of
trapping angles is estimated asaL>0.1(aL>3°). Thevalue
obtained from the experiment,aL(100 Oe)>2°, is in satis-
factory agreement with the theoretical estimates. In a m
netic field of 15 kOe, in contrast, the trapping angle is ve
small,aL>0.1°, and therefore trapping of the vortex lines
not observed within experimental accuracy.

Let us turn to a discussion of the results. As has b
shown, in low magnetic fields and at anglesa.« the veloc-
ity of the magnetic flux is independent of the magnitude
the magnetic field and of the anglea. From the standpoint o
e

g-
y

n

f

the collective pinning theory1 this attests to the realization o
single-vortex creep. Indeed, according to the collective p
ning theory, at anglesa,« the Lorentz force and pinning
force are given by the relationsFL5JF0L(a)/c and Fp

5U0 /r p , in which the correlation lengthL(a)5L0 /«a , the
pinning radiusr p'j«a in the given experimental geometry
and the correlation lengthL0 and pinning potentialU0 cor-
responding to the field orientationHic are independent of the
magnitude of the magnetic field. Therefore, by equating
Lorentz force to the pinning force, we obtain for the critic
current the relationJc5U0c/F0L0 , which depends on nei
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ther the magnitude of the magnetic field nor on the anglea.
As we have said, at anglesa,« the I–V characteristics

constructed in the coordinatesE/sina–J lie on a universal
curve, corresponding toE(J) measured for a field orientatio
Hic. The angle scaling found is experimental confirmati
of the realization of a stepped structure of the vortex lines
a magnetic field orientation in the vicinity of theab plane.
Here it is assumed that the pinning of the vortex segme
trapped between CuO superconducting planes is str
enough that the magnetic flux creep is determined by
motion of the vortex segmentsLc oriented along thec axis.
According to the collective pinning theory, the angle depe
dence of the critical current and pinning potential of theLc

segments is determined by the relationsJc(a)5Jc«/uau and
U(a)5U0uau/«, in which the critical currentJc

c and pinning
potentialU0 correspond to the field orientationHic. We note
that in low magnetic fields the measured I–V characteris
are described well by the equation

E5E0 exp@2U/kBT~Jc /J!m# ~1!

with a value of the exponentm51. When the functions
U(a) and Jc(a) are substituted into this equation, it turn
out that the productU(a)Jc(a) in the argument of the ex
ponential function form51 is independent of the anglea
and has the same value as for the field orientationHic. Thus
the angular scaling of theE(J) curves over the entire interva
of anglesp/2<a<0 can be explained using the concepts
collective pinning theory.

We note that this angular scaling of the I–V charact
istic was not observed in the previous resistive studies of
anisotropy of the magnetic flux creep.5,6 The most probable
reason for this difference is the influence of twins. In o
experimental geometry the vortices move parallel to the
plane, and their pinning is governed solely by the interact
with point defects. In the previous experiments, in contra
the Lorentz force was oriented at an angle of 45°~Ref. 6! or
perpendicular~Ref. 5! to the TB plane. For such a mutua
orientation of the Lorentz force and the TB plane, the p
ning force along the vortex lines in tilted magnetic fields
substantially nonuniform, and the pinning of the vortex se
ments trapped by the planes of the twin boundaries is du
the suppression of the order parameter at the twins. In
motion of vortex lines perpendicular to the TB plane th
pinning is very large, and the influence of the TBs is alrea
felt at anglesa>20° ~Ref. 5!. Therefore the difference be
tween our experimental data and the previously publis
results is entirely reasonable.

As we have said, the field scaling of the I–V charact
istics is realized in a restricted interval of magnetic field
Let us consider the possible factors that can disrupt the s
ing of the I–V characteristics measured at different tempe
tures. It is seen in Fig. 1e that atT578.7 K theE(J) curves
normalized to the magnitude of the external field conform
the universal curve at transport currents that are not v
large. At large transport currents the field scaling is realiz
in magnetic fields H>1 kOe, while in low fields (H
<0.5 kOe) a slight growth of the normalized electric field
observed as the magnetic field is decreased. This behav
probably due to the influence of twins. In a magnetic field
0.1 kOe the intervortex distancea0>(F0 /B)1/2>450 nm is
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comparable to the distance between twins. Since the o
parameter in the TB plane is suppressed,12 one expects tha
in low magnetic fields a significant part of the vortex lin
will be trapped by the TB planes, and the cores of t
trapped vortex lines are deformed:13 the size of the core in
the direction parallel to the plane of the defect increas
while in the perpendicular direction it remains equal to t
coherence lengthj. Since the volume of the core of th
trapped vortices increases, so does the viscous drag forc
these vortices. Therefore, at an equal velocity the elec
field induced by a vortex line trapped by a planar defect w
be larger than the electric field induced by a vortex localiz
outside the planar defect. This situation corresponds
growth of the differential resistivityrd[dE/dJ in low mag-
netic fields ~see Fig. 4!. Figure 4 shows therd(J) curves
normalized to the viscous drag of the magnetic flux flow
the Bardeen–Stephen model,rBS5rNB/Bc2 ~Ref. 8!, where
rN is the resistivity of the sample in the normal state andBc2

is the magnetic induction corresponding to the second c
cal field. We determined the value ofrN by extrapolating the
linear part of ther(T) curve, andBc252(dBc2 /dT)(Tc

2T) was estimated using the valuedBc2 /dT521.8 T/K.14

As we see in Fig. 4, at a temperature of 78.7 K in magne
fields H>1 kOe the ratiord /rBS as a function of current is
independent of the current density, andrd→rBS at large
currents. This indicates that the current density is close
critical. In magnetic fieldsH<0.5 kOe, on the other hand, a
large values of the transport current the differential resistiv
exceedsrBS, and the ratiord /rBS increases with decreasin
field. In addition,rd increases continuously with increasin
current in the investigated current range. This last fact pr
ably means that the critical current for vortices trapped
the TB planes is higher than for vortices immersed in
bulk of the crystal; this agrees with previous experimen
studies. The growth of the differential resistivity with de
creasing magnetic field at constant current density is du
an increase in the fraction of vortex lines trapped by T
planes.

Similar behavior of the I–V characteristic and the diffe

FIG. 4. Current dependence of the normalized differential resistivity,
tained for the I–V characteristics presented in Fig. 1.
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ential resistivity at large transport currents is also observe
T583 K. The difference between the I–V characterist
measured at 78.7 and 83 K is that at 83 K in fieldsH
>8 kOe at a low transport current density theE(J) curves
are shifted to higher transport currents. This corresponds
nonmonotonic field dependence of the measured ‘‘critic
current JE and JEN . At present there are two widely dis
cussed mechanisms that predict an increase of the mea
current with increasing magnetic field. One of them is ba
on the collective pinning theory and assumes that the crit
current for depinning is independent of the magnetic fie
and that the observed increase in the measured currentJE is
due to a transition from single-vortex creep at high transp
currents to flux-bundle creep at low currents. This crosso
takes place at currentsJ,Jb'J0(Lc /«a0)7/5}B0.7. Since
for J,Jb the activation energy of flux bundles decreas
rapidly with decreasing transport current,U(J)}J5/2, the
creep velocity of the vortices and the electric field decre
rapidly, and the measured currentJE increases. The experi
mental data presented in Fig. 1 agree with the prediction
the collective pinning theory: the crossover current and
current JE indeed increase with increasing magnetic fie
The second mechanism15 assumes a transition from a quas
ordered vortex lattice in low magnetic fields to a highly d
ordered vortex system, characterized by braiding of the v
tex lines, in high fields. Up till now the dynamic propertie
and pinning of such a disordered vortex system have
been investigated theoretically, and it is therefore imposs
to draw any conclusions about whether the experimental
can be interpreted in the framework of that model.

The I–V characteristics measured at 88 K differ fro
those measured at lower temperatures in that at magn
fields H.8 kOe theE(H* /H)(J) curves deviate from the
universal curve. At low current densities the electric fie
increases continuously with increasing magnetic field. T
corresponds to a decrease of the currentJEN . Also, as we see
in Fig. 1a and 1b, the negative curvature of the I–V char
teristics observed in the entire investigated current rang
magnetic fields below 8 kOe gives way atH.8 kOe to a
positive curvature at low currents. This circumstance in
cates that when Eq.~1! is used to describe the I–V chara
teristics, the exponentm changes sign:m.0 in low fields,
andm,0 in high fields. The transition from positive value
of the exponentm to negative values is indicative of a chan
in the current dependence of the activation energy for cr
and, hence, of a change of creep mechanisms. This trans
is in agreement with previous resistive studies,16 which
showed that as the magnetic field is increased at high t
peratures, elastic creep, for which the exponentm.0, gives
way to plastic creep, which is due to the motion of disloc
tions of the vortex lattice and is characterized by an expon
m521/2. Since the activation energy for plastic creep d
creases with increasing magnetic field,16,17 the vortex veloc-
ity and the electric field increase with increasing magne
field, while the currentJE decreases.

Let us conclude with a summary of the main conc
sions. We have shown that in relatively low magnetic fie
the velocity of the vortices is independent of the magnitu
and orientation of the magnetic field. The results indic
that when the magnetic field is oriented near theab plane of
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the crystal, the vortex lines have a stepped structure. D
pative processes arise here because of the creep of v
segments oriented along thec axis of the crystal, and the
velocity of these segments is equal to the velocity of vortic
in the case of a field orientationHic. These features of the
magnetic flux creep can be explained in the framework of
collective pinning theory. We have also shown that at h
transport currents and not very low magnetic fields the d
ferential resistivity goes to saturation and is approximat
equal to the viscous drag of the magnetic flux in t
Bardeen–Stephen model. In low magnetic fields a devia
from the Bardeen–Stephen model is observed which can
explained by the deformation of the cores of the vortex lin
trapped by the planes of twin boundaries. We have discus
the details of the behavior of the field dependence of
‘‘critical’’ current measured at different temperatures.

a!E-mail: Aleksandr.V.Bondarenko@univer.kharkov.ua
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Change of the superconducting, transport, and microscopic properties of transition
metals upon introduction of interstitial impurities and deformation-induced defects
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For group-V transition metals~Nb, Ta! containing different concentrations of interstitial
impurities ~O, C, N, H! and deformation-induced defects, a numerical calculation of various
effective microscopic characteristics averaged over the Fermi surface and of the band parameters in
the framework of the Friedel model is carried out using the experimentally determined
values of the superconducting transition temperatureTc and the temperature dependence of the
resistivity in the intervalTc,T&300 K. The causes of the polar character discerned in
the influence of interstitial impurities and dislocations on the investigated physical characteristics
are discussed. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374718#
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INTRODUCTION

Group-V transition metals ared-band superconductors
the superconducting transition temperatureTc of which is the
highest among the monatomic substances. Quantitative
culations have been carried out for their electronic and p
non spectra, microscopic parameters, quasiparticle inte
tion characteristics, and superconducting and trans
properties.1–9 The results agree with the experimentally me
sured values ofTc and of the superconducting gap and w
the temperature dependence of the resistivityr and other
properties in the temperature intervalTc,T&Q (Q is the
Debye temperature!.9,10

There are data on how various physical characteristic
group-V transition metals are affected by hydrosta
compression,11–15 amorphization and plastic deformation,16

and interstitial impurities.17–23 It is of considerable funda
mental and practical interest to investigate further how
properties of these metals depend on the form of the dis
tions and the type of defects of the crystal lattice.

Simplified calculations of the effective changes in
number of microscopic characteristics of nonideal transit
metals can be done using the approach proposed in Ref
This approach is based on the results of Refs. 25 and
which takes into account the influence of the lifetime of t
electrons on some of the basic physical parameters of A
compounds and bcc transition metals. In this model one u
the band parameters of the perfect crystal and an experim
tally determined quantity — the resistivity — characterizi
the real object. In Ref. 25 certain assumptions about the
lation of the parameters of the superconductivity to the c
responding quantities characterizing the band structure w
incorporated into the general scheme. The theoretical de
opment of this approach has been elaborated in a numb
papers~see, e.g., Ref. 25 and references cited therein!. The
present paper is a development of the research reporte
Ref. 24 and is devoted to investigation of how a complex
3451063-777X/2001/27(5)/8/$20.00
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superconducting, transport, and microscopic characteris
are altered for group-V transition metals containing inters
tial impurities and deformation-induced defects.

SAMPLES AND PROCEDURES

We investigated samples of Nb and Ta with various co
centrations of interstitial impurities~O, C, N, H! in the initial
state. The samples are labeled with the rounded-off valu
the resistivity ratior294 K/rn . The sample Nb-13 was ob
tained by rolling sample Nb-17 to a deformation of 57%
20 K. The average density of dislocationsNdis for Nb-13 was
;1011 cm22, which is approximately 103 times larger than
for Nb-17.24 The values ofr294 K were determined atT
5294 K, while those ofrn were determined in the norma
state at 10 K for Nb and at 5 K for Ta. The characteristics o
the samples studied are presented in Table I, from which
seen that the value ofr294 K/rn for Nb decreases with in-
creasing concentration of interstitial impurities. The quan
tative concentration of interstitial impurities in the T
samples was not determined, but from a comparison of
data for the Ta and Nb samples in Table I it follows that t
concentration of interstitial impurities is higher in Ta-16 th
in Ta-420. This is probably because of the relatively lo
vacuum in which sample Ta-16 was annealed.

The resistivity of the samples was measured in a m
dium of gaseous helium in the temperature intervalTc,T
&300 K. The measurements ofTc were done by a resistive
method~accurate to60.01 K!.

The experimental temperature dependence of the re
tivity of the Nb and Ta samples was processed using
formula

r~T!5r01b~T/Q!3J3~Q/T!1c~T/Q!5J5~Q/T!, ~1!

wherer0 is the residual resistivity,b andc are the intensities
of interband and intraband scattering,Q is the Debye tem-
perature, andJn(Q/T) are the Debye integrals. The value
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Characteristics of the niobium and tantalum samples.

Sample State Preparation conditions

Total interstitial
impurity concentration

Ci , 1022 at. % r294 K /rn

Nb-80 Large-grained polycrystalline Electron-beam melting in oil-free vacuum >20 80.1

Nb-17 Single-crystal Electron-beam melting1 annealing in a vacuum of 1024 Pa,
T51623 K, t58 h

>32 16.7

Nb-13 Single-crystal deformed 57%
by rolling at 20 K

Electron-beam melting1 annealing in a vacuum of 1024 Pa,
T51623 K, t58 h

>32 13.4

Ta-420 Single-crystal Electric-arc melting1 annealing in a vacuum of 1.331025 Pa,
T52300 K, t56 h

••• 420.2

Ta-16 Single-crystal Electric-arc melting1 annealing in a vacuum of 1.331023 Pa,
T51000 K, t56 h

••• 15.7
e

o
at
flu
p
b

ff
s
-

a
T
c

g

f

Q in this case is determined to an accuracy of60.5 K.
Formula ~1! describes to good accuracy (;0.2–1.0%) the
experimental values ofr(T) for the transition metals.17,24,27

Table II gives the values of the parametersr0 , b, c, and
Q calculated according to formula~1! with minimization of
the rms errors; also shown are the measured values ofTc

and the values ofdr/dTuT>1.11Q determined graphically. The
values ofr0 , b, c, and Q for Ta-16 and Ta-420 and th
values ofr0 , b, c, Q, and dr/dTuT>1.11Q for Nb-17 and
Nb-13 were determined previously.17,24The possibility of us-
ing formula ~1! to describe the electrophysical properties
transition metals containing defects in the normal st
makes it possible to pose the question of the effective in
ence of defects on the parameters of the theory of the su
conducting state of these metals; this corresponds to the
sic ideas of Refs. 25 and 26~see Introduction!. Naturally,
here it is assumed that the presence of defects does not a
the basic qualitative ideas of the two-band theory of tran
tion metals5,28 or of the ‘‘scenario’’ for the onset of super
conductivity described in Refs. 1 and 10.

For calculating a number of effective microscopic p
rameters averaged over the Fermi surface for Nb and
~taking into account effects due to the lifetime of the ele
trons in their scattering on defects and thermal phonons! we
used a system of equations constructed from the followin

l tr5
\Vp

2

8p2kB

dr

dTU
T.Q

~2!

is the transport electron–phonon coupling constant,29
f
e
-

er-
a-

ect
i-

-
a

-

:

Tc5
v logf 1f 2

1.2
expH 1.04~11l!

l2m* ~110.62l!
J ~3!

is the expression forTc from Ref. 30 and is a modification o
the McMillan formula,31

Vp
2t̄

4p\2
5r21 ~4!

is the expression relating the mean lifetimet̄ with the plasma
frequency and the resistivity,29

Vp5S 4

3
pe2\2vF

2N~0! D 1/2

~5!

is the plasma frequency,32

Z5
0.88j0* ~0!

l tr
5

0.158rnVp
2

4p~11l!kBTc
~6!

is the reduced collision frequency,26

lL* ~0!5
c\~11l!1/2

Vp
~7!

is the London penetration depth,26

j0* ~0!5
0.18\vF

kBTc~11l!
~8!

is the BCS coherence length at zero temperature,26
TABLE II. Parameters of the temperature dependence ofr and the values ofTc for Nb and Ta in different structural states.
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k* 5
5.33c~11l!3/2TchHc2

x~z!vFVp
~9!

is the Ginzburg–Landau parameter nearTc ,26 and

a50.5F12S m* ln
v logf 1f 2

1.2Tc
D 2 110.62l

11l G ~10!

is the expression for the isotope effect,31 modified in accor-
dance with formula~3!.

In these expressionshHc2
51.25 is the correlation for the

strong-coupling case,x(z)5(11z/1.173)21 is the correla-
tion for the ‘‘dirty’’ limit, c is the speed of light,vF is the
Fermi velocity,e is the charge of the electron,\ is Planck’s
constant,kB is Boltzmann’s constant,l is the electron–
phonon coupling constant (l>l tr for Nb and Ta; Ref. 8!,
m* is the Coulomb pseudopotential,N(0) is the density of
states at the Fermi level,l tr is the electron mean free path
and v log is the logarithmic mean frequency. In accordan
with Ref. 30, the empirically chosen functionsf 1 and f 2 have
the form

f 15@11~11l/L1!3/2#1/3;

f 2511~v̄2 /v log21!l2/~l21L2
2!,

with v̄2 /v log'1.1. Here L152.46(113.8m* ), and L2

51.82(116.3m* )(v̄2 /v log).
The system of equations~2!–~10! differs from the sys-

tem used in Ref. 24 by the introduction of an equation re
ing the magnitude of the isotope effect with the parame
of Eq. ~3!, making it possible to estimate the effectiv
change ofm* upon a change in the structural state of t
superconductor.

RESULTS

After a logarithmic averaging of Eq.~3! and the substi-
tution of expressions forf 1 and f 2 , we obtain a transcenden
tal equation with respect tol. This equation was solved b
the method of successive approximations with the use of
values ofm* andv log given in Ref. 9 for Nb and Ta. As the
valuesTc0 corresponding to the ‘‘ideal’’ substances we to
the maximum values ofTc characteristic for the highly pure
elements:Tc059.46 K for Nb,33 andTc054.49 K for Ta.34

For Nb the value given may be an overestimate, but the d
of Ref. 35, which are illustrated in Fig. 1, attest that it
realistic. It follows from Fig. 1 that at the minimum tota
concentrationCi of interstitial impurities the curve ofTc(Ci)
goes to saturation nearTc059.46 K. The effective values
obtained for the electron–phonon coupling constantl were
used to determine the effective value of the isotope ef
~there are no published data on the isotope effect for Nb
Ta! and the values off 1 and f 2 . From the character of the
dependence off 1 and f 2 on l it is seen that they vary ex
tremely weakly upon small variations inl. We therefore
used in the calculations the valuesf 15const51.142 andf 2

5const51.006 for Nb andf 15const51.029 andf 25const
51.004 for Ta.

From Eqs.~2! and ~8! it is easy to obtain a quadrati
equation with respect tol as a function ofv log and Tc at
a5const, which makes it possible to estimate the chang
l of a superconductor in different structural states. Unl
e

t-
rs

e

ta

ct
d

of
e

Tc , the value ofv log has not been determined directly
experiment, but it can be obtained in an indirect way.
follows from Fig. 2, in which the experimental values ofQ
for a number of metals~Pb, Ta, Nb, V, and Mo! are com-
pared with the values ofv log calculated in Ref. 9, thatv log

>0.67Q. We note that this dependence correlates with
known relation for transition metalŝv2&1/2>0.69Q ~Ref. 2!.

The values ofl, m* , Vp , vF , N(0), z, x(z), k* ,
j0* (0), andlL* (0) calculated according to Eqs.~1!–~8! for
Nb and Ta in different structural states are presented in Ta
III. In the calculations we used the relations^r0l tr&53.75
310212 V•cm2 for Nb ~Ref. 36! and ^r0l tr&54.55310212

V•cm2 for Ta. The latter value was obtained using the v
ues ofvF andN(0) given in Refs. 8 and 9. It follows from
Table III that for Nb and Ta with a minimal interstitial im
purity content the values ofN(0), vF , l, m* , Vp , j0* (0),
and lL* (0) agree to within 10% with the previously pub
lished data.9,15,36–38

The properties of transition metals are substantially
termined by thed electrons, which are highly localized i
space.5,39 In calculations of the characteristics of a transiti
metal by the method of MT orbitals the set of paramet
describing the energy spectrum of the transition metal
duces to two:Wd , the width of thed band, andEd , its
position relative to the minimum of thes band; these param
eters are related to the radiusr d of the d state, the electron

FIG. 1. Dependence of the superconducting transition temperature of N
the total concentration of interstitial impurities~C, O, N, H!.35

FIG. 2. Dependence ofv log on Q for Pb, Ta, Nb, V, and Mo. The values o
v log were calculated in Ref. 9. The values ofQ correspond to the experi-
mental data for Pb,10,39 Ta,7,17 Nb,24,39 V,17,39 and Mo.10
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TABLE III. Effective microscopic parameters averaged over the Fermi surface for Nb and Ta in different structural states.
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wave vectorkd , and the radiusr 0 of the atomic sphere
These quantities are characteristics of the ‘‘ideal’’ mate
and are listed in the periodic table in Ref. 5. In this approa
the formation of the electronic structure of a transition me
is due to multiple scattering of electrons on nonoverlapp
MT spheres. External influences~hydrostatic pressure, th
introduction of impurities, deformation-induced defects, et!
disrupt the ideal crystalline symmetry, alter the characte
tics of the scattering centers, create new scattering cen
due to lattice defects, and, hence, alter the characteristic
the energy spectrum. For example, under hydrostatic c
pression group-V elements typically suffer an increase
Wd , vF , Vp , EF , and zd ~the number ofd electrons per
atom! and a decrease ofN(0), l, andm* ~Refs. 1,7,12, and
15!.

In the approximate Friedel model of a two-band tran
tion metal5,28 one can do a simplified calculation of the e
fective parameters of the band structure of a transition m
and estimate the character of the changes of these param
upon a change in the structural state. In this model ths
electrons form a band of free electrons with an effect
massms* , and the density of states for thed electrons in the
energy intervalEd20.5Wd,E,Ed10.5Wd is represented
in the formNd(E)510/Wd . In this caseWd , Ed , EF , and
zd will be connected by the relation 0.5Wd2(Ed2EF)
50.1zdWd , which for Nb and Ta (zs1zd55) leads to the
expression

Ed5EF10.1zsWd . ~11!

Using the relation Wd56.83\2r d
3/(m0r 0

5), ms* 5m0 /(1
15r d

3/pr 0
3), EF5\2ks

2/2ms* ~Ref. 5! and taking into accoun
that the wave vector of thes electrons has the formks

2

5(3p2n0zs)
2/3, we obtain the following equation forzs :

6.83\2r d
3zs

10m0r 0
5

1
\2~3p2n0!2/3~115r d

3/pr 0
3!zs

2/3

2m0
2Ed50.

~12!

Herem0 is the mass of a free electron, andn0 is the atomic
density. Equation~12! can be solved using as parameters
tabulated values ofn0 ~Ref. 40!, Ed ~Ref. 5!, r 0 ~Ref. 5!, and
r d ~Ref. 5! for Nb and Ta. As a result, we obtain the effecti
values of the number ofs electrons per atom:zs050.941 for
Nb and 0.796 for Ta. These values are close to the exp
mentally determined valuezs50.809 for Nb.41
l
h
l
g

-
rs
of
-
f

-

al
ters

e

e

ri-

To calculate the radius of ad state of Nb and Ta a
minimal impurity content we use the relationNd(E)
1Ns(0)5N(0). We thus obtain an equation forr d0 in the
form

10m0r 0
5

6.83\2r d0
3

1
3m0n0

1/3zs
1/3

\2~3p2!2/3~115r d0
3 /pr 0

3!
2N~0!50. ~13!

Using the values ofN(0) as parameters~see Table III! and
also the tabulated values ofn0 ~Ref. 40!, r 0 ~Ref. 5!, and
zs5zs0 , we get r d051.21631028 cm for Nb and 1.263
31028 cm for Ta. The calculated values agree to with
;5% with the values ofr d given for these elements in th
periodic table in Ref. 5.

It is instructive to compare the values obtained forr s0

and r d0 to the values of these parameters for Nb and Ta
other structural states. In the framework of the Friedel mo
the calculations needed for doing this can be carried ou
the assumption thatEF5const. This condition is realistic in
our case for the following reasons. It is known that the Fer
energy is determined by the number of carriers in the u
cell and can change appreciably under certain conditio
e.g., for alloys in which the valence of the dopant elem
differs strongly from the valence of the host. In the samp
studied here the impurity content is small, and the differen
of the impurity content in the alloy pairs being compare
Nb-80 with Nb-17 and Ta-420 with Ta-16, is not over 1022

at. %, a level which is reflected extremely weakly in t
value ofEF . For Nb-13 the mean density of dislocations
Ndis;1011 cm22 ~Ref. 24!. At such a value ofNdis the low-
ering of the chemical potential of the electrons will not e
ceed 1023 ~Ref. 42!. The conditionEF5const implies the
expression zs5zs0$@115r d0

3 /(pr 0
3)#/@115r d

3/(pr 0
3)#%3/2.

Substituting this expression into formula~13!, we obtain an
equation forr d :

10m0r 0
5

6.83\2r d
3

1
3m0n0

1/3zs0
1/3

\2~3p2!2/3

3S 11
5r d0

3

pr 0
3 D 1/2S 11

5r d
3

pr 0
3D 23/2

2N~0!50. ~14!

Table IV presents the values ofr d calculated from Eq.
~14!, the values obtained forzs , and the values determine
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TABLE IV. Effective parameters of the band structure of Nb and Ta in different structural.
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from them for the Friedel model parameters and the ot
microscopic characteristics of Nb and Ta in different stru
tural states.

DISCUSSION

Tables II, III, and IV indicate a polar character of th
changes inTc , r(T), and the effective microscopic and ban
characteristics of Nb and Ta upon the introduction of int
stitial impurities and deformation-induced defects in the l
tice. In view of the lack of consistent theoretical mode
describing the electrophysical properties of nonideal tra
tion metals, it is sensible to compare the results obtained
with the experimental and theoretical results of other auth
and to make a qualitative judgment as to the nature of cer
effects.

Interstitial impurities.The impurity-induced changes o
the characteristics mentioned are less pronounced for Ta
for Nb, since the difference of the values ofr294 K/rn for our
Ta samples is larger. The values ofEd andQ for Ta remain
practically unchanged. The fact that the sensitivity of Ta
interstitial impurities is weaker than that of Nb should
attributed to the greater stiffness of the interatomic coupl
and the higher stability of the crystal lattice.43,44

The interstitial atoms ina-solid solutions of group-V
metals occupy octahedral~O, C, N!45,46 and tetrahedral~H,
D!47,48 positions in the bcc lattice and lead to an effecti
increase in the interatomic distances, which causes an e
tive change of the microscopic characteristics. According
x-ray photoemission results,18 with increasing nitrogen con
centration in Nb the electrons of the Nb4d and Nb5s bands
move into higher-binding-energy Nb4d–N2p bonding
states, and this decreases the density of states at the F
level. The remaining Nb5s electrons are lost, and the Nb4d
electrons acquire the binding energy; this corresponds to
effective widening of the bands of the host crystal. The d
of Ref. 18 are close to the results of band calculations
solid solutions of N and C in Nb~Ref. 46! and to the results
of positron annihilation studies in VD0.68 and TaH0.15 single
crystals.19 The widening of the energy bands presuppose
weakening of the electron–electron interaction, which
characterized by the quantitym* ~Ref. 49!. For Nb-17 and
Ta-16, which have a;0.1 at. % higher impurity concentra
tion as compared to Nb-80 and Ta-420, the value ofm* is
lowered by;0.5% ~see Table III!. This change inm* attests
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to a comparatively weak decrease of the electron–elec
interaction. The transfer of a fraction of the 5s electrons to
bound states lying below the Fermi level corresponds, in
framework of the two-band model under consideration, to
effective decrease in the number ofs electrons and, hence, t
an increase inzd , r d , andWd and a decrease of the effectiv
mass of the charge carriers in each of the bands~see Table
IV !. There is also a decrease inmd* , ms* , andvs /vd . For the
real Fermi surface such a transformation of the energy sp
trum means an effective increase in its mean curvature a
lowering of the degree of anisotropy. The latter correspo
to the known theoretical idea of Markovitz and Kadanof50

that the energy spectrum of the metal becomes more iso
pic when impurities are added. Thus the data obtained in
present study on the effective changes of the characteri
of the energy spectrum are consistent with the independ
experimental results and the existing model concepts.

Let us consider how the lattice dynamics of the meta
affected by the introduction of an impurity. Increasing t
number of valence electrons having a higher value of
binding energy enhances the stiffness of the lattice.18 Direct
information about the enhancement of the high-freque
contribution to the vibrational spectrum of transition meta
containing interstitial impurities has been obtained in lo
energy neutron scattering experiments20,21and measurement
of the low-temperature heat capacity.22 It follows from Ref.
21 that for all group-V metals the introduction of oxygen a
nitrogen within the solid solution region is accompanied b
qualitatively similar change in the lattice dynamics: t
peaks of the distribution function are broadened and shi
to higher energies. There are also two peaks of hi
frequency localized vibrations split off from the main spe
trum; their position depends on the species of intersti
atom. The average increase of^v2& in vanadium containing
O and N impurities is;3% per at. % impurity. This value is
in practical agreement with the estimate of the change
^v2& for Nb-80 and Nb-17. Such a transformation of th
phonon spectrum upon a relatively small change in impu
concentration may be a consequence of the interaction
harmonic vibrations of the unperturbed lattice with wav
scattered on point defects.

Deformation-induced defects.For Nb-13, which was ob-
tained from Nb-17 by deformation at 20 K with a subsequ
warming to 300 K, the main type of defects are dislocatio
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TABLE V. Values ofN(0), ^v2&1/2, ^J2&, h, l, andlc for niobium in different structural states.
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with predominantly screw components and an average d
sity of ;1011 cm22 in the middle of the sample. Estimate
show that the bulk concentration of defects of the vaca
type in Nb-13 is comparatively low, and the change ofTc ,
r(T), and the microscopic and band parameters should
attributed mainly to dislocation effects. At the indicated v
ues of Ndis one expects the appearance of quasi-o
dimensional electronic states bound to the dislocations
quasi-one-dimensional superconductivity due to them. It
lows from Ref. 51 that for Nb in the framework of the theo
of localized superconductivity52 the calculated growth ofTc

due to dislocation pileups of maximum strength is;5
31024 K. This value is substantially lower than the valu
determined experimentally for the increase ofTc ~see Table
II !. According to Ref. 51, for Nb with a density of uniforml
distributed dislocations in the interval (0.9–1.3)31011 cm22

the values of the increase ofTc are in good agreement wit
the results of a calculation in the framework of the theory
bulk superconductivity enhanced by the interaction of el
trons with the zero-point oscillations of the dislocations.53 In
addition, the anomalies inr(T) — in particular, the decreas
of r0 — which should precede the onset of quasi-on
dimensional superconductivity,54 have not been detected e
perimentally. These arguments indicate that the quasi-o
dimensional electronic states and the quasi-one-dimensi
superconductivity due to them do not play a major role. C
sequently, in view of the results of Refs. 25 and 26, one
assume that the properties of a transition metal contain
dislocations, as in the case of impurities, admits an anal
in terms of effective microscopic and band characteristic

It follows from Tables III and IV that for Nb-13 there i
a characteristic increase ofl andN(0) and a lowering of the
Debye temperature and̂v2& in comparison with Nb-17, in
agreement with the results of measurements of the electr
heat capacity of deformed V, Nb, and Ta.55 In the framework
of the Friedel model with the adopted conditionEF5const
the growth ofN(0) is mainly due to an increase ofNd(E),
corresponding to an effective decrease of the width of thd
band, which is inversely proportional tomd* ~Ref. 5!. The
increase of the effective mass of the charge carriers i
metal containing dislocations is caused by a change in
character of the electron–phonon coupling.56 Direct data on
the change of the electron–phonon coupling of Nb conta
ing dislocations are presented in Ref. 57. The transforma
of the electron–phonon interaction spectrum obtained
tunneling spectroscopy is expressed in a broadening of
peaks, an increase in the density of the low-freque
modes, and a decrease in^v2&, which leads to growth ofl.
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It can be assumed that another factor that increasesl, be-
sides the less tightly packed lattice near the dislocat
cores,57 is the presence of low-frequency modes localized
the dislocations.

The lattice distortions due to dislocation cores lead
changes in the characteristics of the energy spectrum
transition metal. Possible causes of this are as follows.
cause of the strong atomic displacements, comparable to
interatomic distances, near the axis of a dislocation, the c
acteristic directional bonds formed by the wave functions
the d electrons~the statest2g andeg) in the undistorted bcc
lattice of the transition metal1 will be broken or altered in
character. In the crystal matrix this leads to an effective lo
ering of the density of statesN(E) in the region of the low-
energy peaks. Since the total number of states in the en
rangeE,EF per unit volume of the crystal changes insi
nificantly (dV/V0'NdisbB

2;1024, wherebB is the Burgers
vector!, under the conditionEF5const the lowering of the
height and the smearing of the low-energy peaks cause
effective increase of the density of states at the Fermi le
which intersects the sloping part of the ‘‘A’’ peak at th
boundary of the filled part of the spectrum~see, e.g., Ref. 1!.

Electron–phonon interaction.In the approach of Ref. 31
the electron–phonon coupling constant has the forml
5N(0)^J2&/M ^v2&. The numerator of this expression is th
electronic Hopfield parameterh5N(0)^J2&. The change in
l upon a change in the structural state depends on the
havior of each of the three cofactors. The characteristics
the phonon (Q) and electronic@N(0)# spectra are presente
in Tables II and III. For an estimate of the changes of t
square matrix element of the electron–ion interaction av
aged over the Fermi surface, we use the relation^J2&
'ad^vF

2& ~Ref. 3!, wheread is a measure of the ordering o
the bonds of thed electrons. We shall assume thatad

5const and that the change of the matrix element is
mainly to the behavior ofvF . For Nb with a minimal impu-
rity content the value ofad was determined using the corre
sponding values ofN(0), Q, andl and in turn was used to
calculate^J2&. For Nb in different structural states the p
rameters characterizing the electron–phonon interaction
listed in Table V. It follows from the tables that the tot
effect of the change of the three cofactors determininglc is
in good agreement with the independently calculated va
of l. It is also seen that the value ofh is practically the same
for all the structural states. Consequently, the weakening
the electron–phonon coupling with increasing impurity co
centration and the enhancement of the electron–phonon
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pling when dislocations are introduced in the material
mainly due to the increase and decrease, respectively, o
average phonon frequencies. This conclusion agrees with
existing idea that the electronic Hopfield parameter is c
stant for transition metals.31

CONCLUSIONS

1. We have obtained experimental data on the temp
ture dependence of the resistivityr in the intervalTc,T
&300 K and on the values ofTc for group-V transition met-
als ~Nb, Ta! containing interstitial impurities with variou
concentrations~within the solid solution region! and defects
induced by deformation. For the investigated structural sta
of Nb and Ta the temperature dependencer(T) is described
to good accuracy in the framework of the Mott–Wilso
model of transition metals; this has allowed us to determ
the residual resistivityr0 , the intensity of the interband (s–
d) and intraband (s–s) scattering of charge carriers, and th
Debye temperature.

2. We have calculated the effective microscopic char
teristics averaged over the Fermi surface~the electron–
phonon interaction constant, Coulomb pseudopoten
Fermi velocity, density of states, plasma frequency, effec
mass, Ginzburg–Landau parameter, and London penetra
depth! for Nb and Ta in various structural states. In the c
culations we used a closed system of equations that took
account the effects due to the lifetime of the electrons in th
scattering on defects and thermal phonons. The param
of this system werer0 , dr/dT, Tc , and Q, the values of
which were determined experimentally for each of the str
tural states.

3. For all the structural states of Nb and Ta we ha
determined the effective band parameters correspondin
the Friedel model of a two-band transition metal and
relations describing the electronic structure of thed states in
resonant scattering: the width and mean energy of thd
band, the Fermi energy, the effective masses and the ve
ties in each of the bands, the relative numbers ofs and d
electrons, and the radius of thed state.

4. We have determined the trends in respect to the in
ence of interstitial impurities and dislocations on the effe
tive characteristics of the electronic and phonon spectra
the electron–phonon interaction of transition metals. Incre
ing the impurity concentration tends to increaseQ, to
weaken the intraband and enhance the intraband scatte
to decreaseTc , l, m* , N(0), andlL* (0), and toincrease
r0 , vF , j0* (0), andk* . In the two-band Friedel model im
purities cause the energy spectrum to become more isotro
widen the d band and raise its mean energy increase
velocity and decrease the effective mass of the carriers in
d band, increasezd and r d , and decreasezs , Ns(0), and
Nd(E). Dislocations cause effects of the opposite sign~ex-
cept for the changes inr0 andk* ).

5. The polar character of the influence of interstitial im
purities and dislocations on the complex of superconduct
transport, and microscopic parameters of transition me
may be due to the following causes. In the first case st
coupled to the impurity appear below the Fermi level, an
portion of the valence electrons of the metal go into th
states. As a result, a broadening of thed band, a decrease o
e
he
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the density of states at the Fermi level, and an increase in
lattice stiffness occur. These changes are accompanied
weakening of the electron–phonon coupling. In the d
formed material a breaking of the characteristic interatom
bonds of the bcc lattice and a change in the character of
overlap of the wave functions of thed-type states of the
atoms occur, causing an effective increase in the densit
states at the Fermi level and a softening of the phonon s
trum. This leads to enhancement of the electron–pho
coupling.

6. For Nb containing different concentrations of inters
tial impurities and a high density of dislocations the value
the electronic part of the electron–phonon coupling cons
remains practically unchanged, indicating thatl is correlated
with the characteristics of the phonon spectrum.

The authors thank V. D. Natsik for a discussion of th
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Structure parameters and degradation of the critical current of the alloy NT-50
after cryogenic drawing in an ultrasonic field

O. I. Volchok, M. B. Lazareva, V. S. Okovit, Ya. D. Starodubov, O. V. Chernyi,
and L. A. Chirkina
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The parameters of the defect and phase structure of the alloy NT-50 are investigated after low-
temperature~77 K! deformation by drawing in an ultrasonic field, and the influence of
these parameters on the amount of degradation of the critical current under tensile loading at 4.2
K is studied. It is found that cryogenic ultrasonic deformation leads to intensified
decomposition of theb-solid solution with precipitation of Ti-rich phases according to the
kinetics of the spontaneous martensitic transformation and results in a reduction of the internal
stress level in the alloys. The structural features found promote stabilization of theb-
solid solution during a subsequent deep cooling, as is manifested in a lowering of the degree of
completion of the low-temperature deformation-induced martensitic transformation, which
in turn raises the threshold for degradation of the critical current and reduces the degree of
degradation in a wide range of external mechanical loads. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1374719#
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It has been shown previously1 that deformation of a
niobium–titanium alloy by drawing under cryogenic cond
tions ~77 K! leads to intensification of the diffusive decom
position of theb-solid solution even in the initial stages o
the subsequent heat treatment. This results in the forma
of a structure with a high volume density of a finely di
perseda-phase, which increases the value of the critical c
rent of the superconducting alloy. It is known2 that the use of
ultrasonic mechanical vibrations during drawing~ultrasonic
drawing! helps to reduce the contact friction at the site of t
deformation and thus facilitates the drawing process. Thi
especially important for the cryogenic deformation of ma
rials with a bcc lattice, for which, by virtue of the stron
temperature dependence of the strength characteristics
drawing forces and, hence, the length of the drawing p
increase and the breaking strength of the wire increases

An important characteristic of superconductin
niobium–titanium alloys from the standpoint of applicatio
is the degree to which the critical current is lowered~de-
graded! under tensile loading, which is largely determined
the low-temperature phase transformations taking place
cording to martensitic kinetics and by the internal stress le
in the material.3–6

The present study was undertaken to investigate the
tures of the structure parameters of a niobium–titanium a
during cryogenic ultrasonic drawing and their influence
the degree of degradation of the critical current.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Samples of the niobium–titanium alloy NT-50~48.5
wt. % Ti! were subjected to a preliminary multidirection
deformation7 and drawing at 300 K to a diamete
d51.5 mm. The subsequent drawing and ultrasonic draw
3531063-777X/2001/27(5)/5/$20.00
on

-

is
-

the
th

c-
el
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g

to d50.6 mm («584%) were done at 77 K on a speci
apparatus.8 The amplitude of the displacement of the end
the ultrasonic vibration concentrator was 3mm, and the vi-
brational frequency was 20.5 kHz. The efficacy of introdu
ing longitudinal ultrasonic vibrations at the deformation s
was monitored from the diagrams of the variation of t
drawing force.

The amplitude dependence of the internal fricti
~ADIF! was investigated at 300 K in order to assess
defect structure of the material, and the temperature dep
dences of the internal frictiond(T) and dynamic shea
modulusG(T) were studied in the temperature range 4.
150 K in order to establish the features of the change
phase structure of the alloy both after deformation and aft
subsequent deep cooling. The measurements of the A
and temperature dependence ofd and G were done on an
apparatus of the inverted torsion pendulum type, which w
described in detail in Ref. 9. The frequency of the torsio
oscillations was 0.5 Hz. The ADIF was measured for str
amplitudes in the range 531026– 231023. The curves of
d(T) and G(T) were obtained at a strain amplitude of
3106, which lies in the region of amplitude-independent i
ternal friction. The measurements ofd(T) and G(T) were
made in a heating regime, with the sample placed in a ste
flow of helium produced by a microheater and a const
pumping off of the helium vapor. The temperature w
monitored in the range 4.2–20 K by a carbon resistance t
mometer and at temperatures above 20 K by a copp
Constantan thermocouple with an accuracy of 0.3–0.5
The rate of change of the temperature was 0.5 deg/min in
range 4.2–100 K and 1.5 deg/min above 100 K. The te
perature was stabilized during the internal friction measu
ment. The error in the determination of the damping dec
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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ment was not over 10%. The shear modulus was calcul
by the formula

G5
128pJl

d4 f 2,

wherel andd are the length and diameter of the sample,J is
a characteristic that determines the stiffness of the appar
and f is the measured vibrational frequency of the samp
The error in the determination of the shear modulus w
0.1%.

The amount of degradation of the critical current of t
superconductors under tension was measured at 4.2 K
transverse magnetic fieldH55 T on the apparatus describe
in Ref. 10. We determined the degradation thresholds0 , i.e.,
the stress above which the degradation of the critical cur
begins to be manifested,5 and the dependence of the reduc
critical currentJci /Jc0 on the tensile stress, whereJci is the
value of the current at a fixed voltage andJc0 is the current
before the tensile stress is applied. The critical current w
recorded to an error of 1% as the current at which a volt
of 10 mV appeared, and it was measured both under load
after the sample was unloaded.

The mechanical characteristics after various drawing
gimes were obtained at 300 and 77 K under conditions
tensile straining at a rate of 1023 s21. For the measurement
of the mechanical characteristics and the degradation of
critical current we used samples 80 mm long, and for
measurements of the internal friction parameters we u
samples 30 mm long, with the copper sheath removed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table I gives the results of measurements of the ADIF
300 K after various types of cryogenic drawing of the all
NT-50. It is seen that ultrasonic drawing results in a redu
internal friction background and a higher critical amplitu
for breakaway of the edge component of a dislocation fr
pinning points. This indicates that drawing in an ultraso
field, when the material is subjected to simultaneous st
and vibrational loading, increases the efficiency of the int
action of dislocations with point defects, since dislocatio
oscillating in an ultrasonic field have a larger cross sect
for trapping of point defects. As a result, the length of
dislocation segment decreases, and the starting stress fo
motion of dislocations increases. The precipitation of po
defects on dislocations clears them from the matrix, as
confirmed by the decrease in the level of the internal frict
background after ultrasonic cryogenic drawing. This resu
in a reduced level of internal stresses in the alloy.

TABLE I. Parameters of the amplitude-dependent internal friction of
alloy NT-50 after various forms of treatment.

Treatment
Background level

d, 1023

Critical
amplitude for the

breakaway of dislocations from
pinning pointsge , 1026

Drawing at 77 K 5.3 56
Drawing at 77 K
in an ultrasonic
field
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The fact that relaxation processes occur during draw
in an ultrasonic field is also evidenced by the mechan
properties of the NT-50 alloy~Table II!. Table II shows that
drawing in an ultrasonic field lowers the yield stress~the
softening effect amounts to 20% at a testing temperatur
300 K and to 16.5% at a testing temperature of 77 K! and
increases the dynamic shear modulus by 1.6%.

It is important to note that the dynamic shear modu
for alloys undergoing phase transformations is determi
mainly by the change in the chemical composition of t
solid solution after one of the components has precipita
out of it in the form of separate phases.11 Against the back-
ground of the change in shear modulus due to the chang
the ratios of the different elements in the solid solution, t
observed changes in the defect structure of the alloy hav
insignificant effect on the shear modulus.12 Since, according
to Ref. 3, there is an inverse linear relation between the
content in theb-solid solution and the value ofG, the in-
crease of the dynamic shear modulus after drawing in
ultrasonic field is evidence of processes of precipitation
particles of titanium-rich phases.

Let us consider in more detail the dynamics of the p
cesses of decomposition of theb-solid solution after the
sample is subjected to different types of actions, basing
discussion on measurements of the temperature depend
of the internal friction and dynamic shear modulus of t
NT-50 alloy. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependenc
the damping decrement of the NT-50 alloy in the homo
enized state~single-phaseb-solid solution!, after cryogenic

TABLE II. Mechanical properties of the alloy NT-50 after various forms
treatment.

Treatment

Yield stresss0.2,
MPa Shear

modulus
G, GPaTex5300 K Tex577 K

Drawing at 77 K 800 910 30.4
Drawing at 77 K
in an ultrasonic
field

640 760 30.9

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the damping decrement of the
NT-50 in the homogenized state~1!, after drawing at 77 K~2!, and after
drawing at 77 K in an ultrasonic field~3!.
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drawing, and after cryogenic ultrasonic drawing. We see
for the homogenized state thed(T) curve is characterized b
the presence of two pronounced peaks at 10 and 70 K~Fig.
1, curve1!. A previous detailed investigation into the natu
of these peaks showed us that the first is due to
deformation-induced martensitic transformation and the s
ond to a spontaneous martensitic transformation.13,14 Let us
use these ideas to analyze the influence of the drawing
gimes on the dynamics of these transformations and, he
on the structural–phase state of the alloy. It is shown in F
1 ~curves2 and 3! that after drawing in either regime th
second internal friction peak vanishes, and the lo
temperature peak increases in height and shifts to hig
temperatures, i.e., the spontaneous martensitic transfo
tion is completely suppressed, and the deformation-indu
transformation is enhanced. The ultrasonic cryogenic dr
ing led to a lower height of this peak and a larger upshift
peak in temperature. Consequently, after ultrasonic draw
the decomposition of theb-solid solution according to
deformation-induced martensitic kinetics occurs less
tensely and is shifted to higher temperatures in compar
with the sample that has undergone only cryogenic draw
It is interesting to note that ultrasonic drawing promotes
lowering of the internal friction background. This is indic
tive of a lower level of internal stresses in the alloy and
confirmed by the above data on the change in the AD
background and mechanical properties after deformation
drawing in various regimes.

Let us consider the dynamics of the martensitic trans
mation of theb-solid solution and estimate its degree
completion on the basis of the character of the change in
modulus defectDG (DG5GT02GT1 , where GT0 is the
shear modulus at the start of the jump inG, andGT1 is the
modulus at the end of the jump!.11

Curve 1 in Fig. 2 exhibits two modulus defects for th
homogenized state; these correspond to the internal fric
peaks in the regions 4.2–30 K and 45–100 K~Fig. 1, curve
1!, which characterize the deformation-induced and spo
neous martensitic transformations, respectively, of
NT-50 alloy. For the alloy that has been subjected to de
mation by drawing, only one modulus defect can be d
cerned, and that is governed by the deformation-indu

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the reduced dynamic shear modu
the alloy NT-50 in the homogenized state~1!, after drawing at 77 K~2!, and
after drawing at 77 K in an ultrasonic field~3!.
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martensitic transformation~Fig. 2, curves2 and3!. This in-
dicates that the spontaneous martensitic transformatio
suppressed after both deformation regimes, in agreem
with the results of the internal friction measurements. T
observed deformation-induced martensitic transformation
may be judged from the value of the modulus defect, is
tensified to a greater degree on drawing in the absenc
ultrasonic vibrations. The introduction of ultrasonic vibr
tions at the deformation site decreases the value of the m
lus defect and decreases the width of the temperature inte
in which it is manifested~Fig. 2, curve3!. It follows that in
ultrasonic drawing a structure is formed in which the inte
sity of the deformation-induced martensitic transformati
upon subsequent deep cooling is suppressed, and the
perature region in which theb phase is unstable is narrowe
in comparison with the case of cryogenic drawing in t
absence of ultrasound. One notices that the slopes of
G(T) curves in the phase transformation region are close
value for all three of the structural states considered, indic
ing that the rates of the process are comparable and th
occurs by a common mechanism.

As we see from Fig. 2, for the alloy that had been su
jected to low-temperature drawing a stabilization of the sh
modulus occurs atT.90 K. Since the change in shear mod
lus in the region of the martensitic transformations is due
a change in the ratio of the titanium and niobium concen
tions in theb-solid solution,3 the observed constant trend o
the shear modulus at low temperatures (T,90 K) is evi-
dence of a constant process of decomposition of theb-solid
solution. It can be assumed that forT,90 K the chemical
composition of theb-solid solution does indeed chang
Knowing the value of the shear modulus after the differe
drawing regimes and after the deformation-induced mart
sitic transformations on cooling to 4.2 K, one can determ
both the amount of titanium in theb-solid solution and the
amount of precipitated titanium-rich phases.

The measurements ofd(T) andG(T) are done in a heat
ing regime, and we therefore observe the development of
inverse martensitic transformation. The result of the dir
martensitic transformation can be determined from the va
of the shear modulus after the alloy is cooled to 4.2 K. Let
estimate the degree of completion of the decomposition
theb-solid solution according to the martensitic kinetics, i.
the amounts of titanium-rich phases that are precipitated
der different actions, assuming thatC0 is the titanium con-
centration in theb-solid solution of the alloy in the homog
enized state~C0548.5 wt. % Ti!, and Ci is the titanium
concentration in theb phase after the various actions. The
DC5C102Ci characterizes the concentration of titanium
rich phases that have precipitated out of the solid soluti
Using the dependenceG(Ci) from Ref. 3 for calibration, we
estimate the value ofDC from the known experimental val
ues of the shear modulus after the different drawing regim
employed and establish the tendency of the resulting st
ture of the NT-50 alloy to undergo low-temperature marte
sitic transformation on subsequent cooling. The resulting
timates of the amounts of titanium-rich phases precipitat
out of theb-solid solution of the alloy after all of the action
described above are presented in Table III.

of
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In determining the degree of completion of the deco
position of theb-phase matrix at low temperatures it is ne
essary to take into account that the redistribution of the
atoms from the solid solution to thea9 andv phases occurs
by local processes. Thus the decrease of the titanium con
in the b phase is localized in the regions of precipitation
the titanium-rich phases and in zones depleted or enric
with titanium as a result of the liquation of the Ti and N
atoms in theb-solid solution. The intensity of the precipita
tion of titanium-rich phases according to the martensitic
netics is quite high, since, despite the metastability of th
phases, they can be detected~by electron microscopy15 and
by an x-ray method16! even after heating to 300 K. Since th
method of measuring the internal friction and shear modu
is an integral one, the measured changes of the shear m
lus after the various forms of drawing are averaged over
whole volume of the sample. Consequently, the lo
changes of the concentration ratio of Nb and Ti in theb-solid
solution near the precipitating titanium-rich phases must
substantially larger.

It is seen in Table III that the use of ultrasonic vibratio
in cryogenic drawing intensifies the development of the m
tensitic transformation in the drawing process~8.5 wt. % Ti
as against 7.5 wt. %!. Thus the depletion of theb phase in
titanium should lower the tendency of theb phase to un-
dergo low-temperature martensitic transformations,4 i.e., it
should lead to stabilization of theb phase on subsequen
cooling of the alloy to 4.2 K. Indeed, as a result of the d
velopment of the direct deformation-induced martens
transformation in a sample obtained by ultrasonic drawi
the amount of precipitated titanium-rich phases was
wt. % less than in the sample obtained by drawing in
absence of ultrasonic vibrations~see Table III!. The higher
phase stability of theb phase of the alloy after drawing in a
ultrasonic field is also noted during the inverse martens
transformation upon heating, where the amount of titaniu
rich phases that were not dissolved in the solid solution w
10% for cryogenic drawing without ultrasound, and 9% f
drawing in an ultrasonic field~see Table III!, i.e., 1.8 wt. %
Ti was dissolved in the solid solution as against 0.7 wt.
respectively.

Thus ultrasonic cryogenic drawing promotes stabiliz
tion of theb phase and a reduction of the internal stresse
the alloy in comparison with conventional drawing at 77

Let us analyze how the observed structural–ph
changes of the NT-50 alloy affect the degradation of

TABLE III. Amount of titanium-rich phases precipitating out of theb-solid
solution of the alloy NT-50 as a result of various regimes of cryoge
drawing followed by low-temperature martensitic transformations.

State of the alloy

DC, wt. % Ti

After
drawing

After
cooling
to 4.2 K

After
heating

to 100 K

Homogenized — 12.5 6.0
Drawn at 77 K 7.5 11.8 10.0
Drawn at 77 K
in an ultrasonic field

8.5 9.7 9.0
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critical current under tensile loading. Figure 3 shows the
pendence of the reduced critical current on the tensile st
at 4.2 K in a field of 5 T. We see that ultrasonic cryogen
drawing raises the degradation thresholds0 from 320 to 630
MPa and reduces the degree of degradation of the crit
current. We note that when the sample is relieved after e
stage of the loading, the value of the critical current retu
to its initial value~Fig. 3, dashed line!.

The mechanism of the degradation of the critical curr
under loading has been discussed quite widely in
literature.3–6 A decisive role in the lowering of the critica
current under tensile loading may be played by elastic m
tensitic transformations involving the formation of nonsup
conducting phases or phases with poorer superconduc
characteristics. However, there is not a unified point of vi
as to the nature of the degradation. Since the degrada
effect is reversible when the load is removed, proba
mechanisms for the degradation are a reversible marten
transformation, in particular, the onset of superelasticity, a
reversible mechanical twinning. The ‘‘twin’’ mechanism o
degradation is based on the fact that twin boundaries ha
substantial effect on the pinning and dynamics of the m
netic flux, causing a plastic flow of vortices along chann
formed by the twin boundaries. For example, in Ref. 6
twofold decrease of the critical current was observed in
field parallel to the twins.

In this paper the degradation of the critical current
manifested more weakly for the superconductor obtained
ultrasonic cryogenic drawing, which results in a structu
with less tendency to undergo low-temperature martens
transformations and with a reduced level of internal stres
This niobium–titanium superconductor therefore has
smaller amount of martensitic phases forming in it~see Table
III ! at temperatures close to the temperatures at which it

c

FIG. 3. Reduced critical current of samples of the alloy NT-50 versus
tensile stress at 4.2 K in a field of 5 T: after drawing at 77 K~1! and after
drawing at 77 K in an ultrasonic field~2!. Curve3 corresponds to the value
of the reduced critical current when the sample is relieved after each ste
the loading.
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be used~4.2 K!. According to the mechanism based on
reversible martensitic transformation,5 this should lead to
partial suppression of the degradation. On the other ha
lowering the peak stresses, which can act as centers fo
nucleation of twins, and the formation of a cellular structu
on drawing,1 especially in an ultrasonic field,17 should make
the twinning process more difficult. We therefore surm
that the predominant mechanism for the degradation of
critical current after cryogenic ultrasonic drawing is that
reversible martensitic transformations.

CONCLUSION

A comparative analysis of the tendency of the all
NT-50 to undergo low-temperature martensitic transform
tions and of the degree of degradation of the critical curr
after different forms of cryogenic drawing has yielded t
following conclusions.

In the temperature range 4.2–90 K continual change
the chemical composition of theb-solid solution occur. On
cooling, they are due to precipitation of metastable titaniu
rich phases from it according to martensitic kinetics, and
heating, to the partial return of these phases into theb-solid
solution.

Low-temperature deformation by drawing in an ultr
sonic field, leading, on the one hand, to maximal depletion
the b phase in titanium on account of the intensification
the deformation-induced martensitic transformation and,
the other, to the development of relaxation of the inter
stresses, promotes the stabilization of theb-solid solution
upon subsequent cooling of the sample and raises the th
old and reduces the degree of degradation of the critical
rent under tensile loading.

This study was done with the support of the Science
Technology Center of Ukraine, Project No. 931.
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On the magnetoelastic nature of the anisotropic domains in easy-plane crystals of iron-
group dihalides
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A structure is proposed for the magnetoelastic antiferromagnetic domains in easy-plane
antiferromagnets of the iron-group dihalides. The proposed structure is made up of a triad of
regions with 120° rotation of the antiferromagnetic vector on passing between adjacent
regions. This domain structure may be stabilized by defects which are isotropic in the easy plane
and which preserve the orientational degeneracy of the directions of the antiferromagnetic
vector in the easy plane. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374720#
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120-degree antiferromagnetic~AFM! domains have been
observed previously1,2 in CoCl2, CoBr2, and NiCl2. These
crystals have a layered structure. The intralayer excha
interaction between metal ions is of the ferromagnetic ty
and is much stronger than the interlayer AFM exchang3

and the ‘‘easy-plane’’ anisotropy leads to an orientation
the AFM vector in the plane, which coincides with an ion
layer in the crystal. All directions of the AFM vector in tha
plane are nearly equivalent, although the symmetry adm
the presence of anisotropy in it on account of the twof
crystallographic axes. The existence of domain structur
confirmed by neutron-scattering experiments1 and studies of
the magnetoelastic4,5 and magnetic6 properties. It has been
shown4,5 that these materials typically have a very lar
magnetostriction.

In dilatometric measurements of the induced magne
striction in Refs. 4 and 5 it was shown that the multidoma
crystal on the whole is initially undeformed in the case
‘‘nearly unstressed’’ domains. The imposition of a magne
field oriented in the easy plane destroys the domain struct
and a uniform striction corresponding to a single-dom
state appears. The transition from the multidomain state
the single-domain state occurs in fields much lower than
spin-flip field.4 In CoCl2 at T54.2 K this transition is com-
plete atH'8 kOe and is accompanied by a relative leng
ening of the crystal by an amount of the order of 631024.
When the field is removed the crystals reversibly pass in
multidomain state that almost completely restores the in
form.

The existence of a domain structure that is nearly rev
ible in a cycle of imposition and removal of a magnetic fie
raises the question of the nature of its equilibrium
quasiequilibrium.2 Magnetostatic fields, as in the case of
ferromagnet, do not exist in antiferromagnets.

The formation of AFM domains may result from entrop
growth due to an additional entropy contribution resulti
from the decrease of the order in the crystal.7 Such a small
energy benefit may be entirely sufficient if the domain wa
are parallel to the easy plane and the energy cost of
3581063-777X/2001/27(5)/4/$20.00
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rotation of the spins at such a domain wall is due to the sm
intersublattice exchange.2 A multidomain equilibrium state
arises, but as the temperature is lowered away from the p
transition temperature the entropic mechanism ceases to
an effect. In the crystals under discussion the reversible m
tidomain situation is observed atT54.2 K, raising doubts
that the entropic mechanism is responsible for it, whereas
NiCl2 crystal has a Ne´el temperatureTN549.6 K. The en-
tropic mechanism for the crystals under study must be r
onciled with the large magnetoelasticity observed in the
and the 120° domain structure should be accompanied
stress-relief regions; consequently, besides the energy co
domain-wall formation, one must take into account the a
preciable cost in elastic energy. Therefore, it is likely tha
different mechanism is responsible for the equilibrium of t
multidomain state.

The formation of AFM domains may be caused by im
perfections of the crystal lattices.2 For example, metallurgi-
cal inhomogeneities that locally lower the symmetry of t
crystal may cause the AFM vectorL to be oriented accord
ingly. This sort of lattice imperfections, which on avera
preserve the symmetry of the crystal, require a larger fi
than is observed experimentally for the crystal to be brou
to a single-domain state and a greater broadening of
AFM resonance lines in the multidomain state.8,9

The formation of the AFM domain structure may b
caused by screw dislocations.10,11 In this case, as was show
in Ref. 10, the domain structure is stabilized by the in-pla
crystalline anisotropy.

In Ref. 12 a mechanism in which the formation of d
mains in layered antiferromagnets is influenced by the s
face was considered with allowance for the magnetoela
interaction. The principal feature of such a mechanism is
existence of a limiting size of the sample such that for cr
tals with larger dimensions the formation of the multidoma
state by this mechanism becomes unfavorable.

In Ref. 4 it was conjectured that the magnetoelasticity
decisive for the AFM multidomain state in CoCl2, CoBr2,
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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and NiCl2, and the formation of domains preserves the
generacy of directions in the layer.

In the present paper we propose a geometric structur
magnetoelastic AFM domains which satisfies the requ
ments of orientational degeneracy in the layer. We show
the realization of such a domain structure presupposes
presence of defects in the crystal, which expand or comp
the lattice in the layer around the defect. We analyze
deformation of the domains in the proposed domain struc
and give the possible types of domain walls.

Uniform strains are realized far from the defects in t
interior of a free domain in neglect of its boundaries. T
values of the uniform strain in the easy plane are determi
from minimization of the free energy, including the magn
toelastic and elastic terms:

e5g~Lx
22Ly

2!~Uxx2Uyy!1dLxLyUxy

1
C11

2
~Uxx

2 1Uyy
2 !1C12UxxUyy1~C112C12!Uxy

2 ,

~1!

whereg andd are parameters of the magnetoelastic inter
tions. At low temperatures the magnitude of the AFM vec
is constant,uL u5L. Equation~1! does not include the term
due to the isotropic expansion in the plane, which do
affect the domain structure. The energy~1! is isotropic in the
easy plane.

An orientation of the vectorL in the easy plane is
brought about by the easy-plane type of anisotropy in
crystals under study, with a positive uniaxial~along thez
axis! contribution DLz

2 to the anisotropy energy, withD
.0. In NiCl2 the value ofD amounts to only a few percen
of the intrasublattice exchange, while in CoCl2 it is of the
order of 50%.3 In spite of such differences, in the crysta
under studyD is much greater than the in-plane anisotrop
which we write in the form

ea5AL6 cos~6u!, ~2!

where A is a constant, andu is the direction angle of the
vector L in the easy plane. The anisotropy~2! orients the
vectorL along one of the twofold axes. In all the crystals t
constantA is much less thanD.

When L is parallel to thex axis the uniform strain has
the values

Uxx52Uyy52
gL2

C112C12
. ~3!

The strain ~3! is equilibrium: the mechanical stresses a
compensated by the magnetoelastic forces~the total stress is
zero!.

Analysis of the structure of a magnetoelastic antifer
magnet containing domains in the presence of sev
‘‘easy’’ axes in the plane requires a mutual coordination
the domains, since because of the continuity of the cry
the spontaneous magnetostriction in one of the domains
cause stresses in the neighboring domains, thereby inc
ing the total energy. For two neighboring domains lying
the same layer and having different directions ofL the do-
main boundary can be situated so that the strain compon
along the boundary will be equal in neighboring domai
-
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Considering the possibility that three domains in the sa
layer with different directions ofL can come together in a
certain region, we see that the condition that there be
mutual stresses cannot be satisfied. Such a region wil
stressed. The basic idea of the present paper is that one
achieve elastic matching at places where three domains c
together in a plane by placing on it defects having intrin
strains of the same kind as those in the region where
domains come together.

The structure of 120° domainsin the crystals under
study is shown in Fig. 1. The solid lines depict regular he
agonal regions introduced in the the crystal in the absenc
AFM ordering. The presence of nonzeroL in each region
will lead to spontaneous deformation of the hexagons, e
as in Fig. 1, to extension along the diagonal of the hexa
parallel toL , and to compression in the perpendicular dire
tion. The deformed hexagons are depicted by the dotted l
parallel to the boundaries of the undeformed hexagons.

In all of the regions of the structure the stresses are
sically compensated by magnetoelastic forces, except fo
cal regions in which, as can be seen in the Fig. 1, the f
existence of the domains presupposes the presence o
compensated stresses~tensile in this illustration!. These are
the regions enclosed by the equilateral triangles at the s
where three domains belonging to different ‘‘triads’’ com
together~one such triad is indicated by shading in Fig. 1!. As
a result of the deformation, a hexagon becomes biaxial, w
C3 symmetry of the local expansion at the sites.

The domain structure in the form of a set of deform
hexagons with vertex angles of 120°, as in Fig. 1, leaves
domains unstressed in the ideal crystal. The uniform stra
~3! do not affect the volume, and for such a strain the 12
angles at the vertices of the deformed hexagons are not
served. The formation of the triangular dilatation regions
Fig. 1 means that the illustrated domains are deformed w
out conserving area, and so Eq.~3! is not satisfied.

Let us determine the value of the energy cost due to
actual nonuniformity of the deformations of the hexagons
Fig. 1. The strainUyy of a hexagon in the direction perpen
dicular toL is uniform and remains the same as in~3!, while

FIG. 1. Hexagons of an undeformed crystal~solid lines! and their deforma-
tion ~dotted lines!. The three shaded domains form a triad. The arro
indicate the direction of the AFM vector in each domain.
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the strainUxx along L is nonuniform. Placing the origin o
the coordinate system at the center of a hexagon, we ob
the following expressions forUxx andUyy :

Uxx52
gL2

C112C12
S 1

2
1

uyu
)aD ; Uyy5

gL2

C112C12
, ~4!

wherea is the length of a side of the undeformed hexag
For y5a)/2 the strainUxx52gL2/(C112C12), and for
y50 it is a factor of two smaller.

For the strain~4! the total energy of the elastic and ma
netoelastic components of the nonuniformly deformed he
gon is

E52
3)

2

g2L4

C112C12
a2S 12

7C11

3224~C112C12!
D ~5!

or

E5E0S 12
7C11

3224~C112C12!
D

'E0S 120.0486
C11

C112C12
D , ~6!

whereE0 is the total energy of the uniformly deformed hex
gon,E052a2(3)/2)@g2L4/(C112C12)#.

We write the magnetoelastic energy cost due to the n
uniform deformation of a hexagon as

DEd50.0486
3)

2

g2L4C11

~C112C12!
2 a2. ~7!

For the actual values of the elastic constants of the crys
studied, the cost~7! amounts to several percent ofE0 . The
structure in Fig. 1 can be regarded as a rather good app
mation of the magnetoelastic domains in these crystals.

Let us place dilatative point defects at the sites wh
three domains come together. The modulus of the strain
tor of such a defect will decay at large distances in prop
tion to the inverse square of the distance from it.13 The
stresses created by the defect will be inversely proportio
to the cube of the distance. Matching the strains of the de
and domains will limit the defect region to the magnetoel
tically strained regions formed where the three doma
come together. This decreases the volume of the region
formed by the defect and, hence, decreases the energy co
the defect. Point defects arising during growth increase
elastic energy of the crystal; this contribution to the ene
of the crystal is decreased when a site at which three
mains come together is placed at the point of the defect
scribed above, i.e., the multidomain state becomes pre
able.

An analogous elastic matching can be obtained if a d
clination perpendicular to the easy plane passes through
region where three domains come together.13 Let us estimate
the energy benefit of surrounding a disclination with d
mains. The strain created by a disclination in the param
netic phase is symmetric in the plane and depends only
the distancer from the defect. The strain vector is14

Ur5br21, ~8!
in
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whereb is a constant. The elastic strain~8! has an energy
cost to the crystal.

When the defect is surrounded by domains in the AF
state, the elasticity created by the defect is limited to a v
ume determined from the condition that the strain of t
defect be equal to the strain created by surrounding it w
domains. The value of this distancer 0 can be determined by
the formula

r 05S b~C112C12!

gL2 D 1/2

. ~9!

The limiting of the size of the elastic strain region of a defe
is accompanied by a decrease of its elastic energy a
hence, lends an energy benefit to the crystal as a whole.
energy benefitDE is determined by integrating the elast
energy density with the strain~8! over the limits fromr 0 to
`. This gives

DE5bgL2. ~10!

The temperature dependence of the energy benefit~10! is
similar to that of the square ofL.

If a defect is located in a uniform region, then its strai
must be matched with the dilatative strains alongL and the
compressive strains perpendicular toL . In relation to the
case when the defect is located at the point where three
mains come together, a defect in the uniform region ma
for a larger volume of the strain created by the defect and
an angular dependence of the position of its boundar
Even in the case when matching the elasticity of the de
with the uniform strains gives an energy benefit, i.e., wh
there is a decrease of the elastic energy at the defect,
benefit will be less than that given by~10! if the defect re-
gion is bounded by three domains, as in Fig. 1.

The geometric structure of the domains shown in Fig
presupposes the presence of defects which isotropically
late the crystal in the plane. Here the defect does not imp
directions on the AFM vectors in the domains, and the o
entational degeneracy in the easy plane is preserved.

For the structure shown in Fig. 1 it was assumed that
crystal expands along the diagonal of the hexagon, and
latative defects are required for its stabilization. If the crys
instead expands along the direction perpendicular to the
agonals of the hexagon, then the places where three dom
come together will be compression regions. The stabilizat
of such a structure would require defects of a different ty
e.g., vacancies. The real picture of the domains in a cry
will be determined by the whether dilatative or compress
defects are in the majority in the crystal.

In Fig. 1 the AFM vectors in the domains around th
defects have different rotations—clockwise and count
clockwise. Two directions are possible forL—parallel and
antiparallel to the axis of the hexagon, i.e., in each of
domains in the proposed structure the vectorL can be rotated
by 180° independently of its neighbors. This arbitrariness
eliminated either by imposed symmetry restrictions or by
mechanism of domain formation itself, as in the case
AFM domains caused by screw dislocations.10 The orienta-
tion of L in the triad of domains in Fig. 1, in each of whic
the easy-plane symmetry is spontaneously lowered, rest
the initial symmetry of the crystal. Figure 2 shows the stru
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ture of AFM domains obtained by a 180° rotation of t
vectorL in each of the domains of a triad. In this structu
the resultantL of a triad is nonzero, while the average val
of L for the whole crystal is zero. In this structure, howev
the symmetry is broken at some of the sites. In pass
around such a site the vectorsL of the domains do not go
over progressively from one domain to the next.

The domain wallsin these structures, on passing fro
one domain to another, occur in the form of symmetric a
asymmetric walls, with a rotation of the vectorL by 60° and
120°. For each of the domains the direction of thex axis,
perpendicular to the plane of the wall, is indicated in Fig.

For a symmetric 60° wall~Fig. 2, case1! the boundary
conditions are specified by the orientation ofL in the uni-
form state in the formu52p/6 if x52` and u5p/6 if
x51`. For the asymmetric 60° domain wall~case2! the
boundary conditions at an infinite distance from the wall
specified by the anglesu5p/2 andu5p/21p/3.

The symmetric 120° wall~case3! is specified by bound-
ary conditions at infinity in the formu5p2p/6 and u
5p/6. The asymmetric 120° wall~case4! is specified by the
boundary anglesu5p/2 andu5p1p/6. The structures in
Figs. 1 and 2 characterize the number of 60° and 120° w

The energy densityed of a 60° wall is estimated by
assuming that it is determined by the competition of the
change interaction and the in-plane anisotropy:15

ed5
23

3
L4AauAu, ~11!

where a is the inhomogeneity parameter of the exchan
energy. The energy of a 120° wall is equal to twice the va
given in ~11!. The temperature dependence of the ene
cost of domain-wall formation~11! is governed by the fourth
power of the temperature dependence ofL.

For equilibrium realization of the domain structure~see
Fig. 1! it is necessary that the energy benefit~10! be larger
than the sum of the costs~7! and ~11!. The temperature de
pendence of the benefit goes like that ofL2, while the tem-
perature dependence of the cost is like that ofL4. At high
temperatures, whenL is small, an energy benefit is almo

FIG. 2. The structure of domains with an uncompensated AFM vector of
triad. Thex axes denote the direction of passage through the domain w
1–4.
,
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always realized. At low temperatures it can happen that
energy~10! is insufficient to bring about an equilibrium mu
tidomain state, and it is therefore possible for the equilibriu
multidomain state to vanish as the temperature is lowe
When the benefit~10! is small, this behavior of the multido
main state is similar to that for a multidomain state of e
tropic origin, which always vanishes at low temperature.

CONCLUSION

We note that one of the possible mechanisms of form
tion of a magnetoelastic domain structure, consistent with
assumptions and remarks made above, is the elastic inte
tion of spontaneously deformed~with a uniform orientation
of the AFM vector! regions—triads with local defects in th
easy plane which create compressive or dilatative strain
it. Such defects ensure the stability of the domain struct
and preserve the degeneracy of the orientation of the di
tions of the spontaneous striction of the domains in the e
plane. Here the domains will be practically unstressed, an
the crystal as a whole in a multidomain state in zero fi
there will be compensation of the anisotropic spontane
striction.
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Effect of a negative biquadratic interaction on the phase states and spectra of coupled
magnetoelastic waves of an easy-plane ferromagnet
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The spectra of the coupled magnetoelastic waves of an easy-plane ferromagnet with a negative
biquadratic interaction are investigated. It is shown that in this case the existence region
of the quadrupolar phase is narrowed substantially in comparison with the case of a positive
biquadratic interaction. The phase diagram of the system is constructed. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374721#
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INTRODUCTION

A great deal of interest is now being devoted to the stu
of magnets in which the interaction between magnetic ion
more complex than the Heisenberg exchange.1–4 It is of in-
terest from a practical standpoint to study the characteris
of the excitation spectrum of such magnets as the exte
magnetic field is varied. Such studies are important beca
of the existence of a number of singlet magnets,4–6 which
can be found in a nonmagnetic state atH50 ~the so-called
quadrupolar~QP! phases! and undergo a transition to a ma
netic phase when a sufficiently strong external magnetic fi
is applied.

In Refs. 1–3 it was shown that the inclusion of a biqu
dratic interaction leads to a number of purely quantum
fects, in particular, to the formation of phases with a ten
order parameter, i.e., QP phases. The mechanism of fo
tion of these phases depends on the relationship betwee
constants of the Heisenberg and biquadratic excha
interactions.2 Systems with a positive biquadratic interactio
constantK0 were studied in Refs. 1–3. Taking a negati
biquadratic interaction (K0,0) into account even in isotro
pic systems leads to qualitatively new results.7,8

In this connection it is of interest to investigate the d
namical properties and phase states of highly anisotro
non-Heisenberg ferromagnets withK0,0. In studying such a
system, we shall also take into account the magnetoela
interaction. This generally weak interaction is taken into
count because in the vicinity of orientational phase tran
tions the influence of the magnetoelastic coupling on
dynamical properties of the system becomes decisive~see,
e.g., Ref. 9!.

DISPERSION RELATION OF COUPLED MAGNETOELASTIC
WAVES

Let us investigate the well-studied model of a no
Heisenberg ferromagnet with one-ion anisotropy of the ea
plane type in an external magnetic field perpendicular to
basal plane (X0Y).2 Unlike Ref. 2, however, here we con
sider the case in which the biquadratic exchange consta
negative. Such a situation is realized in DyVO4, for
example.7,8 In addition, we take into account the magnet
3621063-777X/2001/27(5)/4/$20.00
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elastic interaction, since, as we have said, this interac
becomes important in the neighborhood of an orientatio
phase transition.

The Hamiltonian of the system can be written in t
form

H52H(
n

Sn
z2

1

2 (
n,n8

@J~n2n8!Sn•Sn81K~n2n8!

3~Sn•Sn8!
2#1

b

2 (
n

~Sn
z!21n (

n,i , j
Sn

i Sn
j ui j ~n!

1E drFl1h

2 (
i

uii
2 1h(

i , j
ui j

2 1l(
iÞ j

uii uj j G , ~1!

where Sn
i is the spin operator at siten, J(n2n8).0 and

K(n2n8),0 are the Heisenberg and biquadratic interact
constants,b.0 is the one-ion anisotropy constant,n is the
magnetoelastic coupling constant,l and h are the elastic
moduli, andui j 51/2@]ui /]xj1]uj /]xi # is the symmetric
part of the components of the elastic strain tensor.

The first three terms in Eq.~1! describe the magnetic
subsystem, the fourth describes the magnetoelastic coup
and the last term, which for simplicity we have written
continuum form, describes the elastic energy of the syst
From now on, we shall assume that the magnetic ion has
S51.

Taking the one-ion anisotropy and the magnetoela
interaction into account, as we have said, leads to a num
of interesting effects of a purely quantum nature. An a
equate mathematical formalism by which the effects of b
the one-ion anisotropy and the magnetoelastic interaction
be taken into account exactly is the Hubbard opera
technique.10 The Hubbard operators are constructed in a
sis of the eigenfunctions of the one-ion Hamiltonian and
related to the spin operators as follows:

Sn
15&@sinu~Xn

012Xn
210!1cosu~Xn

0211Xn
10!#;

Sn
z5cos 2u~Xn

112Xn
2121!2sin 2u~Xn

1211Xn
211!,

Sn
25~Sn

1!1. ~2!
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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HereXn
M8M5uCn(M 8)&^Cn(M )u are the Hubbard operator

describing the transition of a magnetic ion from the stateM 8
in
ra

rm
n
n

fo
m

fo
-

s
s,
to the stateM ~for S51, M can take the values21, 0, 1!;
u5u11u2 ;
cosu15FAH̄21~B2
2!21H̄

2AH̄21~B2
2!2

G 1/2

; cosu25
n/2~uxx

~0!2uyy
~0!!cos 2u1

Ax~x/22H̄ cos 2u11B2
2 sin 2u11n/2~uxx

~0!2uyy
~0!!sin 2u1!

;

H̄5H1S J01
uK0u

2 D ^Sz&; B2
252

uK0u
2

q2
2; B2

052
b1uK0uq2

0

6
; q2

053^~Sz!2&22; q2
25

^~S1!2&1^~S2!2&
2

;

x254H̄21@2B2
22n~uxx

~0!2uyy
~0!!#2.
ld
ns-
rm
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e-
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The quantitiesq2
p (p50,2) relate to the additional~to the

mean field! field due to the quadrupole moment, andui j
(0) are

the spontaneous strains, which are determined for the m
mum of the free energy density in the case of low tempe
tures (T!TC , whereTC is the Curie temperature! and have
the form

uxx
~0!5

n

2h~h13l!
Fl2h1

B2
2

x0
~h13l!G ;

uyy
~0!5

n

2h~h13l!
Fl2h2

B2
2

x0
~h13l!G ; ~3!

uzz
~0!52

n~l1h!

h~h13l!
; ui j

~0!50, iÞ j , x05xn50 .

The energy levels of a magnetic ion in this case are

E1,21523B2
01

n

2
~uxx

~0!1uyy
~0!12uzz

~0!!7
x

2
,

~4!
E05n~uxx

~0!1uyy
~0!!.

Writing the components of the strain tensor in the fo
ui j 5ui j

(0)1ui j
(1) , whereui j

(1) is the dynamic part of the strai
tensor, which describes vibrations of the crystal lattice, a
quantizing it in the standard manner, we obtain the trans
mation Hamiltonian describing the processes of transfor
tion of magnons into phonons andvice versa:

Htr5(
n

S (
M

PMXn
MM1(

a
PaXn

a~M8M !D ,

where

PM ~a!5
1

N1/2(
k,l

~bk,l1b2k,l
1 !Tn

M ~a!~k,l!,

bk,l andbk,l
1 are the annihilation and creation operators

l-polarized phonons,Tn
M (a)(k,l) are the transformation am

plitudes, anda5a(M 8,M ) are the root vectors.
To obtain the equations for the Green’s function, who

poles determine the spectra of the elementary excitation

Gaa8~n,t;n8,t8!52^TX̃n
a~t!X̃n8

2a8~t8!&,

we must write the exchange part of Hamiltonian~1! in terms
of the Hubbard operators.
i-
-

d
r-
a-

r

e

The following calculations will be done in the mean fie
approximation, and we shall therefore need only the ‘‘tra
verse’’ part of the exchange Hamiltonian, which has the fo

Hint
' 52

1

2 (
ab
nn8

@c~a!,Ann8c~b!#Xn
aXn8

b .

Herec(a) is an eight-dimensional vector having the comp
nents

c~a!5$g1
i ~a!,g1

'~a!,g1*
'~2a!,g2

i ~a!,g2
'~a!,

g2*
'~2a!,g3

'~a!,g3*
'~2a!%.

The functionsg i
i(')(a) are determined from the relation~2!

between the spin operators and the Hubbard operators,
the 838 matrix Ann8 decomposes into a direct sum of m
trices:

Ann85Ann8
~3!

% Ann8
~5! ,

Ann8
~3!

5H J~n2n8!1
1

2
uK~n2n8!uJ S 1 0 0

0 0
1

2

0
1

2
0
D ,

Ann8
~5!

52
1

2
uK~n2n8!u 1

1 0 0 0 0

0 0
1

2
0 0

0
1

2
0 0 0

0 0 0 0
1

2

0 0 0
1

2
0

2 .

The inclusion of the biquadratic interaction has formally r
duced to an increase in the dimensionality of the vect
c(a) and matrixAnn8 in comparison with the case of th
Heisenberg model.

The dispersion relation of the coupled magnetoela
waves~in the mean field approximation! has the form
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detid i j 1G0
ab~a!aik~a!Ak j1F~k,l,l8!T2a~k,l!G0

ab

3~a!Tb~2k,l8!G0
bb~b!aik~a,b!Ak ji50, ~5!

whereG0
a is the zeroth Green’s function,b(a)5^aX& are

the terminal factors, F(k,l,l8)5 Dl(k,v)/1
2Qll8Dl8(k,v), Dl(k,v) is the Green’s function of a non
interacting phonon, and

Qll85Ta~2k,l!G0
ab~a!T2a~k,l8!;

aik~a,b!5cir ~a!crk~2b!; aik~a!5aik~a,a!.

Equation~5! describes the spectra of coupled magnetoela
waves for arbitrary values of the one-ion anisotropy co
stants and arbitrary temperatures~up to the critical tempera-
tures!.

PHASE STATES AND SPECTRA OF COUPLED
MAGNETOELASTIC WAVES

Let us investigate the spectra of coupled magnetoela
waves in the low-temperature range (T!TC). We shall con-
sider a highly anisotropic ferromagnet, i.e.,b@J0 ,uK0u.

We analyze Eq.~5! in the case when the wave vecto
ki0Y. In this geometry the nonzero components of the u
vector of the phonon polarization areet

x , et
z , el

y , and the
dispersion relation~5! decomposes into two equations d
scribing the spectra of ‘‘longitudinal’’ and ‘‘transverse’’ vi
brations, respectively:

U11x11 x15 x16

x51 11x55 x56

x61 x65 11x66

U50, ~6!

U11x22 x23 x27 x28

x32 11x33 x37 x38

x72 x73 11x77 x78

x82 x83 x87 11x88

U50, ~7!

where

xi j 5G0
ab~a!aik~a!Ak j1F~k,l,l8!T2a

3~k,l!G0
ab~a!Tb~2k,l8!G0

bb~b!aik~a,b!Ak j .

We assume that the fieldH.Hc1 , where the system is
in the ferromagnetic~FM! phase. The order parameters
this phase have the form

^Sz&51, q2
051, q2

250~cosu51!.

In this case the lowest energy level, corresponding to
ground state, is the levelE1 .

Analysis of Eqs. ~6! and ~7! shows that the high-
frequency magnon branch does not interact with the ela
subsystem. However, the low-frequency quasimagnons
tively interact witht-polarized quasiphonons. The spectra
these excitations are determined by Eq.~7! and have the
form

«'~k!5ak21H2
b

2
1a0 ,
~8!
ic
-

tic

it

e

ic
c-
f

v2~k!5v t
2~k!

ak21H2b/2

ak21H2b/21a0
.

Here a5J0R0
2, where R0 is the radius of the Heisenber

interaction;a05n2/2h is the magnetoelastic interaction p
rameter;v t(k)5ctk is the spectrum of thet-polarized non-
interacting phonon.

It follows from formula ~8! that in the long-wavelength
limit ( ak2!a0) for H5Hc15b/2 the t-polarized qua-
siphonon branch softens, and a magnetoelastic gap,«'(0)
5a0 , appears in the quasimagnon spectrum.

At H5Hc1 the system undergoes a phase transition fr
the ferromagnetic to a quadrupolar–ferromagnetic~QFM!
phase.2,3 It is seen that this phase transition does not refl
the influence of the biquadratic interaction. The behavior
the system is largely determined by the one-ion anisotr
and the magnetic field.

In the field interval 0<H<Hc2 a quadrupolar~QP!
phase is realized in the system. This is due to the influenc
the large one-ion anisotropy, which leads to an inversion
the energy levels forH,Hc2 . In this range of fields the
lowest energy level isE0 , and the order parameters of th
system in this phase are

^Sz&50, q2
0522, q2

250.

Equation~7! determines the spectrum of coupled ma
netoelastic waves, which in the long-wavelength lim
(k→0) decomposes into the spectrum of quasimagnons
quasiphonons:

«'~k!5H ~b22a0!Fak21
b

4
2S uK0u1J01

a0

2 D G J 1/2

2H,

~9!

v2~k!5v t
2~k!F ~b22uK0u22J0!ak21S b

2
2uK0u2J0D 2

2~ uK0u1J0!222a0~b23uK0u23J0!G
3F ~b22uK0u22J0!ak21S b

2
2uK0u2J0D 2

2~ uK0u1J0!222a0S b

2
2uK0u2J0D G21

. ~10!

It follows from Eq. ~10! that

Hc25Ab@b/42~ uK0u1J0!#22a0@b23~ uK0u1J0!#

is the field of the orientational phase transition from the Q
phase to the QFM phase. AtH5Hc2 in the long-wavelength
limit the spectrum oft-polarized quasiphonons softens:

v2~k!5v t
2~k!

ak2

a0@122~ uK0u1J0!/b#
, ~11!

and a magnetoelastic gap appears in the quasimagnon
trum:

«'~0!5a0S 124
uK0u1J0

b D 1/2

. ~12!

It follows from the expression forHc2 that the QP phase
in the system under study can arise only at the follow
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values of the one-ion anisotropy constants:bc2/25b/2
>2(uK0u1J01a0/2). The effect of the negative biquadrat
interaction on the formation of the QP phase is shown on
phase diagram of the system studied here~Fig. 1!. It follows
from the expression forHc2 that the existence region of th
QP phase is narrowed substantially in comparison with
K0.0 case considered in Ref. 2. There is also an incre
~in comparison with the caseK0.0; Ref. 2! in the critical
value of the one-ion anisotropy constant above which the
phase can exist:bc1/25b/2>2(J02K02a0). This fact is
reflected in Fig. 1, where the dot-and-dash line correspo
to the caseK0.0.2 The value of the magnetoelastic gap~12!
in the case of a negative biquadratic interaction is sma
than in the caseK0.0, for which «'(0)5a0@124(J0

2K0)/b#1/2, as was shown in Ref. 2. Our results are ind
ferent to which particular form of the exchange interaction
dominant. In contrast to the case studied in Ref. 2, our s
tem is insensitive to the difference betweenuK0u.J0 and
uK0u,J0 .

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of an easy-plane ferromagnet with a negative b
dratic interaction.
e

e
se

P

ds

r

s
s-

This behavior of the system at the QP–QFM phase tr
sition can be explained as follows. The positive exchan
interaction gives rise to an AFM-like ordering of the ma
netic moments. The spin direction of the magnetic ion
equiprobably in either direction.1 Thus, in addition to the
competition between the magnetic field and the quadrup
field of the large one-atom anisotropy, there is also a co
petition between the Heisenberg and biquadratic excha
interactions, which induce opposing mechanisms of ord
ing.

In the case considered here, the negative biquadratic
change ‘‘enhances’’ the influence of the Heisenberg inter
tion, and this is manifested in a narrowing of the existen
region of the quadrupolar phase and in the behavior of
other parameters of the system in comparison with the c
K0.0.2
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Unusual substitutional properties of Cu in bulk polycrystalline samples
of La 0.7Ca0.3Mn1ÀxCuxO3Àd

A. I. Tovstolytkin* and A. N. Pogorilyi

Institute of Magnetism, 36-b, Vernadskii St., Kiev 03142, Ukraine
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The transport and magnetoresistive properties of bulk polycrystalline samples of the
La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d (x<0.15) system are studied in the temperature range 77 K–300 K.
All the samples investigated exhibit the giant magnetoresistance effect associated with
the transition from the ferromagnetic metallic to the paramagnetic insulating state. As a function
of copper concentration, the temperatureTp of the resistivity peak first decreases from 193
K (x50) to 108 K (x50.10) and then gradually grows, reaching 120 K atx50.15. Significant
temperature broadening of the resistive transition as well as anomalous behavior of the
peak value of the resistivity are observed nearx50.10. The unusual properties of the
La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d system are well explained in terms of a mixed valence of the Cu ions.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374722#
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INTRODUCTION

An intense research effort has recently been devote
studying the interplay between the structure, magnetism,
electronic transport in doped manganites La12xMxMnO3

(M5alkaline earth!.1,2 By tuning the size mismatch of the A
and B-site ions in these ABO3-type perovskites one can con
trol the competition between the double exchange, supe
change, and Coulomb interactions among the Mn ions a
thus, their magnetoresistive properties, which are of cru
importance for applications.3 It has been shown that both th
ferromagnetic ordering,TC , and metal–insulator,Tp , tem-
peratures are very sensitive to the structural distortions
duced by changing the average A-site radius^r A&. A few
percent substitution of La by smaller rare-earth cations co
result in a significant drop in the Curie temperatureTC and in
a drastic enhancement of the magnetoresistance effect
the basis of the double exchange model with the str
electron–phonon interaction taken into account, the comp
lattice effects can be understood, at least qualitatively
both the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic regions. The in
duction of smaller A-site ions leads to a larger steric bu
ling of the corner-shared octahedra in the perovskites
bending of the Mn–O–Mnbonds and, as a result, to wea
ening of the double exchange between Mn31 and Mn41 ions
and enhancement of the antiferromagnetic superexcha
interaction.1

An interesting way to modify the crucia
Mn31–O–Mn41 network is to dope at the Mn site itself. C
and Ni substitutions for Mn in La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 thin films
have been shown to lower the magnetic transition temp
ture because of weakening of the double exchange betw
3661063-777X/2001/27(5)/6/$20.00
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two unlike ions.4 Recently, Sunet al.5 reported the effects o
Fe and Ge doping at the Mn site in bulk polycrystallin
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. It was shown that Mn-site doping favored
reduced magnetic/resistive transitions and elevated resi
ity. No metal-insulator transition occurred when the conte
of Fe exceeded; 0.1. Similar results were obtained by su
stitution of Mn31 by Al31, although both ferromagnetic an
resistive transitions were reported still to occur
La0.67Ca0.33Mn12xAl xO3 at x'0.1.6

Recently, several studies have been undertaken to cla
the effect of Cu doping at the Mn site of bulk polycrystallin
La12xMxMnO3 ~M5Ba, Sr!.7–10 The results of a detailed
structural investigation of La12zSrzMn12xCuxO3 ~z50; 0.1;
0.3; 0<x<0.5! polycrystalline samples9 show that Cu
doping favors rhombohedral distortions of the perovsk
structure and that copper ions can be found both in1

and 31 valence states in these compounds. The electro
transport, magnetic, and infrared properties
La12zBazMn12xCuxO32d and La0.8Sr0.2Mn12xCuxO32d ~x
50; 0.1; ...! systems were reported in Refs. 7 and 8. It w
found that 20% copper was sufficient to suppress ferrom
netism in the latter system and to lead to the cluster sp
glass state at 0.2<x<0.4. A broadened ferromagnetic tran
sition and a double-peaked character of the resistivity ver
temperature curve were observed atx50.1.

During the past few years, rather controversial resu
have been reported11–13concerning the influence of Cu dop
ing on the transport properties of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. Sergeen-
kov et al.12 examined a 4% Cu-doped La2/3Ca1/3MnO3 com-
pound and found both a sharp drop~;50%! in resistivity
and a slight decrease~; 15 K! in Tp with respect to the
original Cu-free sample. Similar effects were observed
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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La0.7Ca0.3Mn0.95Cu0.05O3 by Ghoshet al.11 By contrast, un-
usual temperature and concentration behavior of the resi
ity in La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO3 was reported in Ref. 13. Intro
duction of a small amount of copper (x<0.05) was found to
result in a splitting of the resistivity maximum around th
metal-insulator transition temperature into two peaks, evo
ing differently with copper concentration. Although the e
perimental data were well fitted assuming a nonthermal t
nel conductivity theory with randomly distributed hoppin
sites, it is not easy to correlate these data with those
scribed in Refs. 11 and 12.

In view of such ambiguous results, there appears to b
need to explore in more detail the effect of Cu doping on
behavior of the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 compound. It seems that a
least some of the controversies resulting from Refs. 11
would have been avoided if the authors had comprehensi
characterized the chemical composition as well as the qu
of the resulting samples by means of a set of various m
surement techniques. The work reported here is intende
be a step in this direction. We present the results of a st
of transport and magnetoresistive properties of a serie
La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d samples with 0<x<0.15. In addi-
tion to conventional electrical and magnetic measureme
we have characterized the composition and quality of rep
sentative samples using x-ray fluorescence and electron p
magnetic resonance~EPR! techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Polycrystalline La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d ~LCMC! with
x50; 0.05; 0.075; 0.10; 0.125, and 0.15 were prepa
through two-stage solid-state reaction in air.14 The starting
mixture of La2O3, Mn2O3, CuO, and CaCO3 was first cal-
cined for 2 h at atemperature of 1100 °C. After subseque
ball milling and uniaxial pressing into pellets, the resulti
products were sintered for 2 h atTs51300 °C and then fur-
nace cooled down to room temperature. Lattice parame
of the samples were obtained from a least-squares fittin
the relevant diffraction lines in x-ray powder diffraction e
periments carried out on a DRON diffractometer in CuKa

radiation. DC resistance measurements were performe
the temperature range 77–300 K using the standard f
probe method. Samples for resistance measurements
cut into rectangular bars, with typical dimensions of 233
310 mm. The magnetoresistance was measured in field
to 1.5 T and is defined as (r2rH)/r, wherer andrH are the
resistivity in zero field and applied field, respectively. W
note that the magnetoresistance ratio defined in such a
cannot exceed 100%. AC magnetic susceptibility~x! mea-
surements were performed at a frequency of 1000 Hz b
mutual inductance bridge. DC magnetization was measu
by means of a SQUID magnetometer~Quantum Design
MPMS-5S!. EPR measurements on powder samples w
performed in the temperature range 77–300 K using a
diopan spectrometer operating at 9.2 GHz.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To begin with, let us present the results of a set of m
surements, which allow one to achieve rather complete c
acterization of the parent, i.e., La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d , sample.
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Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the mag
zation M measured in a field of 1 T. At high temperature
M (T) obeys the Curie–Weiss law, and its behavior is ch
acteristic of a paramagnetic state. As the temperature
creases, a sharp rise in magnetization occurs slightly be
200 K, after which M grows more slowly and, finally,
reaches a value of 84.7 emu/g atT55 K. From the hyster-
esis loopM (H) at this temperature~see Fig. 1, inset! one can
estimate the saturation magnetizationMs and coercive field
Hc , which will be used in the detailed analysis below.

To observe the onset of magnetic ordering in more
tail, we studied the temperature dependence of the EPR s
trum from 300 down to 77 K. A strong symmetric EPR si
nal with a line shape very close to Lorentzian is observ
at room temperature. When the temperature is lowe
the linewidth decreases, passes through a minimum atTmin

>220 K, and increases on further cooling. Aroun
200 K(TC) the spectrum splits into two lines, indicating th
appearance of spontaneous magnetization coexisting w
remainder of the paramagnetic phase.15 It is noteworthy that
it is near this temperature that both the resistance peak
sharp change in magnetization are observed~see Fig. 1!. As
the temperature is reduced further, the intensity of the re
nance line corresponding to the paramagnetic phase
creases drastically, and this line almost completely dis
pears below; 170 K.

In our opinion, both the sharp ferromagnetic transiti
and narrow hysteresis loop are evidence of rather g
chemical and magnetic homogeneity of the sample. Both
value of Ms (;85 emu/g) andHc (<3 mT) correlate well
with other data reported in the literature.5,16,17Nevertheless,
the Curie temperatureTC is much lower than that observe
in stoichiometric La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (TC>260– 270 K).16–18

To find out the reason for this discrepancy, we checked
chemical composition of the samples withx50; 0.05; and
0.10, using the x-ray fluorescence technique. The result
the analysis have shown that, across the series of sam

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetization in a fieldH51 T and
of the electrical resistivity for a La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d sample. The inset shows
the hysteresis loopM (H) at T55 K.
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the atomic ratio between constituent metal atoms~La, Ca,
Mn and Cu! keeps close to the nominal one~for each of the
elements, deviation from the nominal value does not exc
3%!. Thus the most likely reason for the loweredTC in our
case lies in a deviation of oxygen content from the stoich
metric value. Comparison of the data plotted in Fig. 1 w
the results presented in Refs. 14, 17, 19, and 20 shows
the parent sample is oxygen-deficient, withd;0.06 ~differ-
ent methods give different values ofd ranging from 0.04 to
0.08!. Taking into account that all the samples of t
La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d family were synthesized under ex
actly the same conditions, we hold the opinion thatd remains
nearly constant asx varies from 0 to 0.15, although, at th
stage, we are unable to determine its exact value.

The effect of oxygen nonstoichiometry on the electric
magnetic, and resonance properties of perovskite manga
thin films was studied in detail by Rajeswariet al.21 It was
found that a decrease in oxygen content strongly affected
sharpness of both the resistive and magnetic transitions
led to a significant growth in EPR linewidth. As one of th
important results to be mentioned, the authors showed
the increase ofd in epitaxial films of Nd0.67Ca0.33MnO32d

could change the minimal peak-to-peak linewidthGmin from
about 20 to 100 mT. Turning to our EPR data,Gmin is equal
to 34 mT for the parent (x50) sample and is around 35 m
for LCMC with x50.05. These values are higher th
those observed21 in high-quality epitaxial films of
La0.67Ca0.33MnO32d , but they are less than or comparable
Gmin in bulk polycrystalline samples synthesized by oth
researchers.4,22,23 So, despite the considerable oxygen de
ciency of our samples, this parameter is very close to the
values reported before, and it can serve as an additional
formation of the rather good quality of the materials synth
sized in the present study.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the resistivityr of the
La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d sample is several orders of magnitu
greater than typical values reported for epitaxial films of
same composition.24 This is not surprising for polycrystalline
~ceramic! materials consisting of low-resistivity grains an
high-resistivity intergrain regions. When high- and low
resistive regions are connected in series, the DC respon
strongly dependent on the high-resistivity region. Thus
such materials the amount and quality~chemical composi-
tion, structural and magnetic disorder, etc.! of the intergrain
regions greatly affects both the electrical resistance and m
netoresistance but scarcely influences most of other pro
ties, since the relative volume of the intergrain region is n
ligibly small. To shed further light upon the origin of high
resistivity behavior of La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d , a part of the
sample was subjected to different kinds of heat treatm
After it was annealed in air at 800 °C for 1 h, its resistivi
dropped by 3 orders of magnitude. Further annealing at
temperature gave rise to a further decrease inr, but neither
the bulk magnetization nor the width of the insulator-t
metal transition was changed. This seems to indicate that
kind of heat treatment affects only the intergrain regions a
that it apparently results in an improvement of their struct
and/or a slight increase in oxygen content. However, th
experiments have also led to a slight reduction in the lo
temperature magnetoresistance, which is one of the cru
d
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parameters for this class of materials. Therefore, in what
lows we concentrate only on the properties of unannea
La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d samples, keeping in mind tha
each one consists of perfectly crystallized grains divided
highly disordered and/or strongly oxygen-deficient intergr
regions.

The structural parameters of the LCMC samp
are listed in Table I. The parent La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d com-
pound belongs to theO8-type orthorhombic structure2 with
lattice parametersa055.4568 Å, b055.5017 Å, and c0

57.7126 Å satisfyingc0 /&,a0,b0 . These data correlate
well with the results of Ref. 5. The samples with 0.05<x
<0.15 are rhombohedrally distorted witha>2c0 and a
>91.5°. The fact that lattice constants are scarcely dep
dent on doping level seems to support the results of Re
showing that copper ions in manganites are in both 21 and
31 charge states. Unidentified phases with weak~, 5%!
peaks at 2u>12.4° and 24.9° were revealed in LCMC wit
x50.10 and 0.15, but we believe that these phases have
effect on the transport and magnetoresistance propertie
the samples.

Data on the normalized resistivityr/rmax as a function
of temperatureT are plotted in Fig. 2a for LCMC sample
with x50; 0.05; 0.10, and 0.15~the data forx50.075 and
0.125 are omitted for clarity!. In all the samplesr increases
drastically with decreasingT to a maximum atT5Tp , after
which a metallic behavior appears. The variation ofTp with
x is nonmonotonic: its value first falls from 193 K (x50) to
108 K (x50.10) and then gradually grows, reaching 120
at x50.15; rmax decreases with increasingx from about
6000 (x50) to 1000 (x50.15)V•cm. Although atT,Tp

the r(T) dependence is metallic (dr/dT.0), the resistivity
at the lowest measured temperature (T577 K) is greater than
r~300 K!. The lowestr~77 K!, which is;150V•cm for this
series of samples, is much larger thanrMott'5 – 10V•cm
estimated from the Mott minimum metallic conductivity.25

In the high-temperature region, the variation of the res
tivity conforms well to the expression

r~T!5r0T exp~Ea /kT! ~1!

predicted for small-polaron hopping conductivity.4,26 The ac-
tivation energyEa is weakly dependent onx and is equal to
0.2 and 0.14 eV for the samples with extreme concentrati
of Cu, x50 and 0.15, respectively. When going from high
temperatures, the measured resistivity progressively devi
from that predicted by~1!. The temperature at which differ
ence between the experimental and fitted data exceeds 5
denoted asTa . It is the temperature below which not onl
the electrical but also the magnetoresistive and magn
properties deviate from those typical of an insulating pa

TABLE I. Room-temperature crystallographic parameters for rhombohe
samples of La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d.

x a, Å a, deg

0.050 15.489 91.53
0.075 15.478 91.50
0.100 15.474 91.49
0.125 15.481 91.53
0.150 15.467 91.49
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magnet. For all the samples, the effect of magnetic field
the resistance becomes noticeable atT,Ta and reaches a
maximum atTMR , slightly below Tp ~Fig. 2b!. The peak
values of the magnetoresistanceMRmax measured in a field
of 1.5 T are about 48% and 73% for LCMC withx50 and
0.15, respectively.

The field dependence of the magnetoresistance aT
577 K is presented in Fig. 3. For compositions with high
values ofTp (x<0.05) theMR(H) curves show a sharp dro
at low fields~,0.2 T! followed by a more gradual change

FIG. 2. Normalized resistance versus temperature for polycrysta
La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d samples. The dotted lines denote the resista
fitted according to the adiabatic small-polaron hopping model~a!. Tempera-
ture dependence of the magnetoresistance in a fieldH51.5 T ~b!.

FIG. 3. Magnetoresistance versus field for La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d mea-
sured atT577 K ~the data forx50.125 are omitted!.
n

r

H.0.2 T. In both regionsr changes almost linearly withH.
It is now well established that the low-fieldMR component
in manganites originates from a high degree of spin polar
tion of the conduction electrons, and it is ascribed to int
grain spin-polarized tunneling27 or spin-dependent scatterin
of polarized electrons at the grain boundaries.24

The variation ofMR with H is completely different in
the samples withx.0.05. All the curves are nonlinear in th
whole field range examined, and their hysteretic behavio
pronounced, especially for the composition withx50.10.
This effect may be a result of increased magnetic inhomo
neity caused by the introduction of Cu ions in the Mn su
lattice, or it may indicate the appearance of other kinds
magnetic ordering.7,8 To shed further light on the origin o
the highly hysteretic behavior ofMR(H), we performed AC
magnetic susceptibility measurements on LCMC withx
50.10. The temperature dependence of bothx andudx/dTu,
which are plotted in Fig. 4, seems to show that there is
other transition except for the paramagnetic–ferromagn
one, but the transition region is extremely broadened.

The concentration dependence of the characteristic t
peraturesTa , Tp , andTMR is displayed in Fig. 5a. It is see
that apart fromTa , which tends to decrease gradually wi
increasingx, the rest of the quantities do not change mon
tonically as functions ofx. Such unusual behavior seems
be closely connected with the considerable broadening
both the resistive and magnetic transitions observed nex
50.10. To give a clear visual demonstration of this relatio
ship, we used the difference betweenTa andTp for a quan-
titative characterization of the width of the resistive tran
tion and plotted it as a function of copper content in Fig. 5
A very narrow transition region (DT514 K) is observed at
x50. As x grows, DT first increases, exhibits a maximum
nearx50.10 (DTmax581 K), and then gradually decrease
and reaches 45 K atx50.15. Such a strong broadening of th
resistive transition nearx50.10 suggests the presence
structural or magnetic inhomogeneities, and it can be a

e
e

FIG. 4. AC magnetic susceptibilityx of La0.7Ca0.3Mn0.90Cu0.10O32d and the
absolute value of its derivativeudx/dTu as functions of temperature.
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son for reduced sensitivity of the electronic transport to m
netic field. As can be seen from Fig. 5c,MRmax(x) exhibits a
local minimum in the vicinity ofx50.10, although it grows
continuously atx<0.075 andx.0.10.

An unusual effect of Cu doping on electron
transport properties was observed earlier in
La0.8Sr0.2Mn12xCuxO32d system.7,8 The authors carried out
careful examination of compounds withx50, 0.1, 0.2 ... . It
was found that substitution of 10% Cu lowers the Curie te
perature from 320 to 280 K, and 20% Cu is enough to co
pletely destroy the ferromagnetic state. At low temperatu
the samples withx50 and 0.1 were found to be metalli
ferromagnets, while in those withx>0.2 a semiconducting
spin-glass state was revealed. Contrary to La0.8Sr0.2MnO32d ,
in which a sharp change near the Curie temperature
observed on the magnetization versus temperature curv
La0.8Sr0.2Mn0.9Cu0.1O32d the magnetic transition was quit
broadened, and ther versusT dependence exhibited tw
peaks. For the latter sample, the authors attributed the
temperature resistance peak to enhanced scattering of
polarons on ‘‘frozen-in’’ magnetic disorder, which might e
ist belowTC .

An issue of crucial importance for the analysis of C
doped manganites, although it has remained unclear hith
is the valence state of the Cu ions. It is known that coppe
perovskite compounds may appear in 21 and 31 states.7–9,11

The authors of Refs. 7–9 analyzed their experimental res
at the assumption that the Cu ions are divalent. Neverthe

FIG. 5. Concentration dependence of the characteristic temperaturesTa ,
Tp , andTMR ~a!; the temperature width of the resistive transition~b!; the
maximum value of the magnetoresistance in a fieldH51.5 T ~c!; the maxi-
mum value of the resistivityrmax ~d!.
-

e
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ss,

Tikhonovet al.carried out a careful analysis of the structur
properties of the La12zSrzMn12xCuxO3 ~z50, 0.1, 0.3;x
50 – 0.5! system and concluded that copper is trivalent
these compounds, but in the low-doping region (0,x
<0.1) a fraction of the Cu ions may also be found in the 21

state. It seems that these results show the way to unders
the quite complex behavior of Cu-doped manganites.

Manganese ions play a key role in the determination
both the electrical and magnetic properties of the mater
under consideration. The electrical conductivity and fer
magnetism are described in terms of the transfer of electr
between Mn31 (t2g

3 eg
1) to Mn41 (t2g

3 eg
0) ions; the magnetic

interaction is double exchange, which is sensitive to
Mn–O–Mn overlap. The conductivity depends on the ele
tron spin alignment of the hopping electron and is enhan
by application of a magnetic field that reduces spin disord
The double exchange, which favors itinerant electron beh
ior, is opposed by strong electron–phonon coupling due
part to a Jahn–Teller splitting of the Mneg states, by anti-
ferromagnetic superexchange, and by charge and orbita
dering, all of them favoring insulating behavior. Thus t
introduction of copper ions in the Mn sublattice is expect
to drastically affect all these competing interactions, and t
may cause profound changes in the magnetic and elect
properties. First, Cu substitution for Mn is expected to su
press ferromagnetism because of the absence of the do
exchange interaction between neighboring Mn and
ions.7,11–13 In our case, the general reduction ofTa with
growing Cu content seems to support this idea. Neverthel
the introduction of Cu ions in the Mn sublattice also giv
rise to local structure, spin, and charge distortions, espec
when the copper is in the 21 state. If Cu is divalent, two
different effects might occur as the amount of copper
creases. First, there is a local change in the lattice cons
caused by the incorporation of the significantly bigger io
that might lead to enhancement of structural and magn
inhomogeneity and, as a result, to temperature broadenin
the magnetic transition. At the same time, this effect mig
also be accompanied by a drop in electrical resistivity due
relieving of the local strain in the rest of the sample.11–13

Second, according to the charge neutrality condition, ins
tion of divalent Cu ions in the system converts part of t
Mn31 into Mn41 which might lead to the appearance of r
gions with improved conductivity due to the rise in th
Mn41/Mn31 ratio.7,11

The effect in which the resistivity decreases upon
doping was observed in Refs. 7, 11, and 12 as well as in
study. Figure 5b showsrmax for the samples under invest
gation as a function of copper concentration. It is seen t
rmax drastically drops withx for x,0.10, while it remains
almost constant at 0.10<x<0.15. It is difficult to explain
this character ofrmax(x) by any kind of Cu segregation, bu
by assuming a mixed valence of Cu ions in the region
<x<0.10, this curve well supplements those presented
Fig. 5a–c.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the present investigations, we draw the follo
ing conclusions.
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1! Substitution of Cu for Mn tends to suppress ferroma
netism in the compound La0.7Ca0.3MnO32d due to the ab-
sence of the double-exchange interaction between neigh
ing Mn and Cu ions.

2! Significant temperature broadening of both ferroma
netic and resistive transitions nearx50.10 leads to anoma
lous behavior ofTp , TMR , andMRmax as a function of cop-
per concentration.

3! The concentration dependence ofrmax, which mainly
reflects the properties of intergrain area for each sample
a fixed value ofx, substantially changes its character in ju
the same range ofx where anomalies of the other electric
and magnetic parameters are observed~i.e., nearx50.10!.

4! All of the above peculiarities are we
explained by assuming that copper is trivalent in t
La0.7Ca0.3Mn12xCuxO32d system while in the low-doping re
gion (0,x<0.1) a fraction of the Cu ions is also in the 21

state.
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Dynamic dielectric susceptibility tensor of a randomized f – d magnet
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The magnetic contribution to the dynamic dielectric susceptibility tensorxab(v)5x1
ab(v)

1 ix2
ab(v) of a system of randomized quasilocal optical dipoles of a magnetic conductor is

calculated by the method of two-time retarded Green’s functions. The spectrum ofxab(v)
consists of a coherent componentxcoh

ab and an incoherent componentx incoh
ab which are formed by

electronic excitations with zero and arbitrary quasimomentum, respectively. Far from the
resonance frequencies~where x is represented by only a dispersion part! the off-diagonal
componentsx2

aÞb(v) are linear to leading order in the effective fieldDM5z/22mBH0

~z is the spin–orbit interaction constant,mB is the Bohr magneton, andH0 is the magnetic field!,
whereas the magnetic contribution to the diagonal componentsx1

aa(v) is quadratic inDM .
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374723#
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INTRODUCTION

A heightened interest in the optical properties of ma
netically concentrated compounds has been holding ste
for the last 20 years, largely in connection with the requi
ments of devices for the writing, reading, and storage
information in today’s computer industry. At the same tim
optical methods are some of the main tools used for
direct study of the energy spectrum and the character of
electronic states of condensed matter, which, in particu
determine the transformation of its properties upon chan
in temperature. For this reason, the optical behavior of s
tems that undergo magnetic phase transformations is o
terest in condensed-matter physics.

More often than not, the presence ofd or f elements in
the chemical formula of a magnetically ordered syst
serves as an indicator of its atomic structure. The electron
the magnetically actived and f shells, owing to the presenc
of the so-called centrifugal barrier,1 is quasilocal, i.e., their
motion through the crystal is of a tunneling nature~intersite
hopping! and the corresponding energy bands are rather
row. Therefore, in those cases when the characteristic tim
an external influence on a system~e.g., the period of an
electromagnetic wave interacting with it! is shorter than the
intersite hopping time, these electrons, on the one hand,
have as local, while, on the other hand, because of the
herence of the intersite hops, which depends on the degre
translational order in the system, they are sensitive to
long-range order, including the magnetic.2

A strong spin–orbit interaction leads to correlated b
havior of the spin and orbital moments off andd electrons
in their motion through the crystal~the corresponding ‘‘
j -polaron’’ concept was formulated in Ref. 2!, which is sub-
stantially reflected in the dependence of the optical prop
ties of the substance on the degree of magnetic order.
picture contains the prerequisites for understanding
3721063-777X/2001/27(5)/8/$20.00
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mechanisms of the interaction of light with randomized s
tems of quasilocal optical dipoles, in which the randomiz
tion is of both a temperature-related2,3 and a structural4 na-
ture. The structural~including magnetostructural! random-
ness occurs in disordered alloys, metallic and spin glas
etc., while one can speak of temperature-related random
tion in cases where the characteristic period of the temp
ture fluctuations of the quasilocal optical dipoles~the fluc-
tuations of the directions of their axes, which are determin
by the orientation of the total angular momenta of the ra
earth ions, were considered in Refs. 2 and 3! is longer than
the period of the electromagnetic wave. For the syste
mentioned in the previous paragraph, both types of rand
ization are important in the optical range, from the infrar
to the vacuum ultraviolet.

An electron moving in a magnetic medium is acted
by the Lorentz force,5 which leads to the Hall effect at low
frequencies and to the Kerr and Faraday magnetooptic
fects at optical frequencies.5–7 The theory of magnetooptic
effects in ordered metals has a long history~besides Refs.
5–7, we might mention Refs. 8–11 as some of the publis
sources characterizing the development of the magnetoo
of systems related to those considered in the present pa!,
but the same cannot be said of the magnetooptics of rand
ized systems. At the same time, this is a topical issue, s
an appreciable number of modern materials for microel
tronics are randomized systems.12–14

The goal of this paper is to construct a theory of ma
netooptic effects in a system of randomized quasilocal o
cal dipoles. In contrast to Refs. 5–11, where models of eit
free or localized electrons were used, here we conside
model of quasilocal electrons. We base this model~as in
Refs. 2–4, 15, and 16! on the picture of narrow-band mag
netic conductors proposed by Nagaev.6 Here the macro-
scopic magnetooptic effect arises as a result of a syst
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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wide averaging of quasilocal intra-atomic analogs of the H
effect1! for electrons moving in the electric field of a ligh
wave in the effective magnetic field produced by the sp
orbit interaction plus a contribution from the magnetic indu
tion of the substance.

MODEL OF A d – f METAL

The magnetic conductor model considered correspo
in its general features with the schematic illustration of
electron energy spectrum of metallic gadolinium~see Refs. 2
and 3!. It contains narrow, partially filled electron bands (i ),
originating from the atomicd orbitals, and free bands (f ),
separated from them by wide energy gaps and deriving f
the other atomic states~Fig. 1!.2! The spin–orbit interaction
lifts the degeneracy with respect to the magnetic quan
numberm in the bandsi and f , and the strong intra-atomi
exchange interaction with localized spins~in rare-earth met-
als, with the spins of the 4f shells! splits the spin subband
so that one of them, belonging to the bandi (u i ,k,2m,
21/2&), lies entirely above the Fermi level~this is not a
fundamental condition for this approach, but it simplifies t
calculation!. The degeneracy with respect to the magne
and spin quantum numbers is also lifted by an external m
netic field.

For simplicity we shall consider only one such subba
~i.e., split with respect to both spin andm! from the lower
bandi ~the subband with indicesm i ,1/2 in Fig. 1! and only

FIG. 1. Schematic form of the electron energy spectrumEf ( i )(k) of the
initial i and final f states of the investigated magnetooptic electronic tr
sition i→ f : Ef(0)2Ei(0)5Ef i@Wf ( i ) , whereW is the width of the elec-
tron band,kF andkB are the Fermi and Brillouin wave vectors, respective
m is the magnetic quantum number, the arrows indicate the projection o
electron spin on the magnetic moment of the system, and the zero of en
is at the Fermi level. Only those zonesf to which transitions from the zone
i contribute to the off-diagonal susceptibilityxxy(«) are shown.
ll

–
-

ds
e

m

m

c
g-

d

three from the upper bandf ~with indices m f5m i21, m f

5m i , andm f5m i11 in Fig. 1! with the spin direction along
the magnetization~along thez axis, indicated by the symbo
↑!.

QUASILOCAL OPTICAL DIPOLES

The interaction of light with a quasilocal optical dipo
at sitel of the crystal lattice is described in the occupatio
number representation by the Hamiltonian

Hl int5E dJCl
1~x,j!HintCl~x,j!, ~1!

where

Cl~x,j!5 (
t,m,s

wl,t,m~x!xl,t,m,s~j!cl,t,m,s

is the electron field operator;wl,t,m(x) is the atomic elec-
tronic wave function defined in the local coordinate syst
at the site with translationvector l ~see, e.g., Refs. 2–4!;
xl,t,m,s(j) is the spin function,cl,t,m,s

1 andcl,t,m,s are the
Fermi creation and annihilation operators of the st
ul,t,m,s&, t5 i , f is the index of the orbital state~for speci-
ficity we shall assume thati 5 l , f 5 l 11, where l is the
orbital quantum number!; m ands are the magnetic and spi
quantum numbers, respectively; the integration overdJ ex-
tends over the spatial variablesx and also includes summa
tion over the spin variablej;

Hint52
e

mec
A•p; A5A0ei ~Q•r2vt !

is the vector potential of the field of the electromagne
wave ~v is the frequency of the wave,ṽ5v1 ig, g→0
ensures adiabaticity of the turning on of the interaction!, c
andQ are the velocity and the wave vector of the light wav
respectively, andp, e, andme are the momentum operato
charge, and mass of the electron.3!

The matrix elements in~1! are conveniently expressed i
terms of the local dipole moments of the electronic transit
i→ f at the sitel:

^l, f ,m8,suHintul,i ,m,s&

5^l, f ,m8,su2
e

mec
A•pul,i ,m,s&

52
v f i

v
E0•Dl f i

m8mei ~Q•l2ṽt !,

where E0 is the electric field amplitude of the light wave

Dl f i
am8m5^l, f ,m8,sueraul,i ,m,s& is the ath component of

the matrix element of the electric dipole moment vector
the electronic transitioni→ f (r a is theath component of the
electron coordinate operator!, andv f i is the frequency of the
transitioni→ f .

The nature of the magnetooptic phenomena in reality
in the difference of the spectra of the right and left circu
components of the electric polarization induced in the s
stance. Therefore, from now on it makes sense to cons
the circular components of the electric dipole moment ope
tor of the transitioni→ f :

-

e
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D̂lm
6 5(

s
~Dl f im

6 cl, f ,m61,s
1 cl,i ,m,s

1Dl i f m
6 cl,i ,m,s

1 cl, f ,m61,s!. ~2!

Here

Dl f im
6 5^l, f ,m61,suer6ul,i ,m,s&,

Dl,i f m
6 5^l,i ,m,suer6ul, f ,m71,s&,

r 65
x6 iy

&
,

and we have dropped the indicesi and f from the notation
for the operatorD̂lm

6 .
In the present model the magnetooptic effects are g

erned solely by these matrix elements.
The atomic electronic wave functions, which, as we ha

said, for the sake of specificity and simplicity we shall use
the site basis states in the crystal, obey the relations17

^ l 11,m61ur 6/r u l ,m&56F ~ l 126m!~ l 116m!

~2l 13!~2l 11! G1/2

,

^ l 21,m61ur 6/r u l ,m&57F ~ l 7m!~ l 217m!

~2l 11!~2l 21! G1/2

, ~3!

^ l ,mur 2/r u l 11, m11&^ l 11, m11ur 1/r u l ,m&

5
~ l 121m!~ l 111m!

~2l 13!~2l 11!
,

^ l ,mur 1/r u l 11, m21&^ l 11,m21ur 2/r u l ,m&

5
~ l 122m!~ l 112m!

~2l 13!~2l 11!
.

It follows directly from ~3! that the matrix elements in
~2! obey the relationsDi f

7D f i
65(D f i

6)* D f i
65uD f i

6u2 ~the sym-
bol * denotes the complex conjugate! and

uD f im
1 u2.uD f im

2 u2, m.0,

uD f im
1 u2,uD f im

2 u2, m,0,

uD f im
1 u25uD f im

2 u2, m50.

In randomized systems one is interested in mean va
over the crystal,

^D f im
6 &5N21(

l
^l, f ,m61,suer6ul,i ,m,s&

and the rms fluctuations

df im
6 5FN21(

l
~Dl f im

6 2^D f im
6 &!2G1/2

.

For simplicity we shall henceforth neglect the differen
between̂ D f im

1 & and ^D f im
2 & and thus betweendf im

1 anddf im
2

~strictly, this corresponds to the casem50 and does not
affect the main results of this paper in the case of arbitr
m!. Furthermore, in view of the aforementioned choice o
fixed character ofm and s, we shall drop them from the
indices of the final expressions for the dielectric suscepti
v-

e
s

es

y

l-

ity. In such a case the notation for the crystal-averaged e
tric dipole moments and the rms fluctuations are simplified
D andd, respectively.

ROLE OF RANDOMIZATION OF THE SYSTEM

The randomness of the system of quasilocal electric
poles induced by the electric field of the light wave can ha
a structural~including magnetostructural! origin ~disordered
alloys, spin glasses, etc.! or can result from thermal fluctua
tions of the local characteristics of the system~as we have
said, this could be thermal fluctuations of the local quanti
tion axes, which are determined by the directions of the m
netic moments of the 4f shells of the rare-earth meta
ions2,3!.

Let us consider for the sake of definiteness a spin g
in a metal with localized magnetic moments of the 4f shells.
Below the glass temperature the thermal average of thz
projection of the spin is nonzero for each site containingf
spins in the system, and in the local coordinate systems a
these averages are equal. The average value of the local
netic moment over the crystal is zero, while its mean squ
value is nonzero.18 It is obvious that the magnetooptic effe
arises at each ‘‘magnetic’’ site, but the crystal as a wh
will not exhibit effects determined by its magnetization.

Thus the spatial randomization of the dipole moment~2!
has an essential effect on the optical properties of the sys
At the same time, in the electronic Hamiltonian of the crys
written in the tight-binding approximation, the randomiz
tion of the local quantization axes of the ‘‘magnetic’’ site
will lead only to a certain randomization of the electron i
tersite hopping integral without substantially changing
value and will thus not materially alter the properties of t
metal. Therefore, if the system is randomized but its meta
character is preserved, the random componentdH of the
total HamiltonianH5H01dH can be treated as a sma
correction to the HamiltonianH0 of the translationally in-
variant system. In application to the problem addressed
this paper this influence of the randomization on the elect
energy spectrum can be reduced to the replacement of
real energy of the crystal by a complex quantity,19,20 which,
as one might expect, does not qualitatively affect the sp
trum of sufficiently high-energy interband electronic tran
tions.

The electric dipole moment induced in the crystal by t
field of an electromagnetic wave can be evaluated by a
aging the corresponding eigenvalues with the density ma
determined by the total HamiltonianH̃5H01dH1Hint8 . It
is clear that the linear response21–23of the system calculated
for the regular part of the interaction HamiltonianHint8
5(lHl int , will be determined mainly by the Hamiltonia
H0 .

In analyzing the response of the system to the rand
part of the perturbationHint8 we argue as follows. As we hav
said, the breaking of the translational symmetry of the s
tem can be taken into account by replacing the real ener
«(k) of the Bloch k states by complex quantities«(k)
1 i\/t(k). This means that thek states are damped with
characteristic timet(k)→` asdH→0. In other words, the
k-space representation works well~i.e., the indeterminacy of
the quasimomentum is small and the nonvertical electro
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transitions under the influence of an external field with
wave vectorQ50 are unimportant! provided that the ran-
dom site corrections to the energy are not too large: if
frequencyv f i of the electronic transition is high enough th
p/v f i!t(k), then the response of the system to an exter
influence is formed in less time than it takes for apprecia
changes to occur in the amplitudes of the Bloch states. At
same time, if the random site correctionsdl to the dipole
moment in the interaction HamiltonianHint8 are statistically
independent~in many cases this is a good approximation!, so
that all of thek-harmonics in the Fourier expansion ofHint8
are equiprobable, we immediately obtain the electronic e
tations with any quasimomentum, independently of the va
of the varianced2 of the dipole moment.

Thus the influence of the randomization ofHint8 and H
on the optical excitation spectra are distinguishable in b
the quantitative and qualitative respects. The main influe
on the excitation spectra of a substance comes only from
randomizing of the interaction Hamiltonian,Hint8 , as will be
discussed below, and we shall use the energies of the pe
crystal as the eigenvalues of the system HamiltonianH.
Here, since the operatorHint8 ~like H) must be constructed o
regular electronic states, all of the randomization effects w
be reflected in the values ofc-numbers, i.e., by the corre
sponding coefficients of the matrix elements in express
~2!.

HAMILTONIAN

In view of what we have said, let us consider the follo
ing HamiltonianH of our system in the occupation numb
representation:

H5 (
l

t,m,s

Ut,m,scl,t,m,s
1 cl,t,m,s

1 (
l,h

t,m,s

Tt,scl1h,t,m,s
1 cl,t,m,s , ~4!

Ut,m,s5Et,s2mBH0~m12s!t1ztms,

t5 i , f , z f5z.0.

HereTt,s is the hopping integral for hops between neare
neighbor sites (l,l1h); Ei and Ef are the energies of th
occupied (i ) and unoccupied (f ) ‘‘bare’’ local states~the
zeroth approximation in the hopping integral!; zt is the spin–
orbit interaction constant;H0 is the external magnetic field
mB is the Bohr magneton.

It is assumed that the parameters of the Hamiltonian
isfy the inequalitiesT!Ef i , z!Ef i , and mBH0!Ef i ; Ef i

5Ef2Ei is the energy of the electronic transitioni→ f be-
tween the centers of the bands of filled (i ) and empty (f )
states~Fig. 1!.

The main characteristics of the electron energy spect
of conducting magnets are determined by the interaction
tential of the conduction electrons with ions, by the electr
intersite hopping integrals, and by the self-interactions in
system of conduction electrons. Of these last, only the d
onal part of the spin–orbit interaction, which is of fundame
tal importance for magnetooptic phenomena, is included
plicitly in Hamiltonian ~4!. It should be noted that the one
e

al
e
e

i-
e

h
e

he

ect

ll

n

t-

t-

m
o-
n
e
g-
-
x-

site exchange interaction of the conduction electrons w
local magnetic moments and the internal exchange inte
tions in the medium of conduction electrons give rise to lo
frequency collective excitations16,24 in the system, and this
should generally be reflected in the magnetooptic spec
These subtle effects do not alter the main conclusions of
paper, since we are considering only high-frequency o
electron excitations, so that we need not explicitly inclu
the exchange terms in the Hamiltonian of the system~the
diagonal part of the one-site exchange interaction betw
local and quasilocal electrons is included inEt,s).

The Fourier transformation

cl,t,m,s
1 5

1

AN
(

k
ck,t,m,s

1 eik•l,

cl,t,m,s5
1

AN
(

k
ck,t,m,se2 ik•l

diagonalizes the quadratic form~4!, bringing it to the form

H5 (
k

t,m,s

Et,m,s~k!nk,t,m,s ,

where

nk,t,m,s5ck,t,m,s
1 ck,t,m,s

is the occupation number operator of the statesuk,t,m,s&;

Ef ,m61,s~k!5Ef ,s1Tf ,s~k!1zms2mBH0~m12s!6DM

and

Ei ,m,s~k!5Ei ,s1Ti ,s~k!1z ims2mBH0~m12s!

are the energies in the upper and lower band, respective

Tt,s~k!5Tt,s(
h

eik•h

is the kinetic energy of the quasilocal electrons;

DM5zs2mBH0

is the ‘‘effective’’ magnetic field in energy units.

DYNAMIC DIELECTRIC SUSCEPTIBILITY

The electrical polarization of a nonuniform stationa
medium~for simplicity we consider a crystal lattice contain
ing N sites, at each of which an electric dipole can be
duced by a quantity with a random or determinate dep
dence onl! in the field of an electromagnetic wave wit
frequencyv and wave vectorQ is determined by the nonlo
cal dynamic dielectric susceptibility18

xab~Q,Q8,«̃ !5
1

N (
l,l8

^xl,l8
ab ,~ «̃ !&ce

i ~Q•l2Q8•l8!,

whereQ8 is the wave vector of the polarization of the m
dium; « is the photon energy~«̃5\ṽ, where\ is Planck’s
constant!; the symbol̂ ...&c denotes averaging, over all pos
sible configurations, of the distribution of random values
the magnitudes of the quasilocal optical dipoles in the cr
tal;
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xl,l8
ab

~ «̃ !52
1

va
^̂ D̂l

auD̂l8
b &&«̃

is the contribution to the nonlocal dynamic dielectric susc
tibility from the electronic transitionsi→ f , written in the
site representation in the Kubo formalism of linear respo
theory;6,21–23 ^̂ ...u...&&«̃ is the two-time retarded Green’
function in the energy representation;20–22 D̂l

a is the dipole
moment operator of the transitioni→ f ; va is the volume of
the crystal per site.

In the geometry under study~in which the magnetic field
H0 , the average spin̂s& of the quasilocal electrons, and th
wave vectorQ of the light wave are parallel to thez axis of
the crystal! the only nonzero components of the dynam
dielectric susceptibility tensor in an isotropic medium a
xxx5xyy5x01x i, xzz5x0, and xxy52xyx5 ix'52 ig.
Herex0 is the susceptibility in the absence of magnetizati
x i is the contribution to the diagonal susceptibility due to t
magnetization of the electronic system;ix' is the corre-
sponding ‘‘magnetic’’ contribution to the off-diagonal su
ceptibility, which differs fromxxy by a factor ofi ; g is thez
component of the gyration vector, which is often used in
phenomenological approach to magnetooptics.5–7 Often x'

is used in place ofxxy52xyx ~Refs. 25–27!, since it has a
more familiar physical meaning of its real and imagina
parts, which describe the polarization of the substance
the absorption of electromagnetic waves, respectively.
relation with the dynamic dielectric permittivity«ab(v) has
the form «ab(v)5dab14pxab, where dab is the Kro-
necker delta.

The off-diagonal ‘‘magnetic’’ contribution to the dy
namic dielectric susceptibility is given by

x'~Q,Q8,«̃ !52
x1~Q,Q8,«̃ !2x2~Q,Q8,«̃ !

2
, ~5!

and the relation to the diagonal ‘‘magnetic’’ components

x0~Q,Q8,«̃ !1x i~Q,Q8,«̃ !5
x1~Q,Q8,«̃ !1x2~Q,Q8,«̃ !

2
,

~6!

wherex1(Q,Q8,«̃) andx2(Q,Q8,«̃) are the susceptibilities
for right and left circularly polarized fields, respectively.

For a system of quasilocal optical dipoles with a rand
spatial modulation the circular components of the susce
bility are given by

x7~Q,Q8,«̃ !5
1

N (
ll8

^xll8
7

~ «̃ !&ce
i ~Ql2Q8l8!, ~7!

where

xll8
7

~ «̃ !52
1

2va
(
s

$^Dl i f m
7 Dl8 f im

6 &cGf ims
6 ~l,l8,«̃ !

1^Dl f im
7 Dl8 i f m

6 &cGi f ms
6 ~l,l8,«̃ !%,Gf ims

6 ~l,l8,«̃ !

5 ^̂ cl,i ,m,s
1 cl, f ,m61,sucl8, f ,m61,s,

1 cl8,i ,m,s&&«̃ ,

Gi f ms
6 ~l,l8,«̃ !

5 ^̂ cl, f ,m71,s
1 cl,i ,m,sucl8,i ,m,s

1 cl8, f ,m71,s&&«̃ .
-

e

;

a

nd
e

ti-

The result of averaging over configurations can be
pressed in terms of an average over the crystal. Neglec
the difference between̂Dl i f m

7 Dl8 f im
6 &c and^Dl f im

7 Dl8 i f m
6 &c ,

dropping the indexm, and restricting discussion to the ca
of statistically independent sites, we obtain

^Dl i f m
7 Dl8 f im

6 &c5^Dl f im
7 Dl8 i f m

6 &c5D21d2dl,l8 ,

dl,l85H 1, l5l8

0, lÞl8
. ~8!

Substituting~8! into ~7!, changing from the coordinate
~real-space! representation to the wave-vector (k-space! rep-
resentation in the fermion operators, and doing the sum
tion overl andl8, we obtain two susceptibility component
a coherent componentxcoh, determined byD2, the square of
the crystal-averaged value of the quasilocal optical dipo
and an incoherent componentx incoh, determined byd2, the
crystal-averaged value of the square of their fluctuations

x6~Q,Q8,«̃ !5xcoh
6 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !1x incoh

6 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !;

xcoh
7 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !52

D2

vaN (
R

@Gf ims
6 ~k,k8,k1 ,k18 ,«̃ !

1Gi f ms
6 ~k,k8,k1 ,k18 ,«̃ !#dk8,k1Qdk8,k12Q8 ,

x incoh
7 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !52

d2

vaN2 (R @Gf ims
6 ~k,k8,k1 ,k18«̃ !

1Gi f ms
6 ~k,k8,k1 ,k18 ,«̃ !#dk1k11Qdk81k

181Q8

~9!

Gf ims
6 ~k,k8,k1 ,k1

8 ,«̃ !

5 ^̂ ck,i ,m,s
1 ck8, f ,m61,suck1 , f ,m61,s

1 ck
18 ,i ,m,s&&«̃ ,

Gi f ms
6 ~k,k8,k1 ,k18 ,«̃ !

5 ^̂ ck, f ,m71,s
1 ck8,i ,m,suck1 ,i ,m,s

1 ck
18 , f ,m71,s&&«̃ ;

R5$k,k8,k1 ,k18 ,s%.

CALCULATIONS

The expression for the susceptibility follows from th
solution of the equations of motion for the Green’s functio
in formulas~9!, which have the form

^̂ AuB&&v5
i

2p
^@A,B#&1 ^̂ @A,H#uB&&v ,

where @A,B# is the commutator of operatorsA and B. A
calculation gives

Gf ims
6 ~k,k8,k1 ,k18 ,«̃ !5

nk,i ,1ms2nk8, f ,m61,s

«̃2Ef i ,m61~k8,k!
dk,k

18
dk8,k1

5Gf ims
6 ~k,k8,«̃ !dk,k

18
dk8,k1

, ~10!

Gi f ms
6 ~k,k8,k1 ,k18 ,«̃ !5

nk, f ,m71,s2nk8,i ,m,s

«̃1Ef i ,m61~k8,k!
dk,k

18
dk8,k1

5Gi f ms
6 ~k,k8,«̃ !dk,k

18
dk8,k1

, ~11!
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Ef i ,m61,s~k8,k!5Ef ,m61,s~k8!2Ei ,m,s~k!. ~12!

Substituting~10!–~12! into ~9!, we obtain

xcoh
7 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !52

D2

vaN
3(

ks
$Gf ims

6 ~k,k1Q,«̃ !

1Gi f ms
6 ~k,k1Q,«̃ !%dQ,Q8 , ~13!

x incoh
7 ~Q,Q8,«̃ !52

d2

vaN2 3 (
kk8s

$Gf ims
6 ~k,k8,«̃ !

1Gi f ms
6 ~k,k8,«̃ !%dQ,Q8 . ~14!

RESULTS

Using Eqs.~5!–~7!, ~13!, and ~14! and taking into ac-
count thatxcoh(Q,Q8; «̃) and x incoh(Q,Q8; «̃) are related to
the wave vectorQ of the electromagnetic wave and the wa
vectorQ8 of the polarization of the system as

xcoh~Q,Q8; «̃ !5xcoh~Q; «̃ !dQ,Q8

and

x incoh~Q,Q8; «̃ !5x incoh~ «̃ !dQ,Q8

in the case of a uniform external field~Q50, i.e., the wave-
length of the light is much greater than the characteri
lengths of the spatial modulation of the system of quasilo
optical dipoles! in the limit g→0 we obtain the follow-
ing expressions for the dynamic dielectric susceptibi
x(«)5x1(«)1 ix2(«):

x1coh
xy ~0;«!5

pD2

va
@Nf i~«1DM !2Nf i~«2DM !#,

~15!

x2coh
xy ~0;«!5

4«DMD2

vaN

3(
k

nk,iEf i~k!

$«22@Ef i~k!1DM#2%$«22@Ef i~k!2DM#2%
,

x1incoh
xy ~«!5

pd2

va
@Ñf i~«1DM !2Ñf i~«2DM !#,

~16!

x2incoh
xy ~«!5

4«DMd2

vaN2

3(
kk8

nk,iEf i~k,k8!

$«22@Ef i~k,k8!1DM#2%$«22@Ef i~k,k8!2DM#2%
,

x1coh
0 ~0;«!1x1coh

i
~0;«!52

2D2

vaN

3(
k

nk,iEf i~k!@«22Ef i
2 ~k!1DM

2 #

$«22@Ef i~k!1DM#2%$«22@Ef i~k!2DM#2%
, ~17!

x2coh
0 ~0;«!1x2coh

i
~0;«!5

pD2

va
@Nf i~«1DM !1Nf i~«2DM !#,
c
l

x1incoh
0 ~«!1x1incoh

i
~«!52

2d2

vaN2

3(
kk8

nk,iEf i~k,k8!@«22Ef i
2 ~k,k8!1DM

2 #

$«22@Ef i~k,k8!1DM#2%$«22@Ef i~k,k8!2DM#2%
,

~18!

x2incoh
0 ~«!1x2incoh

i
~«!5

pd2

va
@Ñf i~«1DM !1Ñf i~«2DM !#.

In expressions~15!–~18! we have used the notation

Ef i~k,k8!5Ef2Ei1Tf~k8!2Ti~k!1zm/2,

Ef i~k!5Ef i~k,k!,

Nf i~«!5
1

2N (
k

nk,id@«2Ef i~k!#,

Ñf i~«!5
1

2N2 (
k,k8

nk,id@«2Ef i~k8,k!#,

and we have dropped the indicesm and s. We have taken
into account that in the model used, the system describe
the ‘‘unperturbed’’ HamiltonianH is uniformly magnetized,
the lower band i is partially filled (nk,i[nk,i ,m,sÞ0,
nk,i ,2m,2s50, s51/2), while the upper bandf is com-
pletely empty (nk8, f ,m61,s50).

Expanding expressions~15!–~18! in series far from reso-
nance (u«2Ef i u@DM), we obtain to leading order inDM :

xxy~0;«!5x2
xy~0;«!,

x2coh
xy ~0;«!5

4D2«DM

vaN (
k

ni ,kEf i~k!

@«22Ef i
2 ~k!#2

, ~19!

x2incoh
xy ~0;«!5

4d2«DM

vaN2 (
k,k8

ni ,kEf i~k,k8!

@«22Ef i
2 ~k,k8!#2

.

x0~0;«!1x i~0;«!5x1
0~0;«!1x1

i
~0;«!,

x1coh
0 ~0;«!1x tcoh

i
~0;«!

5
2D2

vaN (
k

ni ,kEf i~k!

Ef i
2 ~k!2«2 H 11

DM
2 @Ef i

2 ~k!13«2#

@Ef i
2 ~k!2«2#2 J , ~20!

x1incoh
0 ~0;«!1x1incoh

i
~0;«!

5
2d2

vdN2 (
kk8

ni ,k~k,k8!

Ef i
2 ~k,k8!2«2 H 11

DM
2 @Ef i

2 ~k,k8!13«2#

@Ef i
2 ~k,k8!2«2#2 J .

In the static limit («50), formulas~19! and ~20! become

xxy~0;0!50;

x0~0;0!1x i~0;0!5x1
0~0;0!1x1

i
~0;0!,

xcoh
2 ~0;0!1xcoh

i
~0;0!5

2D2

vaN
(

k

ni ,k

Ef i~k!
H 11

DM
2

Ef i
2 ~k!

J , ~21!

x incoh
0 ~0;0!1x incoh

i
~0;0!

5
2d2

vaN2 (
k,k8

ni ,k

Ef i~k,k8!
H 11

DM
2

Ef i
2 ~k,k8!

J .
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From a comparison of expressions~19! and~20! we see
that the off-diagonal susceptibilityxxy, unlike the diagonal
susceptibility x01x i, does not change sign on passa
through the resonance region.

For transitions in a system of localized electrons (T(k)
50) the spectra ofxcoh and x incoh become similar, and in-
stead of formulas~19! and ~21! we have

xxy~0;«!5
4^uDlu2&«DMZEf i

va~Ef i
2 2«2!2

, ~22!

x0~0;0!1x i~0;0!5
2^uDlu2&Z

vaEf i
H 11

DM
2

Ef i
2 J , ~23!

where^uDlu2&5D21d2 is the mean-square modulus of th
dipole moment at sitel, and Z is the number of ‘‘magne-
tooptical’’ electrons per atom~in the present case this is th
number of electrons on leveli !.

The dependence of the real partsx1coh
xy andx1incoh

xy on the
photon energy is shown in Fig. 2.

DISCUSSION

Expressions~15! and ~16! give a complete qualitative
description of the magnetic contribution to the dynamic
electric susceptibility of a system of quasilocal optical
poles. As compared to the situation in perfect crystals, in
present case the spectrum ofxab(v) decomposes into two
components:2,3 coherentxcoh

ab and incoherentx incoh
ab . The first

is formed by direct~or vertical! electronic transitions, i.e.
transitions that conserve the quasimomentum of the elect

FIG. 2. Schematic form of the calculated spectrumx1
xy(«) of the real part of

the off-diagonal dielectric susceptibility of a randomizedf –d magnet:Ef i is
the energy of the electronic transitioni→ f , D5^Dl& is the average dipole
moment of this transition,d5^dl

2&1/2 is the spatial fluctuation of the momen
Dl , the parametersNb andNj are proportional to the product of the max
mum values of the electronic densities of states in bandsi and f and to their
interband density of states, respectively; the horizontal scale is in unit
Ti .
e

-

e

n,

and the second by indirect~nonvertical! transitions, i.e., tran-
sitions with arbitrary changes of the electron quasimome
The intensity of the coherent component is proportional
the square of the crystal-averaged value of the electric dip
moment of the optical transition, while the intensity of th
incoherent component is proportional to the mean squ
fluctuation of the electric dipole moment.

Far from the resonance frequenciesEf i ,m61 the disper-
sion part~polarizability! x2

xy(v) of the off-diagonal compo-
nent is linear to leading order in the magnetic fieldH0 and
spin–orbit interaction constantz, while the diagonal mag-
netic contributionsx1

i (v) are quadratic with respect to th
effective field DM5z/22mBH0 . The structure of formula
~22! is analogous to that of the Nagaev formula,6 and for-
mula ~23! gives the magnetic contribution to the static d
electric susceptibility.

The basis functions of the Hamiltonian of our model a
the eigenfunctions of the operator for thez projection of the
orbital angular momentum, which commutes with the Ham
tonian of the orbital motion of the system of electrons in
magnetic field.21 This model contains two resonance fr
quenciesEf i ,m61 , unlike the model with a Hamiltonian
based on the eigenfunctions of the crystalline field~see, e.g.,
Ref. 6!. In the latter case the energy spectrum to a first
proximation inz ~andH0! contains only one resonance fre
quency,Ef i ,28 but far from the resonance region both mo
els give the same results. The choice between the two mo
~or their modifications! for describing the magnetooptica
spectra in the immediate proximity of the resonances is d
tated by the value of the ratio ofDM to the corresponding
crystal-field parameter of the system under study.

As can be seen from Eqs.~17! and~18!, the spectrum of
x0(«)1x i(«) differs from the diagonal dielectric suscept
bility of nonmagnetic origin~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. The absorp-
tion partx2

0(«)1x2
i («) contains two peaks equidistant from

Ef i , which, however, have the same shape as the ‘‘nonm
netic’’ absorption peak. The dispersion partx1

0(«)1x1
i («)

also has two characteristic ‘‘oscillations’’ separated fro
Ef i , which are analogous to the contributions to the us
‘‘nonmagnetic’’ dynamic dielectric susceptibility.

The magnetooptic effect arises in the interaction of lig
with each atom individually, even in the absence of an
ternal magnetic field, as a result of the spin–orbit interacti
but in the case when the crystal-averaged magnetic mom
is zero, there is no macroscopic effect. For calculating
dielectric susceptibility of the system in the absence of m
roscopic magnetization it is necessary to include in the c
culation scheme~e.g., in a pseudoalloy model! an equal
number of sites with the electronic transitions

ul,i ,m,s)→ul, f ,m61,s&

and

ul,i ,2m,2s&→ul, f ,2m71,2s&.

Here the spectra ofx1(«) andx2(«) each contain two reso
nance frequencies and coincide completely. As a res
xxy(«)50, while x i(«)Þ0, so that relation~23! can explain
the experimentally observed correction, quadratic in
magnetic moment of the ion, to the static electronic polar
ability of iron oxides29,30 and rare-earth elements.31

of
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1!The analogy between the Hall and Faraday effects6 due to the polarization

~or ‘‘dispersion,’’ in distinction to the ‘‘absorption’’! component of the
‘‘magnetic’’ contribution to the off-diagonal dielectric susceptibility.
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indicesi and f of the initial and final electronic states.

3!In this modelme is the mass of a free electron, since we are essenti
talking about intra-atomic transitionsi→ f .
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The spectrum of normal vibrational modes propagating along the direction of an external static
magnetic field in conductors with a sharply anisotropic dispersion relation of the charge
carriers is obtained with allowance for their Fermi-liquid interaction. ©2001 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1374724#
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A Fermi liquid of conduction electrons can support t
propagation of weakly damped waves which are absent
gas of charge carriers. By studying these waves one
make a detailed investigation of correlation effects in
electron subsystem of a conducting medium.1–4 In metals,
however, the experimental observation of Fermi-liqu
waves is complicated by the fact that their spectrum lies n
the plasma frequencyvp5(4pNe2/m)1/2, which is ex-
tremely high because of the high charge-carrier densityN ~e
is the charge of the electron, andm is the characteristic ef
fective mass of the conduction electrons!.

Recently a large class of organic compounds havin
layered structure and exhibiting metallic conduction has b
synthesized. For such conductors the plasma frequenc
much smaller than for ordinary metals, and the specifics
the quasi-two-dimensional electron energy spectrum g
rise to peculiar Fermi-liquid eigenmodes, which are app
ently easy to study experimentally.5

Let us consider the propagation of waves along the n
mal to the layers of an organic conductor in an external m
netic fieldH0 , with allowance for correlation effects in th
electron system. In a layered conductor the energy« of the
charge carriers depends weakly on the projection of th
quasimomentump on the normal to the layers~the z axis!
and can be written in the form

«~p!5 (
n50

`

«n~px , py!cos
anpz

\
, ~1!

where\ is Planck’s constant anda is the distance betwee
layers. The coefficients multiplying the cosines in express
~1! fall off rapidly with increasing indexn, so that the maxi-
mum value of«1(px ,py) at the Fermi surface («(p)5«F) is
equal toh«F , where the quasi-two-dimensionality parame
h of the electron spectrum is much less than unity.

The electromagnetic field in the conductor is found fro
Maxwell’s equations

curlH5
4p

c
j1

1

c

]E

]t
,

~2!

curlE52
1

c

]B

]t
, B5H14pM ,

supplemented by the constitutive relations of the medium
3801063-777X/2001/27(5)/4/$20.00
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In order to find the relation between the current densitj
and the electric fieldE, we must solve the kinetic equatio
for the nonequilibrium correction2c(] f 0 /]«) to the Fermi
distribution functionf 0 of the charge carriers. The functionc
satisfies an equation which to first order in the weak elec
field of a monochromatic waveE(r ,t)5E(r )exp(2ivt) and
in the relaxation-time approximation for the collision integr
takes the form

2 ivc1S v•
]

]r
1

1

t
1

]

]tH
DF5ev•E, ~3!

where v is the electron velocity,t is the relaxation time,
]/]tH5e/c(v3H)•]/]p, c is the speed of light, and the
functionsF and c are related to each other by the integr
relation6,7

F~r ,p,s!5c~r ,p,s!2(
s8

E d3p8

~2p\!3

] f 0~«!

]«

3c~r ,p8,s8!L~p,s;p8,s8!, ~4!

where

L~p,s;p8,s8!5L0~p,s;p8,s8!1ŝŝ8L1~p,s;p8,s8!
~5!

is the Landau–Silin correlation function andŝ is the Pauli
matrix.

By solving the kinetic equation~3! jointly with the inte-
gral relation~4!, we can find the electric current density

j 52E 2d3p

~2p\!3

] f 0~«!

]«
evF. ~6!

We now limit the discussion to the first term in expre
sion ~5!. Taking the second term into account leads to
appearance of the spin waves predicted by Silin8 and ob-
served experimentally in Ref. 9. However, in quasi-tw
dimensional conductors the oscillations of the spin den
are quite hard to observe, since at low temperatures the
Haas–van Alphen effect is manifested more clearly in the
and the amplitude of the oscillations of the magnetizationM
due to this effect is much larger than the paramagnetic
of M .
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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We assume that thez50 surface of the conductor i
specularly reflective for charge carriers, and for the sake
brevity in the calculations we write their dispersion relati
in the form

«5
px

21py
2

2m
2hv0

\

a
cos

apz

\
, ~7!

wherev0
252«F /m.

If the external magnetic fieldH0 is applied along the
normal to the layers, then it follows from the equations
motion that

vx5v' cosw; vy52v' sinw; vz5hv0 cosu;
~8!

v'
2 5v0

212hv0

\

ma
cosu.

Here u5pza/\, w5VtH , and the cyclotron frequenc
V5eH0 /mc.

In layered conductors the interaction between electr
belonging to different layers is much smaller than the int
action between electrons in the same layer, and the cor
tion function, like the energy of the quasi-two-dimension
electrons, depends only weakly onpz . It is appropriate to
assume that the correlation function is proportional to
product of the electron velocities,v•v8. Then, in the case o
dispersion relation~7!, in the leading approximation in th
small parameterh it can be represented by the formula

L05L cos~w2w8!. ~9!

This makes it possible to simplify the integral equati
~5! substantially, as it can now be written in the form

F~u,w!5c~u,w!1
L̃

~2p!2

3E
2p

p

du8E
2p

p

dw8c~u8,w8!cos~w2w8!,

~10!

whereL̃5mL/2p\2a.
The model we have used for the Fermi-liquid interacti

suggests that the functionsc andF be written as the sum o
two harmonics:

c~u,w!5c1~u!eiw1c2~u!e2 iw. ~11!

Using Eq.~10! we easily obtain the relation

c65F62lF6. ~12!

Here

F̄5
1

2p
E

2p

p

duF~u!, l5
L̃

11L̃
.

We continue the electric field in an even manner into
region of negativez and use the Fourier representation

F6~z!5E
2`

`

F6~k!dk exp~ ikz!. ~13!
of

f

s
-
la-
l

e

e

Eliminating c from the kinetic equations by using for
mula ~12! and then equating the coefficients of eiw and e2 iw,
we easily obtain two algebraic equations,

F6~k!~2 i ṽ1 ikvz6 iV!F6~k!

5
ev'

2
E6~k!2 ivlF6~k!, ~14!

relating the functionsF6 with the circularly polarized Fou-
rier components of the electric fieldE6(k)5Ex(k)
6 iEy(k). Hereṽ5v1 i /t.

From Eq.~14! we find

F65
ie

2ṽ
R6E6S v'1lv

v'R6

ṽ2vlR6D , ~15!

where

R65
ṽ

ṽ2kvz7V
.

As we see from formulas~6! and ~8!, the circularly po-
larized components of the currentj 6(k)5 j x(k)6 i j y(k) sat-
isfy the expression

J6~k!5
em

p\2a
v'F6~k!. ~16!

Substituting this expression into Maxwell’s equations
the Fourier representation, we obtain two equations desc
ing two cyclotron waves of different polarization:

H k2c22v21
e2mv

\2aṽ S v'
2 R61

lv~v'R6!2

ṽ2lR̄6
D J E6~k!

522E6~0!. ~17!

It is easy to evaluate the explicit form of the expressio
appearing here:

R65
ṽ

A~ c̃7V!22~hkv0!2
,

~18!
v'R65v0R6, v'

2 R6'v0
2R6

and, substituting them into formula~17!, we obtain the final
equation for the electric field in the conductor in the leadi
approximation in the small parameterh:

H k2c22v2S 11
vp

2

2vA~ṽ7V!22~hkv0!21v2l
D J E6

522E6~0!. ~19!

We obtain the eigenmode spectrum from the dispers
relation

k2c22v2S 11
vp

2

2vA~ṽ7V!22~hkv0!21v2l
D 50.

~20!

If the following condition holds:
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~v7V!22~lv!2,~hkv0!2,~v7V!2, ~21!

then at frequencies below the plasma frequency and in
collisionless limit (t5`) there exist real solutions fork
a
n

n
rin
r-

o-
th

ap
a
o

e

which are absent in the gas approximation. They desc

cyclotron modes due to correlation effects in the conduc

The dispersion relation of these excitations has the form
v65
A~hkv0!22@~hkv0!22@~hkv0!22V2#~l2vp

2/k2c2!26V

12~l2vp
2/k2c2!2

, V,uhkv0u. ~22!
iso-
es
an

-
his
s to
The Fermi-liquid cyclotron modes exist fork.kmin

5vp /cAl, and sovmin5v0 /Al6V, wherev05vphv0 /c.
The presence of two waves is due to the fact that the m
netic field lifts the degeneracy of the spectrum of oscillatio
of the electromagnetic field.

The dependence ofv/v0 on k/kmin is shown in Fig. 1.
The penetration depth of the Fermi-liquid cyclotro

waves into the conductor can be determined by measu
the surface impedanceZ, which relates the field at the su
face of the sample with the value of the total current:

Z652
4p iv

c2

E6~0!

E6~0!
. ~23!

Using formula~20!, we obtain

Z6524p ivE
2`

`

dk

3S k2c21
vvp

2

A~ṽ7V!22~hkv0!22vl
D 21

. ~24!

Figure 2 shows the frequency dependence of ReZ6/Z0,
Z058hv0 /c2.

It is not hard to see that for an arbitrary quasi-tw
dimensional dispersion relation of the charge carriers
spectrum of eigenmodes in a magnetic field will have
proximately the same form as we have obtained for the c
in which the dependence of the energy of the electrons

FIG. 1. Dispersion relation for a collective mode with electric fieldE1

~solid line! and a collective mode with electric fieldE2 ~dotted line!;
l50.5.
g-
s

g

e
-
se
n

their quasimomentum is described by relation~7!. If the dis-
persion relation of the charge carriers is substantially an
tropic in the plane of the layers, then two Fermi-liquid mod
exist even in the absence of magnetic field. In this case
external magnetic field will only shift the window of trans
parency of the conductor for electromagnetic waves; t
makes it easy to detect the Fermi-liquid modes and thu
study correlation effects in an electron Fermi liquid.

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of the ratio ReZ/Z0. The excitation of col-
lective modes with electric fieldE1 ~curves1 and2! and electric fieldE2

~curves3 and 4! for different values of the magnetic field:V/v050.25
~curves1 and4!, V/v050.1 ~curve2 and3!, l50.5 ~a!; the excitation of
modes with electric fieldE1 for different values of the Fermi-liquid inter-
action parameterl, V/v050.1 ~b!.
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A mechanism for orientation of bilayer classical Wigner crystals in a piezoelectric medium is
considered. For the GaAs system the piezoelectric correction to the electrostatic
interaction between electrons is calculated. It is shown that taking into account the correction
due to the piezoelectric effect leads to a dependence of the total energy of the electron
crystal on its orientation with respect to the crystallographic axes of the surrounding matrix. A
generalization of Ewald’s method is obtained for calculating the anisotropic interaction
between electrons in a Wigner crystal. The method is used to calculate the energy of bilayer
Wigner crystals in electron layers parallel to the crystallographic planes~001!, ~0–11!, and~111! as
a function of their orientation and the distance between layers, and the energetically most
favorable orientation for all types of electron lattices in a bilayer system is found. It is shown that
phase transitions between structures with different lattice symmetry in a Wigner crystal can
be accompanied by a change of its orientation. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374725#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is known that a system of electrons in the presence
a neutralizing positive background at sufficiently low tem
peratures and densities goes into a Wigner crystal state
particular, this situation takes place in two-dimensional el
tron layers in AlGaAs–GaAs heterojunctions. The formati
of a Wigner crystal phase occurs under the condition that
average distance between electrons is much greater tha
effective Bohr radius~in the absence of an external magne
field! or the cyclotron radius~in high magnetic fields!. The
latter situation corresponds to a filling factorn!1. In quan-
tum Hall systems the formation of modulated electron str
tures can occur in other regimes as well. For example, s
mion lattices can arise in the quantum ferromagnet reg
(n'1,1/3).1 In low magnetic fields~n'N11/2, whereN is
an integer andN>4! the formation of stripe structures ca
occur at the top, partially filled Landau level. The formati
of such structures was predicted theoretically2 and confirmed
experimentally3 by observation of the resulting strong aniso
ropy of the conductivity.

An interesting question is that of the orientation of t
nonuniform electron structures relative to the crystal
graphic axes of the surrounding matrix. In the tw
dimensional electron layers realized in AlGaAs heterostr
tures, an important influence on the orientation of t
electron lattice can be exerted by the piezoelectric interac
between the electron and elastic subsystems. This possib
was first pointed out in relation to Wigner crystals in Refs
and 5. A piezoelectric mechanism for the orientation of
stripe structure was considered in Ref. 6. In particular, in t
paper an effect was detected wherein a reorientation of
stripes in bilayer systems arises in the case when the pe
of the structure is greater than the distance between layer
Ref. 6 the electron subsystem was described using a cha
density-wave model. The purpose of the present paper
3841063-777X/2001/27(5)/7/$20.00
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examine the piezoelectric mechanism of orientation of n
uniform electronic structures in bilayer systems in anot
limiting case, corresponding not to a charge density wave
to a classical Wigner crystal. As in Ref. 6, we use a mo
which takes into account the anisotropy of the elastic c
stants of the crystalline matrix. We develop an approa
whereby the energy of a system with an anisotropic inter
tion between electrons can be calculated exactly; this
proach is a generalization of Ewald’s method for calculat
Coulomb sums. As a particular case we obtain results p
taining to a monolayer system. This topic was discussed
viously in Ref. 5, where consideration was limited to t
model situation of an isotropic crystal. Such a model do
not answer the question of the specific orientation that w
be realized in the GaAs system, the elastic properties
which are described by three elastic constants rather
two. Furthermore, the method of rapidly convergent latt
sums was not used in Ref. 5. For the case of bilayer syste
as far as we know, the question of a piezoelectric mechan
of orientation of a Wigner crystal has not been conside
before.

The lattice symmetry of a classical Wigner crystal
determined by the minimum of its Coulomb energy. In
monolayer system the minimum is achieved for a hexago
lattice.7 In a bilayer system with the same electron density
the two layers, five types of electron lattice can form. T
structure, dynamical properties, and melting criterion of su
systems have been studied in detail in Refs. 8–10. Quan
bilayer Wigner crystals in an external magnetic field we
treated in Refs. 11 and 12. The possibility of formation
bilayer Wigner crystals in superfluid helium films was exa
ined in Refs. 13 and 14.

In a classical bilayer Wigner crystal the transition b
tween different crystalline phases is regulated by the par
etersh5dAn, whered is the distance between layers andn
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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is the electron density in the layer. The caseh50 corre-
sponds to a monolayer system with a doubled density,
the caseh5` to a system of two noninteracting layers.
both cases the minimum energy corresponds to hexag
lattices, with a period differing by a factor of&. Therefore,
for finite h there must be transition phases: rectangu
square, and rhombic.

The piezoelectric interaction, generally speaking, c
lead to a shift of the boundaries between phases. In GaAs
piezoelectric interaction is rather weak, and so the indica
effect will be small. Nevertheless, since the Coulomb int
action in a system with cubic lattice symmetry is isotrop
the piezoelectric correction to the interaction between e
trons can be important for determining the orientation of
electron crystal.

2. ENERGY OF THE PIEZOELECTRIC INTERACTION
BETWEEN ELECTRONS IN A WIGNER CRYSTAL

Consider an infinite piezoelectric medium. The elect
static potentialw of an electron placed at the origin of th
coordinate system is given by the following system of eq
tions:

div D54ped~0!,
~1!

]s ik /]xk50,

where

Di52« ik

]w

]xk
24pb i ,klukl ~2!

is the electric displacement vector, and

s ik5l iklmulm2b l ,ik

]w

]xl
~3!

is the stress tensor. Here« ik is the dielectric tensor,l iklm is
the tensor of elastic constants,b l ,ik is the tensor of piezo-
electric moduli, anduik is the strain tensor. After a transfo
mation to the Fourier components, the system of equat
~1! reduces to an algebraic system, and one can easily w
the solution for the electrostatic potential. Let us write it o
explicitly for a cubic system, the properties of which a
determined by three elastic constantsc11, c12, andc44, one
piezoelectric moduluse14, and the dielectric constant«:

wq5
4pe

«q2
2

~4p!2e

«q2
x

P~qx ,qy ,qz!

q8s1
2~q!s2

2~q!s3
2~q!r3

1O~x2!,

~4!

wherex5e14
2 /«c11 is a small parameter in which the expa

sion is done,si(q) is the velocity of sound with polarization
i in the directionq, andr is the density of the medium. Th
function P is a homogeneous 8th-degree polynomial of
form

P~qx ,qy ,qz!5q2S a1qx
2qy

2qz
21a2(

lÞk
ql

4qk
2D

1a3(
lÞk

ql
Aqk

A , ~5!

wherel ,k5x,y,z, and
d

al

r,

n
he
d
-
,
c-
e

-

-

ns
ite
t

e

a15c11~2c12
2 22c11c121c44

2 22c11c44!,

a25c11
2 c44, ~6!

a35
1

2
c11~c111c12!~c112c1222c44!.

The x,y,z axes are directed along the fourfold axes of t
crystalline matrix. As we see from formula~4!, the electro-
static potential contains a correctiondwq , the presence of
which is due to the piezoelectric interaction. In an isotrop
crystal, in which the sound velocity is independent of t
direction and the coefficienta3 in ~5! is zero, the correction
linear in x can be represented as an expansion in a fi
number of spherical harmonics:

dwq52
~4p!2e

«q2
x(

n
(

m52n

n

AnmYnm~Qq ,cq!, ~7!

wheren is even andn<6. In Eq.~7! cq andQq are the polar
and azimuthal angles, respectively. The coefficientsAnm are
expressed in terms of the longitudinal and transverse so
velocities. Expansion~7! in the case of an anisotropic cryst
will also contain higher harmonics allowed by the symme
of the system. The coefficientsAnm for the anisotropic case
can be found numerically. A calculation of these coefficie
for the GaAs system (c11512.331011dyn/cm2, c1255.7
31011dyn/cm2, c4456.031011dyn/cm2! shows that the
main contribution to the sum in~7! is given by the same
harmonics (n<6) as in the isotropic system~the coefficients
of the higher harmonics are at least an order of magnit
smaller!. It should be noted that, because the relations
tween the expansion coefficients are determined by th
rather than two elastic constants, the problem cannot be
duced to isotropic even by limiting consideration to the lo
est harmonics.

Using expansion~7!, one can easily find the correction t
the electrostatic interaction between electrons in a piezoe
tric medium. After doing the inverse Fourier transformati
we find

dV~r !52
e2x

«r
G~Q r ,c r !, ~8!

where

G~Q r ,c r !54p(
nm

Anm~21!n/2

3
n!

2n@~n/2!! #2 Ynm~Q r ,c r !. ~9!

The form of the functionG calculated for the GaAs crystal i
shown in Fig. 1~the coordinate axes are chosen along
fourfold axes!. As we see from Eq.~8!, the interaction be-
tween electrons contains a contribution corresponding to
traction, the strength of which depends on the direction or
and decays as 1/r . Since this decay is as slow as that of t
Coulomb interaction, the convergence of the lattice su
will be slow. Therefore, for correct calculation of the piez
electric correction to the energy of a Wigner crystal one m
use a method of rapidly convergent sums, modified to t
into account the anisotropy of the interaction.
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Consider a bilayer electron system placed in an infin
piezoelectric medium and oriented normal to some crys
line direction. In this case it is convenient to make a chan
of variable in Eq.~9! to the new anglesQ andc, measured
from the normal to the surface of the electron layer and fr
an axis lying in the plane of the layer, respectively~the over-
all structure of expression~9! is preserved — only the value
of the expansion coefficients are changed!. If the structure of
the electron crystal is assumed fixed, then its orientatio
determined by the contribution of the terms in~9! which
depend on the anglec r in the chosen reference frame. Th
latter correspond to harmonics withmÞ0. For calculating
the lattice sums we rewrite the dependence of
c r-dependent part of the interaction between electrons in
form

Van~r ,Q r ,c r !52
e2x

«r (
l>0

(
umu.0

Blm cosl Q r sinumu Q re
imcr.

~10!

Using the explicit form of the spherical harmonics, we c
express the coefficientsBlm in terms of the coefficientsAnm .
Since the indexn in Eqs. ~7! and ~9! takes on only even
values, the coefficientsBlm are nonzero only forl and m
having the same parity. If we keep a finite number of sph
cal harmonics in expansion~9!, then the sum in~10! will also
contain a finite number of terms. We note that to preserve
point symmetry with respect to the anglec when a finite
number of harmonics is taken into account, the transform
tion to the indicated coordinate system should be done in
~4! and then the values of the expansion coefficients in~7!
should be found numerically.

Taking Eq.~10! into account, we write the anisotropi
contribution to the energy of the electron crystal in the fo

Ean5Ean
in 1Ean

out1Ean
BG , ~11!

where

Ean
in 52

e2x

« (
umu.0

B0m (
RÞR8

1

uR2R8u
eimcR82R ~12!

FIG. 1. Anisotropy of the piezoelectric interaction between electrons in
GaAs crystal.
e
l-
e

is

e
e

i-

e

a-
q.

corresponds to the contribution of the interaction within t
layers,

Ean
out52

e2x

« (
l>0

(
umu.0

Blm

3 (
R,R8

dl uR2R82cu umu

@ uR2R82cu21d2#~ umu1 l 11!/2
eimcR81c2R

~13!

describes the contribution of the interlayer interaction, a
Ean

BG gives the correction to the interaction with the positi
neutralizing background. The vectorsR andR8 in Eqs.~12!
and ~13! are lattice vectors, and the vectorc specifies the
displacement of the upper sublattice relative to the low
The lattice sums in~12! and~13! can be reduced to a rapidl
convergent form with the use of a modified version
Ewald’s method~see Appendix!. Employing this method
gives

Ean52
Ne2x

«
An~Sin1Sout!, ~14!

whereN is the total number of particles in the layer, and

Sin5(
m

B0mH (
RÞ0

eimcRF~m,pnR2!

1 i umu (
GÞ0

eimcGFS m,
G2

4pnD J , ~15!

Sout5(
lm

BlmH(
R

dl uR1cu umu

@ uR1cu21d2#~ umu1 l !/2

3eimcR1cF~ l 1umu,pn@ uR1cu21d2# !

1 i umu (
GÞ0

e2 iG•c1 imcGCS l ,m,
G2

4pn
,pnd2D J ,

~16!

whereG are reciprocal lattice vectors. In Eqs.~15! and~16!
we have introduced the functions

F~m,x!5Ap/x
G@~ umu11!/2,x#

G@~ umu11!/2#
, ~17!

C~ l ,m,x,y!5
1

2
Ap/x

1

G@~ l 1umu11!/2#

3 (
s50

N~ l ,m!

CN~ l ,m!1s
2s ~xy!~ umu1 l 22s!/4

3@e22AxyF~s,Ax2Ay!

1~21!~ l 1umu22s!/2e2AxyF~s,Ax1Ay!#.

~18!

In Eq. ~18! the Ci
j are binomial coefficients,N( l ,m)

5max@(umu2l)/2,(l 2umu22)/2#, and

F~s,z!5G~s11/2!2sgn~z!g~s11/2,z2!. ~19!

In Eqs. ~17!–~19! G(x) is the gamma function, andG(k,x)
and g(k,x) are incomplete gamma functions. We note th
for l ,m equal to zero~these terms have not been taken in

e
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TABLE I. Structure parameters of bilayer Wigner crystals.

Type of
lattice

Primitive vectors of the
direct lattice

Primitive vectors
of the

reciprocal lattice

Displacement vector
of the sublattices
in adjacent layers

c
Variable
parameter

Electron
densityR1 R2 G1 G2

Simple
hexagonal

~a, 0! ~0,)a! ~2p/a, 0! ~0, 2p/a)! a/2 ~1,)! – 1/a2)

Rectangular ~a, 0! ~0, ad! ~2p/a, 0! ~0, 2p/ad! a/2 ~1, d! 1,d,) 1/a2d

Square ~a, 0! ~0, a! ~2p/a, 0! ~0, 2p/a! a/2 ~1, 1! – 1/a2

Rhombic ~a, 0! a~cosa, sina! 2p

a
~1, 2cota! S0,

2p

a sinaD a

2
~11cosa, sina!

p

3
,a,

p

2

1

a2 sina

Double
hexagonal

~a, 0! ~a/2, a)/2! 2p

a
~1,21/)! ~0, 4p/a)! a/2~1, 1/)! – 2/a2)
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account, since they give a direction-independent contribu
to the Coulomb interaction! the sums~15! and~16! reduce to
the known expressions for the isotropic case.7,8

3. ORIENTATION OF A BILAYER WIGNER CRYSTAL
IN A GaAs MATRIX

Let us use the results of the previous Section to de
mine the orientation of bilayer Wigner crystals lying in th
planes~001!, (0211), and ~111! in the GaAs matrix. In
describing the piezoelectric interaction with allowance
anisotropy of the elastic constants, we keep in expansion~7!
only the harmonics withn<18 andumu<12. We note that in
the cases considered below, harmonics withn.6 only influ-
ence the orientation of hexagonal structures in layers par
to the ~001! plane and that of square structures in lay
parallel to the~111! plane. In these cases the symmetry of t
system leads to the vanishing of the contribution of the low
harmonics to the energy of the Wigner crystal.

The structure of a Wigner crystal in a bilayer system
specified by the primitive lattice vectorsR1 andR2 and the
vector c of the relative displacement of the sublattices
adjacent layers. The values of these vectors for the five ty
of lattice considered are listed in Table I. The values ofh for
which the change of lattice symmetry occurs were obtai
in Ref. 8. Since we will have need of the functionsd(h) ~for
a rectangular lattice! and a(h) ~for a rhombic lattice!, we
have repeated the calculations of Ref. 8. According to
results of these calculations, the transition between the r
angular and square phases occurs ath'0.263, that between
the square and rhombic phases ath'0.621, and that be
tween the rhombic and double hexagonal ath'0.732. The
first two are second-order transitions, and the last is fi
order. These results reproduce those of Ref. 8.~We will
not analyze the transition between the simple hexago
and rectangular phases, which, according to Ref. 8, occu
h50.006, since at this transition the orientation of the el
tron crystal changes only slightly.!

The anisotropic contribution to the energy of a bilay
electron crystal as a function of its orientation in the~001!,
(0211), and~111! planes is shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 fo
various values of the parameterh ~the energy is given as th
energy per electron in units ofe2xAn/2«).
n
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For a two-dimensional Wigner crystal lying in the~001!
plane, the anisotropic contribution to the energy of t

FIG. 2. Dependence of the anisotropic part of the piezoelectric contribu
to the energy of a bilayer Wigner crystal in the~001! plane on the direction
of R1 ; the energy is given as the energy per electron in units ofe2xAn/2«
for various values of the parameterh: the simple hexagonal lattice and th
rectangular lattice at smallh ~a!; the rectangular lattice at largeh and the
square lattice~b!; the rhombic and double hexagonal lattices near the po
of the first-order transition~c!.
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simple hexagonal structure does not exceed 231022 ~in the
indicated units!. A minimum of the energy is reached at a
angle betweenR1 and the@100# axis which is a multiple of
30°. The absolute minimum of the energy of the rectangu
phase occurs when one of the primitive lattice vectors
directed along the@100# axis. At smallh there are also loca
minima corresponding to anglesb'630° betweenR1 and
one of the fourfold axes. With increasingh the local minima
vanish, and the anisotropy energy increases substantiall
minimum of the energy of the square phase correspond
an orientation of the primitive lattice vectors along the fou
fold axes. The vectorc here is oriented along one of th
twofold axes. This orientation of the vectorc is preserved in
the rhombic phase as well~the vectorsR1 and R2 rotate
smoothly on changes inh!. The transition to the hexagona
phase as the parameterh is increased further is accompanie
by a jumplike change in the orientation of the vectorsR1 and
c and a sharp decrease in the anisotropy energy.

In the case of two-dimensional electron layers paralle
the (0211) plane, the calculation gives the following r
sults. A minimum of the energy of the hexagonal structu
is reached when one of the primitive lattice vectors is o

FIG. 3. Dependence of the anisotropic part of the energy of a Wigner cry
in the plane~0–11! on the direction ofR1 for different h: the simple hex-
agonal and rectangular lattices~a!; the square lattice and the rhombic lattic
near the point of the second-order transition~b!, the rhombic and double
hexagonal lattices near the first-order transition~c!.
r
s

A
to
-

o

s
-

ented along the@100# axis. When the distance between laye
is increased and the rectangular structure is formed, th
arise two equilibrium orientations, one of which correspon
to a local minimum~R1 directed along the@100# axis! and
the other to a global minimum~R1 directed at an angleb
'60° to the@100# or @2100# axis!. Near the points of tran-
sition to the square phase the local minimum vanishes, a
rapid reorientation of the electron lattice occurs. The ene
of the square phase is minimum when one of the lattice v
tors is directed at an angleb545° to the@100# axis, i.e., to
the vectorc, which is parallel to the@100# or the@011# axis.
After the transition to the rhombic phase the direction of t
vectorc parallel to the@011# axis corresponds to the globa
minimum, while the direction parallel to the@100# axis cor-
responds to a local minimum. Ash is increased, the loca
minimum splits into two, corresponding to a direction of th
vectorc at an angle6b (b,30°) to this axis. At the tran-
sition to the double hexagonal phase all three minima
come equal~the orientation ofR1 changes abruptly at this
transition!.

al

FIG. 4. Dependence of the anisotropic part of the energy of a Wigner cry
in the ~111! plane on the direction ofR1 for differenth: the simple hexago-
nal and rectangular lattices~a!; the rectangular and rhombic lattices near t
second-order transitions, and the square lattice~b!; the rhombic and double
hexagonal lattices~c!.
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In a bilayer structure lying parallel to the~111! plane the
minimum of the energy of the simple hexagonal and rect
gular phases correspond to a direction ofR1 at an angleb
530° to one of the twofold axes lying in the~111! plane. As
the point of transition to the square phase is approached
anisotropic contribution decreases sharply. A sharp reor
tation occurs near the transition point. For the square pha
minimum of the energy is reached when the vectorR1 is
directed at an angleb5615° to one of the twofold axes. A
the transition to the rhombic phase the anisotropy again
creases. The energy of the rhombic phase is minimum in
case when the vectorc is oriented along one of the twofol
axes. At the transition to the double hexagonal phase
orientation of the vectorc changes abruptly — it deviate
somewhat from the twofold axis. We note that in the dou
hexagonal phase the energetically most favorable orienta
of the lattice vectors differs from the case of the simple h
agonal phase. The latter is due to the absence of a cent
inversion in the double hexagonal structure.

The results show that the orientation of a bilayer Wign
crystal in a piezoelectric matrix is determined by the plane
which the electron layer is located, the type of electron
tice, and the value of the parameterh. Interestingly, the
abrupt ~jumplike! character of the reorientation is observ
not only at the transition from the rhombic to the doub
hexagonal phase~this is the expected effect, since it accom
panies a first-order transition!. A very rapid reorientation
also takes place at the second-order transition from the r
angular to the square phase.

The value of the anisotropy energy is determined by
parameterx, which in GaAs is of the order of 231024. The
typical difference between the Coulomb energy in the diff
ent phases is of the order of 1022e2An/« per electron,7,8 i.e.,
according to the results reported, the piezoelectric interac
in the system under study is approximately two orders
magnitude smaller; hence, it has a weak influence on
phase diagram and only determines the orientation of
electron crystal. Nevertheless, in other systems in which
value of the piezoelectric modulus is larger, one can expe
radical rearrangement of the phase diagram. Analogous
fects for a monolayer system were discussed in Ref. 4.
approach considered in the present paper makes it possib
investigate this possibility in detail for the case of bilay
electron crystals.

APPENDIX

Let us transform to the rapidly convergent form of t
expression

S6m5 (
RÞ0

e6 imcR

R
, ~A1!

wherem.0. We introduce the function

T6m~r ,q!5e2 iqr(
R

eiq•~R1r !6 imcr1R

ur1Ru
2

e6 imcr

r
~A2!

such that

S6m5 lim
r→0,q→0

T6m~r ,q!. ~A3!

We use the identity
-
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g@~m11!/2,x#1G@~m11!/2,x#

G@~m11!/2#
[1. ~A4!

With allowance for~A4! the quantityT6m can be written in
the form a sum

T6m~r ,q!5T6m,1~r ,q!1T6m,2~r ,q!, ~A5!

where

T6m,1~r ,q!5 (
RÞ0

eiq•R6 imcr1R

ur1Ru

3
G@~m11!/2,pnur1Ru2#

G@~m11!/2#

2
e6 imcr

r

g@~m11!/2,pnr2#

G@~m11!/2#
, ~A6!

T6m,2~r ,q!5e2 iq•r(
R

eiq•~r1R!6 imcr1R

ur1Ru

3
g@~m11!/2,pnur1Ru2#

G@~m11!/2#
. ~A7!

We note that the last term in~A6! vanishes in the limit
r→0.

For the transformationT6m,2 we substitute the definition
of the functiong(a,x) into ~A7!:

T6m,2~r ,q!5
2

G@~m11!/2#
e2 iqrE

0

Apn
djjm(

R
ur1Rum

3exp@ iq•~r1R!6 imc r1R2j2ur1Ru2#.

~A8!

Expanding~A8! in a Fourier series in the reciprocal lattic
vectors, we get

T6m,2~r ,q!5
2n

G@~m11!/2#

3(
G

e2 i ~q1G!•rE
0

Apn
djjmE d2rrm

3exp@ ir•~q1G!6 imcr2j2r2#. ~A9!

Evaluating the integral overr, we find

T6m,2~r ,q!5 i m
2pn

G@~m11!/2# (G e2 i ~q1G!•r6 imcq1G

3S uq1Gu
2 D mE

0

Apn
dj

1

jm12

3expS 2
uq1Gu2

4j2 D . ~A10!

Making the change of variablesj5uq1Gu/2t, we arrive at
the form

T6m,2~r ,q!5 i m
2pn

G@~m11!/2# (G e2 i ~q1G!•r6 imcq1G

3
1

uq1Gu
GS m11

2
,
uq1Gu2

4pn D . ~A11!
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Substituting formulas~A1!, ~A3!, ~A7!, and ~A11! into Eq.
~12! and introducing the function~17!, we arrive at Eq.~15!.
The term withG50 in ~A11! drops out, since it cancels wit
the intralayer interaction with the positive neutralizing bac
ground that appears inEan

BG .
An analogous transformation may be done for the su

Sl ,6m5(
R

dl uR1cume6 imcR1c

~ uR1cu21d2!~ l 1m11!/2
. ~A12!

Here we also use the identity~A4!, with m replaced by
m1 l . We get

Sl ,6m5Tl ,6m,1~0,0!1 lim
r→0,q→0

Tl ,6m,2~r ,q!, ~A13!

where

Tl ,6m,1~0,0!5(
R

dl uR1cume6 imcR1c

~ uR1cu21d2!~ l 1m11!/2

3
G@~ l 1m11!/2,pn~ uR1cu21d2!#

G@~ l 1m11!/2#
.

~A14!

The quantityTl ,6m,2(r ,q), after we change to summa
tion over G and do the integration overr, reduces to the
form

Tl ,6m,2~r ,q!5 i m
2pn

G@~ l 1m11!/2#

3(
G

exp@2 iG•c2 i ~q1G!•r6 imcq1G#dl

3S uq1Gu
2 D mE

0

Apn
djj l 2m22

3expS 2j2d22
uq1Gu2

4j2 D . ~A15!

Evaluation of the integral in~A15! gives

Tl ,6m,2~r ,q!5 i m
pn

G@~ l 1m11!/2#

3(
G

e2 iG•c2 i ~q1G!•r6 imcq1G

3
1

uq1Gu (
s50

N~ l ,m!

CN~ l ,m!1s
2s
-

3S uq1Gud
2 D ~m1 l 22s!/2H e2uq1GudFGS s1

1

2D
2sgn~ f 2!gS s1

1

2
, f 2

2 D G
1~21!~ l 1m22s!/2euq1GudGS s1

1

2
, f 1

2 D J ,

~A16!

where

f 65
uq1Gu

2Apn
6Apn d, ~A17!

N~ l ,m!5maxS m2 l

2
,
l 2m22

2 D . ~A18!

In deriving ~A16! we took into account that in the prob
lem considered, the parametersl andm have the same parity
The term withG50 in ~A16! is compensated by the inter
action with the positive background of the adjacent lay
Using ~A13!, ~A14!, and ~A16!, we can write the contribu-
tion of the interlayer interaction in the form~16!.
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X-ray studies of phase transitions in solid oxygen
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X-ray studies of the phase composition, lattice parameters, and molar volumes are carried out at
the phase transitions in solid oxygen. In the region of the low-temperature transition a two-
phase state is observed in a region having a width of 2 K on cooling of the samples and less than
0.8 K on heating. The width of the temperature hysteresis and the jump in volume at the
transition are determined. The mean value of the volume jump is;0.560.2%. The structural
characteristics found are convincing evidence that the low-temperature magnetic
transformation in solid oxygen, like the high-temperature orientational transition, is a first-order
transition. It is shown that at relatively high rates of passage through theb –g transition,
owing to the significant jump in volume and the high stress level, it is possible to supercool the
g phase down to helium temperature and to superheat the intermediateb phase almost to
the melting temperature. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374726#
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INTRODUCTION

Two phase transitions at the equilibrium vapor press
occur in solid oxygen below the melting temperature: a hi
temperature phase transitiong→b at T543.80 K, and a
transitionb→a at T523.88 K.1,2 The first of these transi
tions is accompanied by an increase in the degree of or
tational order of the molecules and a lowering of the sy
metry from the partially ordered cubic structurePm3n to the
rhombohedral structureR3̄m with a collinear arrangement o
molecules parallel to the threefold axis of the lattice. He
the volume change of the lattice reaches 5.4%. Theb –a
transition occurs without a change of the orientational str
ture, but an ordering of the magnetic moments of the m
ecules in the crystal occurs and an antiferromagnetic qu
two-dimensional monoclinic phase of symmetryC2/m is
formed.1,3–5

Until recently the order of thea –b phase transition had
not been conclusively determined. Like the magnetic tra
formations in classical magnets such as KMnF4, this transi-
tion can be classified as second-order. Evidence for thi
provided by the experimental data showing almost no v
ume jump at the transition,1 the temperature behavior of th
magnon frequency,6 the presence of thel anomaly in the
specific heat, and the absence of hysteresis effects in
low-temperature transition region.7 However, there is also
some serious evidence contradicting this view and favorin
first-order classification. According to estimates,8–11 this
transition is accompanied by a change in density of up
0.5%, characteristic anomalies of the anisotropy of
magnetic susceptibility,12 hysteresis effects in neutro
scattering13 and in the specific heat,14–16 a small latent hea
of transition,17–19 and, as has been revealed by x-ray20 and
spectroscopic21 measurements, the existence of a two-ph
region. The authors of some theoretical papers22–24 are also
3911063-777X/2001/27(5)/6/$20.00
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inclined toward the opinion that thea –b phase transforma
tion in oxygen is a first-order transition.

The contradictory results listed above and the absenc
detailed structural diffraction data for solid oxygen, partic
larly in the region of the low-temperature phase transitio
was our main motivation for making a detailed study of t
features of the behavior of the structural characteristics
solid oxygen and how they are affected by the thermal p
history of the samples and the rate of change of the temp
ture in the single-phase regions and at the high-tempera
transition. We also studied the possibility of supercooling
the high-temperature cubic phase and superheating of
intermediate rhombohedral phase at the high-tempera
transition, which is accompanied by a significant jump
volume. The results of these studies were reported briefl
the materials of an international conference.25 In the present
paper they are set forth in more detail, with a discussion
all the currently available information about the questio
touched on in this paper, and some additional facts are
ported.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Studies were done by an x-ray method~using theKa

radiation of the Fe anode! on polycrystalline samples of bet
ter than 99.99% pure O2. A DRON-3M diffractometer was
used, with personal-computer-based automated modes o
eration and collection of the diffraction data. The samp
were obtained by condensation from the gas phase on a
copper substrate in the vacuum-tight chamber of a spe
cryostat26 mounted on the goniometric unit of the diffracto
meter. The condensation temperature was 30 K. The p
crystalline samples obtained~grain size;1024 mm! were
annealed without any visible change of the substructure
the temperature was raised to 40–42 K with a hold of 20–
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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min. After the annealing, the temperature of the samples
decreased to 25 K and, with a step of 0.1–0.2 K, was pas
through theb –a transition to the temperature at which th
phase transformation was completed (T;22 K!; diffracto-
grams were recorded at each point, and then the same
cedure was followed with the temperature points hit
reverse order. The time between the recording of the diffr
tograms at adjacent temperature points was 20–25 min,
it took 2–3 hours to pass through the phase transition in
direction. The cooling of theg phase and heating of theb
phase in the region of the high-temperature transition w
done at the highest rate possible in our experiments, 10
min. The temperature was stabilized to within60.05 K dur-
ing the recording of the diffractograms at the differe
points. The error of measurement of the lattice parame
was not over60.02%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This study confirms the previous observation20 of a two-
phase state of solid oxygen in the region of the lo
temperature phase transformation. Figure 1 shows x-ray
fractograms which clearly illustrate the presence of thea and
b phases in the regionTa2b . We see that as the temperatu
is lowered atT,Ta2b523.88 K, the reflections from the
intermediateb phase remain along with the newly appeari
reflections from thea phase. At the successively lower tem
perature steps there occurs a redistribution of the intensi
with the reflections from thea phase, which is stable at thes
temperatures, becoming stronger and the diffractions fr
the supercooledb phase becoming weaker and then vani
ing completely. Subsequently increasing the temperatur
the samples to aboveTa2b reveals a superheating of a ce
tain part of thea phase, but in a notably narrower temper
ture interval than for the supercooling of the intermediateb
phase~see Fig. 1b!. A 2-hour hold at a fixed temperature i
the region of the two-phase state did not have any effect,
so the observed two-phase state is relatively stable. Acc
ing to the data of Ref. 21, 11-hour holds in the two-pha
region at 23.5 K result in a change of the phase composi
of the samples by only 3%. The constancy of the phase c
position over relatively long periods of time also serves
indirect evidence of the absence of appreciable tempera
gradients in the samples, which if present might have b
responsible for the existence of two phases in the samp
the phase transition region. Temperature gradients h
largely been eliminated in our experiments by the techni
used to prepare the samples and by the design features o
experimental cell and cryostat. Condensation of the s
stance from the gas phase can produce fine-grained snow
samples up to 0.1 mm thick. The samples are formed o
flat substrate, a massive copper block surrounded by he
and nitrogen heat shields.

According to the data obtained in the present study,
supercooling of theb phase on average can reach 1–2
while the superheating of thea phase reaches 0.4–0.8 K
Here it must be kept in mind that in the present case, w
we talk of the superheating or supercooling of a phase we
not referring to the hysteresis of the phase transition te
perature but to regions of coexistence of two phases. In
connection it should be mentioned that in previous studie
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solid oxygen20 the two-phase region was indicated as 23.
24.5 K. In addition, the authors of Ref. 20 were unable
establish hysteresis of the phase transition temperature
limit of 0.3 K ~the temperature step used!. In the present
study, with one-third as large a temperature step~0.1 K!, we
were also unable to detect a shift of the temperature of
start of the phase transformationTa2b523.88 K on heating,
but in practically all of the experiments on cooling the pha
transformation usually started 0.2–0.3 K belowTa2b . Cu-
riously, analogous behavior of the characteristics of the
entationala –b phase transformation, down to even their a
solute values, has been observed in solid nitrogen27 during
passage throughTa2b on heating and cooling. The larg
spread in values of the hysteresis and two-phase region
oxygen indicated above reflect the real situation and are
parently determined by the high sensitivity of the low
temperaturea –b transition to a number of factors precedin

FIG. 1. Initial part of the x-ray diffractograms of polycrystalline oxyge
obtained as the temperature was lowered from the existence region of tb
phase to that of thea phase~a! and as the temperature was raised from t
existence region of thea phase to that of theb phase~b!. The diffracto-
grams for different temperatures are shifted relative to one another alon
intensity axis by a constant amount.
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the measurements — slight differences in the conditions d
ing condensation and annealing of surface samples, in
rates of cooling the samples from theg phase, in the rates o
change of the temperature from one step to another, etc.
therefore were unable to achieve better reproducibility of
values of the temperature hysteresis and two-phase coe
ence region than is indicated above. These factors must
be taken into account in a comparison of the results of
ferent studies, although in that case there is an impor
additional factor — the purity of the samples.

In connection with the problems of the temperature h
teresis and two-phase state of solid oxygen discussed ab
it is of interest to examine our results against the backgro
of published data obtained by other methods. The most
tailed study of these questions has been done by the me
of FTIR spectroscopy, which was used to investigate
behavior of the vibrational frequencies and the fundame
absorption bands of isolated CO impurity molecules and
the oxygen host matrix at thea –b transition.21 The impurity
concentration in the samples was quite low: CO/O254
31028. Those experiments established the presence of
teresis of the transition temperature at a limit of 0.15 K a
in, approximately the same interval, a coexistence region
thea andb phases of oxygen. It was noted that the tempe
tures of the phase transition on cooling and heating are e
to 23.85 K and 24 K, respectively. The reproducibility
these values for a series of samples was not worse than
K. In spectroscopic studies of the pure matrix on the sa
samples, it was established that the phase transition oc
on heating in the region 23.85–23.9 K and on cooling in
region 23.80–23.75 K. Consequently, in comparison w
our data, considerably smaller values of the temperature
teresis and two-phase coexistence region were obtaine
Ref. 21. On the other hand, in previous x-ray,20 neutron
diffraction,13 and calorimetric14,15studies the values obtaine
for the temperature hysteresis and two-phase regions atTa2b

are close to those given in the present paper. The discrep
in the characteristics of the low-temperature transition in d
ferent papers may be due to the quantity and type of im
rities, to structural defects, and to different levels of stres
the samples. In this connection we mention the special s
ies in Ref. 21 of the influence of CO impurity molecules
the phase transitions in oxygen. It was found that the p
ence of CO molecules in an amount (3 –4)31027 causes
appreciable~up to 0.6 K! widening of the two-phase region
and the transition occurs in the interval 23.9–23.3 K. Suc
strong impurity effect was attributed, with justification,
the features of the O2–CO phase diagram and to the possib
presence of a triple eutectoid point in the given binary s
tem belowTa2b .

The simultaneous presence of reflections ofa- andb-O2

made it possible to determine with relatively good accura
(60.1%) the difference of the phase volumes in the te
perature interval of phase coexistence and at the point o
phase transformation without recourse to the methods
high-accuracy precision measurements of the lattice par
eters. Figure 2 shows our results on the molecular volum
of the intermediate and low-temperature phases of solid o
gen on cooling and heating nearTa2b . Also shown are
some previously obtained data1 on the temperature depen
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dence of the molar volume of oxygen in the region of t
low-temperature transition. According to the data of t
present study, the low-temperature magnetostructural tr
formation in oxygen is accompanied by a volume jump
;0.160.04 cm3/mole. This value ofDV is in satisfactory
agreement with earlier estimates10,19 of the volume jump at
thea –b transition, based on studies of the specific heat a
compressibility~0.117 cm3/mole!, the structure parameter
~0.12 cm3/mole!,8 and the magnetic susceptibility unde
pressure~0.135 cm3/mole610%)28 and on an analysis of a
large set of data in Ref. 11~0.1360.11 cm3/mole!. However,
our value differs considerably from the estimates based
previous x-ray studies@0.49 cm3/mole ~Ref. 9! and ,0.05
cm3/mole ~Ref. 1!#.

In numerous calorimetric measurements7,11,15–19,29–34at-
tempts have been made to estimate or determine the he
the a –b transition. The values of the heat of transition o
tained in the different studies fluctuates over wide limits. T
majority of the values found lie in the interval from 17.
cal/mole ~Ref. 29! to 24 cal/mole~Ref. 18!. At the same
time, according to the data of Ref. 34 the heat of transition
extremely small, not over 2.4 cal/mole, whereas, accord
to the results of Refs. 7 and 33, the specific heat of oxy
has al-type anomaly in thea –b transition region and the
transition is not accompanied by heat loss. Using the aver
heat of transition according to the data of Ref. 2~21.49 cal/
mole! and the value of the change of the phase transit
temperature with applied pressure,dP/dT5333 bar/K,10,35

we have estimated the value of the volume jump with
Clausius–Clapeyron formula:DV50.114 cm3/mole, which
~with allowance for the possible errors in the calculatio!
agrees satisfactorily with the data of direct measureme
given above.

Thus in this paper we have obtained convincing dir
structural evidence~volume jump, hysteresis effects, two
phase coexistence region! in support of the previously state
opinion14,20,21 that the low-temperature phase transition
solid oxygen is a first-order structural transformation. T
character of this transition and its structural characteris
are determined by the features of the intermolecular inte
tion and the appreciable magnetostriction effect. The la
gives rise to interphase elastic stresses that change the
of the transition and promote ‘‘wedging’’ of the phases up
passage through the phase transition point, and the valu
the temperature hysteresis and the width of the existe

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the molar volume of solid oxygen in
region of the low-temperaturea –b phase transition on cooling (d) and
heating (s); L — data of Ref. 1.
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FIG. 3. X-ray diffractograms illustrating the supercooling of theg phase to helium temperature and the superheating of theb phase to pre-melting
temperatures. The diffractograms obtained at different temperatures are shifted relative to each other along the intensity axis by a constant at ~300
counts/s!.
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region of the two-phase state depend on the level of stre
and relaxation processes.

Careful and detailed studies in the region ofTa2b are
needed not only for establishing the order of the transit
and determining its structural characteristics but also in c
nection with another question that requires an experime
check. According to some theoretical papers,36–38 the transi-
tion from the low-temperature two-sublattice phase with
quasi-two-dimensional antiferromagnetic ordering of the m
lecular spins to the intermediate three-sublattice phase
short-range magnetic order should come about through
intermediate phase with helicoidal ordering of the magne
moments. Therefore, another task of the present struc
studies was to observe the intermediate phase predicte
the theory. However, in spite of a careful temperature sc
ning through the region of thea –b phase transition, no in
termediate magnetic phase was observed.

The high-temperature orientational phase transitionb –g
in oxygen is a first-order transition, but with a substantia
~almost an order of magnitude! larger volume change~1.19
cm3/mole!1 than at the low-temperature transition. Cons
quently, appreciable interphase elastic strains should aris
the samples at the phase transition. Here, however, it sh
be taken into account that this transition occurs at rather h
temperatures, where the relaxation processes are sub
tially less sluggish. Because of this, the hysteresis effect
the transition can be smoothed out considerably, especial
low rates of temperature scanning. We have done studie
the possibility of obtaining metastable states on pass
through the region of the high-temperature transition a
high scanning rate. As a result, we have found that at
highest rates of cooling under our experimental conditio
(.10 deg/min! the high-temperatureg phase can be supe
cooled all the way down to helium temperature. A typic
es
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x-ray diffractogram for these samples is shown in Fig. 3.
addition to the monoclinica phase, which is stable in thi
temperature region, an appreciable content of cubic crys
of the g phase was observed in the samples. On the rev
temperature path through the inverse transition the amoun
the supercooled phase decreased with time only forT.25 K,
in the existence region of theb phase. One-hour holds a
these temperatures led to the complete transition of thg
phase to the equilibriumb phase. On rapid heating of th
samples through theb –g transition at approximately the
same rates as for the cooling, an appreciable fraction of
crystals of the intermediateb phase were usually preserve
all the way up to pre-melting temperatures~see Fig. 3!. One-
hour holds at 52 K did not lead to the complete vanishing
the reflections from theb-O2 crystals.

There is another curious fact in connection with the p
sage through the high-temperature transition and the e
tence region of the intermediate phase. Even at a relativ
slow rate of cooling~2–3 deg/min! from the existence region
of the g phase to helium temperatures, in a number of ca
reflections attributable to the so-calleda8 phase39,40 were
observed in addition to those from the equilibriuma andb
phases. This new phase was preserved without vis
changes on subsequent heating all the way up to the tra
tion to g-O2 . Consequently, the formation of thea8 phase in
solid oxygen is due not only to the presence of molecu
impurities in the samples40 but apparently also to the pres
ence of relatively large interphase stresses arising in
samples after the phase transition, which is accompanied
an appreciable jump in volume. It should be noted, howev
that at the cooling rates indicated above, we did not achi
any noticeable supercooling of the high-temperature pha

We conclude with the following remarks. Despite th
recent direct experimental evidence in favor of a first-ord
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transition, the question of the heat of transition is still n
conclusively resolved. Accounting for the significant d
crepancies in the results of different investigators will requ
additional high-precision calorimetric measurements in
Ta2b region; that should provide a conclusive answer to t
question.

The fact that the high-temperatureg phase can be supe
cooled to helium temperatures lends interest to the stud
its magnetic and thermodynamic properties as well. At fas
rates of cooling than the highest achieved in this study i
entirely possible that theg phase will be frozen in through
out the entire volume of the sample. The structure and
namics of the lattice in such a phase should differ from
equilibrium ones at high temperatures. The oxygen m
ecules in the two sublattices~the spherically disordered an
plane-disordered sublattices of the equilibriumg phase! are
frozen into n-fold degenerate orientational states, in whi
case a state of the orientational glass type will most lik
form. For describing the orientational structure formed
this case, the most suitable model, it seems to us, is tha
the static disordering of the molecules in theg-O2 lattice,
which was proposed earlier41 on the basis of an analysis o
the neutron diffraction studies. It should be noted that sup
cooled g-O2 provides a unique opportunity to study th
properties of an orientational glass in a pure cryocrystal,
diluted by a spherically symmetric impurity. Orientation
glasses are ordinarily formed in supercooled phases of bi
solutions of molecular cryocrystals, one of whose com
nents is an inert element.42 Such systems contain significa
displacement strain fields due to the difference of the m
lecular parameters of the components. In the case under
cussion it is not necessary to take this circumstance into
count in the data analysis because there are no concent
local displacements in supercooledg-O2 crystals. One can
get an idea of the transformation of the orientational s
system ofg-O2 upon its supercooling from the behavior
the high-pressure phased-N2 , which is isomorphic to it.
Isobaric cooling of this phase leads to a transitiond→«,
accompanied by localization of the molecular orientatio

and a lowering of the symmetry fromPm3n to R3̄c ~Refs.
43 and 44!. The number of molecules is conserved at t
transition, and the rhombohedral distortion of the initial c

bic cell is small. Since the symmetry groupR3̄c is a sub-
group of Pm3n, it is not ruled out that the phase transfo
mation d→« can be second-order. Indeed, according
Raman studies,45 the phase transition to the« phase is pre-
ceded by a still weaker transformation in the orientatio
subsystem which can be characterized as a second-o
transition.

In studying supercooledg-O2 one can also expect som
new features in the magnetic properties. As was shown
Ref. 46, the high-temperatureg phase of oxygen is a quas
one-dimensional magnet with a strong interaction of the m
lecular spins in chains of plane-disordered molecules.
cooling of such a structure to helium temperatures can l
not only to quantitative but possibly also to qualitati
changes in the magnetic subsystem. In particular, the lik
hood of formation of an ordered magnetic structure of
one-dimensional magnet type is not ruled out.

The authors are grateful to Yu. A. Freiman for a discu
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Based on a simple model for the ordering of hexagons on a square planar lattice, an attempt is
made to consider the possible structure of C60 fullerite in its low-temperature phase. It is
shown that hexagons representing fullerenes oriented along theC3 axes of the sc lattice can be
ordered into an ideal structure with four nonequivalent molecules in the unit cell. Then
the energy degeneracy for the rotation of each hexagon byp/3 around itsC3 axis leaves the
translational and orientational order in this structure but leads to a random distribution ofp/3
rotations and hence to an ‘‘averaged’’ unit cell with two molecules. However, the most
relevant structural defects are not these intrinsic ‘‘misorientations’’ but some walls between
domains with different sequences of the above-mentioned two~nonideal! sublattices. Numerical
estimates are made for the anisotropic intermolecular potential, showing that the anisotropy
is noticeably smaller for molecules in walls than in domains. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1374727#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Study of the equilibrium thermodynamic properties
C60 fullerite remains an active topic in low-temperatu
physics~see recent reviews1,2!. In particular, recent experi
ments on its heat conduction3 and linear thermal expansion4

have revealed anomalies peculiar to this unique object. T
relates to the following properties observed in experimen

i! Rather short~; 50 intermolecular spacings! mean free
path for acoustic phonons, evidencing the presence o
rather high amount~up to 10%! of structural or impurity
scatterers, despite the only less than 1022 wt. % impurities
present in the initial material.

ii ! The negative~and really huge, up to 102! value of the
Grüneisen coefficient in solid C60 at T;10 K.

In particular, to explain the low-temperature behavior
the heat conduction in nominally pure C60 fullerite, processes
of scattering of the phonon heat carriers by some defect
an orientational nature were invoked in Ref. 3. Namely
was supposed that upon cooling of the crystal some sin
‘‘orientationally disordered’’ C60 molecules remain
quenched in it. In that case their relative number sho
reach several percent, or in other words, so many molec
become ‘‘orientational impurities’’ that one of them can
found among nearest neighbors of each ‘‘regular’’ molecu
This was justified by estimates showing that if the ani
3971063-777X/2001/27(5)/7/$20.00
is
:
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tropic part of the intermolecular interaction~AIMI ! contains
two minima with a relatively small (;102 K) energy differ-
ence but separated by a rather high ('33103 K) energy
barrier, a considerable number of molecules can remain
zen in the metastable state atT;102 K and a reasonable
cooling rate. However, estimates based on a single-par
treatment considering the relaxation of each molecule in
pendent of the others, in a fixed~static! environment, can
hardly be consistent. All the molecules are equivalent in
crystal, equally and self-consistently participating in the fo
mation of the crystalline~molecular or mean! field at each of
them, and therefore the barriers should also depend on
relaxing molecules themselves. Consequently, energy
mates for several particular orientations of a single molecu5

can hardly give a proper value of the shortest time of esc
from its metastable state.1!

At least, it should be noted that a great number of m
oriented molecules can transform the crystal into an ‘‘orie
tational solution’’ or even into a glass~if this will be accom-
panied by unlimited extension of the relaxation tim
spectrum!. The idea of an orientational glass and the resu
ing competition between the isotropic and anisotropic pa
of the intermolecular potential was proposed in Ref. 6
explain the anomalously large negative thermal expansio
solid C60 discovered by Aleksandrovskiiet al.4 However, at
present no numerical estimates are available for this me
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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nism that could confirm the observed expansion.
The above-mentioned problems with justification of t

proposed physics of anomalous thermal behavior of solid60

suggest that one seek some alternatives, more compa
with the translational invariance of a crystal. In this comm
nication, one such mechanism is proposed, related to
possible existence of several orientational domains in th
phase of solid C60, separated by well-defined domain wal
The latter could play the role of effective scatterers for ph
non heat carriers. Besides, the higher symmetry of the lo
crystalline field on the C60 molecules within the walls can
restore the conditions for their almost free rotation, which
necessary~see Ref. 4 and references therein! to account for
the negative thermal expansion.

2. MODEL

It is well known ~see, for example, the reviews7,8! that
below the point of orientational meltingTm

(high)'260 K the
fcc lattice of C60 fullerite is divided into four sc sublattice
with one of theC3 axes of the molecule oriented along o
of the cube diagonals~which also are crystallineC3axes!. It
is of interest to note that the correspondingPa3 structure,
characteristic for the simplest molecular cryocrystals, wh
~even small! quadrupole–quadrupole interactions dominat9

allows one to assume the presence of an induced quadru
moment on C60 in pure fullerite, despite its complete absen
for the free C60 molecule.2! Also, it can be expected that n
‘‘transverse’’ ordering with respect to each of these ax
takes place until the low-temperature transition atTm

(low)

'90 K. But since the molecules C60 are truncated icosahedr
having fivefold axes among their symmetry elements, th
cannot be completely ordered into an sc lattice because o
impossibility of simultaneous optimization of the loc
~crystal-field! and intermolecular potentials. Therefore ce
tain kinds of defects are inevitable at low temperatures,
ther point~individual! or extended~collective!.

The first type of defects is usually related to some lo
disturbance of the structural or compositional order, wh
the second~dislocations, domain walls, twin boundarie
etc.! can exist even with a fully uniform background. Loc
disorder in fullerite could be due to, for example, isotopica
substituted C60 molecules, of Cn fullerenes withnÞ60, or
impurities like H2. But the samples of C60 fullerite with the
above-mentioned anomalies of the low-temperature pro
ties were especially prepared and purified, so that there w
no physical reasons for any appreciable content of fore
local defects.

Then a more plausible source of low-temperatu
anomalies can be sought in extended~topological! defects,
and in view of the possibility for several energetica
equivalent domain structures to exist under reduced cu
symmetry, these defects can be associated with the w
between such domains.

Of course, even a simple cubic lattice made of so co
plex and symmetrical a molecule as C60 presents great tech
nical difficulties for straightforward calculation of the tot
~and still unknown! intermolecular potential, defined b
high-order multipole moments with great number of comp
nents~for a general review, see Ref. 12!, and of related low-
energy ~nonlinear! excitations in the crystal. Hence, no
ble
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claiming to give quantitative predictions for real fullerite, w
limit ourselves below to consideration of a strongly simp
fied model including the relevant features of fullerite: redu
tion of the crystalline point symmetry by its incompatibilit
with the molecular symmetry, a double-well potential
AIMI, and the related possibility of domains and doma
walls.

Let us consider a system of flat hexagonal molecu
~simulating C60 molecules seen along theC3 axis!3! located
in sites of a rigid square planar~sp! lattice, modeling the 3D
fcc lattice. To evaluate the angular part of the pair interact
between electrically neutral hexagons, we suppose
kinds4! negative charges,2(16a), located at the centers o
the hexagonal sides, and unit positive charges at their v
ces ~see Fig. 1a!. Such a distribution of negative charge
recalls single covalent bonds at the borders between pe
gons and hexagons and the double bonds between two
agonal rings in a truncated icosahedral molecule. Here
charge and geometric asymmetry parametera, reducing the
C6 symmetry of a hexagon down toC3 , reflects one of the
most important features of real C60 fullerene: the 120° alter-
nation of such rings around each of its hexagons.

The total Coulomb energy of a pair of hexagons~Fig.
1b! reads:

Vnm~un ,um!5(
m,s

Vnm
~ms!~un ,um!, ~1!

where the indicesm, s take the valuesv, b, or B, related to
vertices and to bonds with smaller and greater nega
charges, respectively, and the particular terms are:

Vnm
~vv !~un ,um!5 (

j ,k50

5 H FRnm1cosS un1
p j

3 D
2cosS um1

pk

3 D G2

1FsinS un1
p j

3 D
2sinS um1

pk

3 D G2J 21/2

, ~2!

FIG. 1. Charge distribution adopted for the model hexagonal molecule~a!
and possible orientations of two molecules with centers positioned atn and
m ~b!.
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Vnm
~vb!~un ,um!52~12a!(

j 50

5

(
k50

2 H FRnm1cosS un1
p j

3 D
2
)

2
cosS um1p

4k11

6 D G2

1FsinS un1
p j

3 D
2
)

2
sinS um1p

4k11

6 D G2J 21/2

5Vmn
~bv !~um ,un!5

12a

11a
Vnm

~vB!~un ,2um!

5
12a

11a
Vmn

~Bv !~um ,2un!, ~3!

Vnm
~bb!~un ,um!5~12a!2 (

j ,k50

2 H Rnm1
)

2

3FcosS un1p
4 j 11

6 D
2cosS um1p

4k11

6 D G2

1
3

4 FsinS un

1p
4 j 11

6 D2sinS um1p
4k11

6 D G2J 21/2

5
12a

11a
Vnm

~bB!~un ,um!

5
12a

11a
Vnm

~Bb!~2un ,2um!

5S 12a

11a D 2

Vnm
~BB!~2un ,2um!, ~4!

Rnm5un2mu is the distance between the centers of the he
gons at the sitesn and m of the sp lattice;un , um are the
relative orientation angles; the distance from center to ve
is unity. It can be noticed that, due to theC3 symmetry of
charges in a hexagon, the clockwise and counterclockw
rotations are not equivalent in the AIMI.

Despite the simplified geometry of the sp lattice of hex
gons and the neglect of quantum effects~charge delocaliza-
tion, covalency, etc.!, one can expect this rather rough mod
to give the correct qualitative behavior of the AIMI and i
dependence on the charge distribution within the molec
and a reasonable estimate of the contributions from diffe
mutual configurations of molecules.

3. PAIR INTERACTIONS AND ORDERING TYPES

The numerical results for the AIMI, Eq.~1!, are shown
in Fig. 2 for some typical mutual configurations and seve
values of the asymmetry parametera. First of all, it is seen
that, for aÞ0, the AIMI for two hexagons possesses a d
tinct 120° periodicity and two-hump profiles. This reflec
correctly the AIMI for two C60 molecules, where a double
well potential describes the so-called pentagon and hexa
configurations14 ~see also Figs. 7–10 of Ref. 13, in whic
analogous curves calculated to clarify what form of AIM
can best fit the orientational mean-field energy of C60 fuller-
ite at room temperatures!. It is also seen that with decreasin
-

x

se

-

l

le
nt

l

-

on

asymmetry of the negative charge distribution, the AIMI b
comes smoother, though some minima~see Fig. 2a and 2b!
become deeper, so that in the limita→0 all the minimum
energies are equal and negative.

It follows from Fig. 2 that for all asymmetry values ex
cept a50, the most stable configuration is that in which
vertex of one molecule points to a greater negative charg
a neighboring molecule~Fig. 2a and 2c! while the maximum
repulsion corresponds to parallel neighboring sides with s
negative charges. In the casea50, at least, the 60° period
icity corresponding to theC6 axis is restored, nevertheles
leaving the same most stable configuration~vertices against
sides!.

Knowledge of the pair interaction and the most sta
configurations for two hexagons enables one to order them
a sp lattice. Then the AIMI requires that one of the long ax
of each hexagon be oriented along a crystalline axis and
nearest neighbors be rotated byp/6. This readily divides the
sp lattice into two inter-twinned ones, with long hexag
axes aligned withx ~‘‘horizontal,’’ H ! andy ~‘‘vertical,’’ V !,
respectively. But taking into account that a molecule has t
non-equivalent positions with respect to negative charges
each alignment, the ideal order of such hexagons in the
lattice corresponds to ‘‘parquets’’~one of them is shown in
Fig. 3! with four molecules in the unit cell: two horizonta
denoted 1 and 3, and two vertical, 2 and 4. Then each of
two above-mentioned sublattices contains only even or
positions. Here the long-range order holds not only for tra
lations and orientations but also for the charge pattern
should be also noted that, because of incompatible p
groups for asymmetric hexagons and the sp lattice, it is

FIG. 2. AIMI of the most characteristic~shown at left! mutual configura-
tions of hexagons at a fixed orientation of one of them. The axes and
tion angles correspond to Fig. 1b. The intermolecular distanceR12 was cho-
sen as 3~in units of the hexagon side!.
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possible to arrange all nearest neighbors of each hexag
molecule in positions with maximum negative AIM
Though some of its neighbors occur at the metasta
minima of the AIMI, nevertheless the total energy balan
proves to be negative and stable.

This kind of order is peculiar by its frustration, or th
energy degeneracy with respect to the substitutions 1↔3
and 2↔4. These transformations are just generated by aC6

rotation, which is not an element of the symmetry group o
molecule with the asymmetric charge distribution~see Fig. 1
a!. This, in turn, implies that the sp lattice of hexagons, p
serving the above-described translational and orientatio
order,5! can be created in a thermodynamic way with a s
cific disorder left within even and odd sites. This transfor
the ideally ordered 4-sublattice substructure into a nonid
2-sublattice structure like the simulated fragment shown
Fig. 4. In such a crystal theC6 rotation intrinsically enters
the point symmetry group of a molecule.

Evidently, 4- or 2-sublattice structures admit the ex
tence of several equivalent arrangements with permut
sublattices separated by certain extended defects: do
walls or antiphase boundaries. These defects might ef
tively contribute to the low-temperature thermal properties
the system. Below we consider an example of such a de
in a 2-sublattice structure.

4. DOMAIN WALL STRUCTURE

The above-indicated structure of 2-sublattice ordering
hexagons in the sp lattice provides equal conditions for al
them, and the above-mentioned disorder does not resu
any characteristic isolated defects. This is also seen from
2, which shows the rather high barriers between the sta
and metastable minima. Hence, each hexagon, either in
4- or 2-sublattice structure, stays near an AIMI minimu
that defines its libration spectrum.

However, this does not at all prevent defects in suc
crystal. In particular, in the course of thermodynam

FIG. 3. An example of ordering of hexagons into the sp lattice with fo
molecules in the unit cell and its translation vectors. Equivalent struct
can be obtained by all permutations preserving opposite parities betw
nearest neighbors.
nal
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growth, there can appear, as usual, some vacancies and
locations~which will not be discussed here! and also a spe-
cific kind of defects, the antiphase boundaries, character
for any multi-sublattice orientational~vector or tensor! struc-
ture. They emerge between regions identical in their coo
nation but different in the attribution of molecular orient
tions to sublattices.

Actually, the transition from rotation to libration of mol
ecules is a first-order transition, realized through the form
tion of nuclei~domains! of orientational order with a definite
attribution of sublattices to molecular orientations. Expa
sion of such domains~see Fig. 5! leads them to contact eac
other, forming a continuous ordered structure. There are
possible modes of such a ‘‘meeting.’’ At the contac
...HVHV→←HVHV... or ...VHVH→←VHVH... the two
structures match perfectly, producing a single coherent
main. But the contacts ...VHVH→←HVHV... or
...HVHV→←VHVH... produce a mismatch, so that th
closest molecules to the boundary should be orientation
adjusted to provide a continuous transition from one dom
to another. Evidently, far from the boundary such doma
are indistinguishable, and the boundary itself is just a con
quence of the initial conditions of the growth. Moreover,
visible thermodynamic mechanisms for domain structure f
mation ~like those known, for instance, in 2-sublattic
antiferromagnets!15,16 can be indicated in this system of or
entationally ordered hexagons.

To describe consistently the 2-sublattice structure, le
redefine the orientation angleun,i for an ‘‘averaged’’ mol-
ecule~possessingC6 symmetry! at thei th site innth unit cell
as the smallest positive angle between one of its vertices
the y axis ~see Fig. 1b!. Then for each unit cell we can
naturally define the two angles,

wn5un,22un,1 , cn5un,21un,1 , ~5!

which play the role of order parameters. For the two fra
ments of ordered structures shown in Fig. 5 the correspo
ing values are uniform in space:wn5w I5p/6, cn5c I

5p/6 in domain I, andwn5w II52p/6, cn5c II5p/6 in

r
s
en

FIG. 4. Fragment of sp lattice structure obtained by random substitut
1↔3 and 2↔4 introduced into the ideal 4-sublattice structure in Fig. 3.
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domain II. Thus the two domains are distinguished by inv
sion of the parameterw, like 180° domains in a 2-sublattic
antiferromagnet.

One can build a boundary between these two doma
located at the origin and characterized by the unit norm
vectord, so thatwn changes whenn crosses the domain wal
reaching asymptotic valueswn→w I at j5n•d→2`,
wn→w II at j→`, and providing a minimum of the energ
functional:

E@wn ,cn#5(
n

Vn~wn ,cn!,

Vn~wn ,cn!5(
r

Vn,n1r~un ,un1r!. ~6!

Using the above numerical simulation to estimate the AIM
we conclude that the functionVn(wn ,cn) is well approxi-
mated by the sum of symmetric and antisymmetric pa
Vn

(s)(cn)1Vn
(as)(wn). Then the antisymmetric part proves

be the softest mode, so that the energy functional, Eq.~6!, in
the continuum approximationwn→w(j) can be written as

EFw,
]w

]j G5E
2`

` F1

2
a2v1S ]w

]j D 2

1
1

36
v2 cos 6w Gdj. ~7!

In this approximation the inhomogeneous reorientations
hexagons across the domain boundary can be describe
the sine-Gordon equation:

]2w

]j2 1
1

3
dDW

22 sin 6w50, ~8!

FIG. 5. A schematic of the growth and approaching of two domains w
orientationally ordered subsystems of hexagons. In domain I~upper right!
vertically oriented molecules (V,u50) are located in the sites of the 1s
sublattice and horizontally oriented molecules (H,u5p/6) in the 2nd sub-
lattice, and vice versa in domain II~lower left!.
-

s,
l

,

:

f
by

where the domain wall widthdDW5aAv1 /v2 is of the order
of lattice constanta. This is related to the fact that, unlike th
common situation in magnets where, as a rule,v1 ~the ex-
change or stiffness constant! is much greater thanv2 ~the
relativistic anisotropy!, in the present system both constan
have the same origin in intermolecular interactions a
hence the same order of magnitude. Although, strictly spe
ing, Eq.~8! in this situation is only valid far enough from th
domain boundary, the orientations of the discrete hexag
~obtained from a certain infinite discrete set of equatio!
will follow the ‘‘kink’’ solution w(j)5(1/3) arcsin tanh
(j/2dDW) with sufficient accuracy. The factor 1/3 here and
Eq. ~8! provides the correct asymptotic behavior f
w(j):w(6`)56p/6. This also expresses the analogy of t
p/3 rotation between the domains under study with thep
rotation between 180° domains in ferro- and antiferrom
nets.

Figure 6 presents an example of a relatively narrow
main wall in the sp lattice of hexagons. A perceptible ro
tion of the molecules with respect to their orientations in t
domains occurs within the stripe of;2–3 lattice parameters
(dDW;a), and hence the misorientations are localized o
in the domain wall. Notice that the 4-sublattice structure a
mits a richer systematics of domains~up to 4! and domain
boundaries between them.

To examine how the dynamics of misoriented molecu
differs from that of molecules in the domain, we estimat
the antisymmetric part of the AIMI,VDW

(as)(wDW), for the clos-
est unit cell to the center of the domain wall. The corr
sponding potential relief shown in Fig. 7 is noticeab
smoother, and its minima, having the samep/3 periodicity,
are much flatter than those forVn

(as)(wn). Therefore the ‘‘ori-
entational defect,’’ or molecules in the domain wall, shou
display a softer libration spectrum, with increasing density
lower energies. Besides, a specific low-energy excitat

h

FIG. 6. Domain wall~clear region! between two domains~dark regions, I
and II of Fig. 5!. For convenience, the directors show the molecules’ ori
tations tilted with respect to the related asymptotes. The dashed line c
sponds to the order parameterw50.
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mode can appear, corresponding to oscillations of the a
symmetric order parameterwDW which propagate along th
wall ~a ‘‘bending’’ mode of orientational, not translationa
origin!.

The above-mentioned characteristics of a domain w
can be important for the low-temperature behavior of
crystal. First of all, the collective defects should be stron
scatterers for thermal phonons than any point defects, e
cially if the phonon wavelength~lT;\vs /(kBT), where the
sound velocityvs;33105 cm/s; Ref. 3! becomes compa
rable with dDW . Besides, a weaker AIMI in the domai
walls can permit the molecules there to remain almost f
rotators down to a much lower temperature than the temp
ture of orientational freezing for the rest of the crystal.

5. CONCLUSION

The above discussion shows how peculiar the dynam
of low-energy excitations can be in such a simple mo
system as that of hexagons on a square lattice. In partic
for asymmetrical hexagons~possessing aC3 axis! this lattice
turns out to be frustrated, which does not exclude the po
bility of its glassy behavior. But even the frustrated latti
can be divided into two sublattices, leading to domain str
ture and domain walls. The latter, being of orientational o
gin, are able to effectively scatter the excitations of oth
origins, in particular, the phonons. However, the detai
analysis of such scattering goes beyond the scope of
work.

It seems that the above results could also be relevan
fullerite. First of all, this relates to the possibility that the C6

rotation around the fixed orientation of each C60 molecule in
the sc phase could effectively become an element of
point symmetry group of the averaged crystal. Although
energy degeneracy conditioned by the corresponding ran
‘‘transverse’’ fullerene orientations also admits the existen
of an orientational glass state of fullerite, the crystal a
whole remains uniform, and no reasons can be found for
distinct point defects, including misorientations. Howev
extended topological defects such as orientational dom
walls ~which should not disrupt the initial attribution of C60

molecules to cube diagonals!, can exist even in a homoge
neous system and provide an effective channel for the d
pation of low-energy quasiparticles. At the same time

FIG. 7. Potential reliefs of the antisymmetric parts of the AIMI in a doma
and at the center of a domain wall.
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must also be noted that domains obtained in fact concern
fullerite with doubled lattice~or 8-sublattice fcc crystal struc
ture observed experimentally17,18!.

Certainly, a more detailed theoretical study of these
sues demands more realistic models of the fullerene and
lerite structures.
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1!The collective character of crystalline modes should be also taken

account. A well-known example is vibrational or magnetic spectra res
ing from single-particle levels with an excitation gap of the order of t
interparticle interaction, which is considerably softened~down to Gold-
stone gapless behavior! after collectivization. Orientational modes are n
an exception in this sense.

2!Evidently, a number of thermal rotational excitations of the C60 molecules
are present atT.Tm

(high) , all of them associated with certain multipol
distortions. The lowest energies~;102 cm21; Ref. 10! relate to intramo-
lecular quadrupole vibrations, indistinguishable from rotations. The s
consistent admixture of these excitations into the molecular ground sta
the crystal field reduces~below Tm

(high)! the almost spherical symmetry
down to axial, contributing to the total energy gain. One can theref
suppose that belowTm

(high) the definite orientation of fullerenes along aC3

axis is fixed and long-ranged, corresponding to a common ordering
quadrupoles. Otherwise, the sc lattice cannot be realized. By the way
quadrupole moment of the C60 molecule in polymer phases of AC60

(A5K, Rb, Cs! has been considered previously.11

3!Since the same threefold rotational symmetry holds for fullerene molec
projected on cube faces.

4!Such sort of modeling was earlier used by number of authors~see, for
example, Ref. 13 and references therein! to improve the form of intermo-
lecular potential.

5!Strictly speaking, theC6-rotated molecule can change its distances to ne
est neighbors, but we ignore this practically small effect in view of t
average translational invariance of the lattice. At the same time, the A
analysis shows that the orientational order is not perturbed even undeC6

rotations.
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Low-temperature a peak of the internal friction in niobium and its relation
to the relaxation of kinks in dislocations

V. D. Natsik, P. P. Pal’-Val’,* L. N. Pal’-Val’, and Yu. A. Semerenko

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences
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The influence of impurities on the parameters of thea peak of the internal friction in single-
crystal and polycrystalline niobium is investigated; the internal friction is recorded in
the temperature range 200–250 K at a vibrational frequency of'80 kHz. It is found that
increasing the purity of the samples leads to an increase of the peak location temperature and to
an increase of its width and amplitude. The structural sensitivity of this peak was observed
previously in a study of the influence on this peak of a preliminary plastic deformation,
thermocycling, and low-temperature recovery. A statistical description of the whole set of
experimental data is proposed, which takes into account the dependence of the activation energy
and attempt period on the impurity concentration and on the characteristic value and
statistical scatter of the internal stresses. A new algorithm is developed for analyzing the
experimental data to obtain empirical estimates for the values of the activation energy, its variance,
the attempt period, and relaxation strength for the different structural states of the samples.
It is shown that thea peak is a consequence of the resonant interaction of elastic vibrations with
the thermally activated nucleation of kink pairs on dislocation segments lying in the valleys
of the Peierls potential relief. Empirical estimates are obtained for the values of the main
parameters characterizing this process. It is found that the properties of thea peak in
niobium are in qualitative agreement with Engelke’s theory of the nucleation and relaxation of
dislocation kinks. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374728#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In studying the temperature dependence of the inte
friction in niobium samples of different purity and structur
perfection at moderately low temperatures, different inve
gators have repeatedly detected acoustic absorption p
having properties typical for thea peaks in bcc metals. Th
peak location temperatureTp varies from 90 to 200 K as the
vibrational frequency is varied over a wide range, from
frasonic frequencies of the order of 1023 Hz to ultrasonic
frequencies of the order of 105 Hz.1–13

As a rule, a preliminary plastic deformation of th
samples or the action of thermoelastic stresses during t
mocycling lead to an increase of the height and width of
absorption peaks and to a shift ofTp to higher temperatures
A subsequent long low-temperature annealing brings abo
reverse change of these parameters of the absorption p
These features of the behavior of the shape and paramete
this absorption peak indicate that it is sensitive to the det
of the defect structure of the samples—in particular, to
statistical ensemble of dislocations and the random inte
stress fields produced by them, which are introduced in
crystalline samples during plastic deformation. It should
noted that such a relaxation resonance has also been
served in a study of the internal friction of high-purity iro
at vibrational frequencies of the order of 105 Hz an acoustic
4041063-777X/2001/27(5)/8/$20.00
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relaxation peak is observed at temperatures of the orde
50 K.14

In Refs. 13 and 14 it was shown that to a first appro
mation the aforementioned internal friction peak correspo
to a certain thermally activated relaxation process with a
laxation time depending exponentially on the temperatureT:

t~T!5t0 expS U0

kTD , ~1!

whereU0 is the activation energy,t0 is the attempt period,
and k is Boltzmann’s constant. For thea peak in niobium
the following estimates have been obtained:13 U0'0.15 eV,
t0'1310210s.

In Refs. 13 and 14 it was shown that the influence
plastic deformation on the shape and parameters of tha
peaks of mechanical relaxation can be explained by the
tistical character of the parameters of the elementary re
ators responsible for the given peak together with the
sumption that the plastic deformation affects the variance
the activation energies and the volume density of relaxat
The main features of the influence of plastic deformat
correspond to the assumption that the attempt periodt0 is
unchanged and that a statistical distribution of the activat
energyU arises which is described by a probability dens
of the quasi-Gaussian type with varianceD2:
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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P~U !5
1

A2pD
S U

U0
DexpF2

~U2U0!2

2D2 G ,

~2!
D!U0 .

In Refs. 13 and 14 it was also established that the cor
microscopic interpretation of the relaxation process is p
sible only with the use of experimental data obtained un
identical conditions by identical methods of measuremen
the internal friction on samples with a controlled defe
structure. Various authors have proposed several pos
microscopic mechanisms for the relaxation processes res
sible for the peak. The most probable of them are therm
activated nucleation of kink pairs on rectilinear dislocati
segments lying in the valleys of the Peierls relief of the fi
order, and also thermally activated diffusion of single kin
along dislocation lines through Peierls barriers of the sec
order. However, neither hypothesis has been confirmed
the whole set of experimental data obtained in the system
study of samples of the same kind. It can be said that it is
completely certain at present that all of the acoustic rel
ation resonances described in the literature1–13for niobium in
the given temperature and frequency ranges correspon
the same relaxation process. Therefore an unambiguous
croscopic interpretation of the given relaxation process w
require additional experimental studies. In particular,
would be good to study how thea peak is affected not only
by plastic deformation but also by another factor that c
substantially alter the structure of the samples: the introd
tion of impurities in them.

Our goals for this paper were as follows:
—to study experimentally the influence of variations

the structural state of the samples~changes of the impurity
content, going from single crystals to polycrystallin
samples, the effects of thermoelastic stress! on the param-
eters of the relaxation resonance in niobium at modera
low temperatures, 150–300 K;

—to systematize the accumulated set of experime
data;

—to develop further the theory of the relaxation res
nance in the presence of a statistical distribution of activa
energies of the process with allowance for the possible st
tural sensitivity of the attempt period;

—to discuss the possible microscopic mechanisms
sponsible for the observed relaxation resonance.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The samples were rectangular parallelepipeds with
mensions of 333321 mm. They were cut out from single
crystal and polycrystalline niobium of different purities b
an electrospark method, then ground on abrasive pow
until the desired shape and geometric parameters were
tained, and finally subjected to a chemical polishing to
move the mechanically damaged surface layers. The cry
lographic orientation of the longitudinal axis of the singl
crystal samples was determined from the Laue pattern to
accuracy of61°.

The polycrystalline samples had a coarse-grained st
ture of the ‘‘bamboo’’ type, i.e., the dimensions of the tran
verse cross section of the samples (333 mm) were smaller
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than the grain size~5–12 mm!. The initial dislocation density
in the samples was;105– 106 cm22. A spectral analysis
showed that the main substitutional impurity atoms were M
Ta, and Zr. The amount of interstitial impurities N, O, and
was reduced to a minimum by a long high-temperature
neal, first in flowing oxygen at a pressure of;1023 Pa and
then in an ultrahigh vacuum of;1028 Pa.15 As an integral
measure of the purity of the samples we used the redu
resistance ratioRRR5R300/R0 ; it is well known that for
metallic solid solutions the values of the parameterRRRare
inversely proportional to the impurity concentration. Th
RRRwas determined by measuring the temperature dep
dence of the resistance of the samples in the interval 2–
K and then extrapolating the experimental data to 0 K and
zero external magnetic field, an applied field having be
used to bring the samples to the normal state at tempera
below the superconducting transition temperatureTc'9.3
K.16 The main characteristics of the samples are listed
Table I.

Acoustical measurements were done by the double c
posite vibrator method.17,18 Resonance methods are suit
for the study of rather subtle dislocation effects because t
are capable of measuring the decrementd of the vibrations to
rather good accuracy. Longitudinal standing waves with
frequencyf of the order of 70–90 kHz were excited in th
samples at a constant amplitude of the ultrasonic strain«0

;1027, which corresponded to the amplitude-independ
region. The values of the vibrational frequencies for samp
with different structures are presented in Table II. The te
perature dependence of the decrementd(T) of the vibrations
was measured in the temperature interval 150 K,T
,300 K. The measurements were done both on heating
on cooling. The rate of cooling and heating of the samp
during the measurement of the temperature dependenc
the damping decrementd was;1 K/min.

We note that experience in making acoustic measu
ments in the cooling–heating mode has led to the conclus
that thermocycling provides an important means of alter
the structural state of a sample.13–16

3. RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the
rementd(T) for polycrystalline samples with different impu
rity concentrations: the results of the measurements du
the first cooling from room temperature to 150 K~Fig. 1a!,
and the data obtained on the same samples during a su
quent heating from 150 to 300 K~Fig. 1b!. Figure 2 shows
the temperature spectrum of the absorptiond(T) for single-
crystal samples with different impurity concentrations duri
the first heating from 150 to 300 K after a preliminary coo

TABLE I. Basic characteristics of the samples.

Sample Orientation RRR

Nb-37 Single crystal̂100& 37
Nb-290 Coarse-grained polycrystal 290
Nb-660 Coarse-grained polycrystal 660
Nb-970 Coarse-grained polycrystal 970

Nb-10 000 Single crystal̂100& 10 000
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TABLE II. Dependence of the parameters of the absorption peak on the structural state of the samples.
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ing to 6 K. In the all cases the temperature dependence o
decrementd(T) exhibited pronounced peaks of the intern
friction against a low background. Their location on the te
perature axis and their characteristic width depend subs
tially on the structural state of the samples, which was var
both by varying the impurity concentration and by thermoc
cling. Increasing the impurity concentration, both for t
polycrystalline and for the single-crystal samples, leads t

FIG. 1. Internal friction peaks in coarse-grained polycrystalline niobium
different purity: RRR5970 ~1!, 660 ~2!, 290 ~3!. The temperature depen
dences of the decrementd(T) were obtained during the first cooling of th
samples from room temperature to 150 K~a! and during a subsequent hea
ing from 150 to 300 K~b!. A constant backgrounddbg51.431024 has been
subtracted from the experimental data. The solid lines show the theore
curves calculated according to formula~6! for the values of the parameter
given in Table II.
he
l
-
n-
d
-

a

substantial shift of the peak locationTp to lower tempera-
tures~see Fig. 3a! and to a lowering of the peak amplitud
~Fig. 3b!. The shift of Tp to higher temperatures and th
broadening of the peak under the influence of thermoela
stresses during thermocycling are in agreement with
trends described previously.13,14

An important characteristic of the peaks is their widt
As a quantitative characteristic of the absorption peaks in
physics of internal friction, one very often encounters t
parameter

Th5Th
~1 !2Th

~2 ! , ~3!

where Th
(1) , Th

(2) are the temperatures at whichd(Th
(1))

5d(Th
(2))5(1/2)dmax ~hered denotes the values of the de

rement with the background subtracted off!. The values of
the background absorption, the temperatureTp , and the
width Th of the peak under discussion for various types
structural states of the sample are given in Table II.

In analyzing the experimental data one often has to d
with acoustic relaxation peaks observed under condition

f

al

FIG. 2. Internal friction peaks in single-crystal^100& niobium of different
purity: RRR510 000~1!, 37 ~2!. The curves were obtained during the fir
heating from 150 to 300 K. A constant backgrounddbg51.931024 has
been subtracted from the experimental data. The solid lines show the
retical curves calculated according to formula~6! for the values of the pa-
rameters given in Table II.
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rather large background absorption, and the use of the
rameterTh requires a correct subtraction of the backgrou
Moreover, if the background depends even slightly on te
perature over the width of the peak, then the correct pro
dure for subtracting the background becomes difficult. In
opinion, a more convenient characteristics of the width of
peak, with less dependence on the background absorp
are the parametersTk

(2) , Tk
(1) , andTk5Tk

(1)2Tk
(2) , where

Tk
(7) are the inflection points on thed(T) curves, at which

]2d(T)/]T250. The values of the temperaturesTk
(7) for the

peak under discussion are also given in Table II.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Ref. 13 it was shown that the relaxation process un
discussion results from the interaction of the elastic vib
tions of the sample with a system of a single type of rel
ators of a dislocation nature, which in the perfect crys
have the same activation energyU0 and the same attemp
periodt0 . In the absence of statistical scatter of the values
these parameters, the temperature dependence of the d
ment of the vibrations will exhibit a Debye peak

d~T,v!52CrD0

vt

11v2t2
, ~4!

where t(T) is the relaxation time~1!, Cr and D0 are the
dimensionless concentration and the ‘‘power’’ of the
ementary relaxators, respectively, andv52p f is the angular
frequency of the vibrations. The temperatureTp

(0) and width
Th

(0) for this peak are given by the relations

FIG. 3. Temperature locationTp ~a! and amplitudedmax ~b! of the acoustic
absorption peaks versus the parameterRRRcharacterizing the purity of the
samples:1—polycrystalline samples, first cooling from 300 to 150 K
2—polycrystalline samples, heating from 150 to 300 K after the first co
ing; 3—single crystals, heating from 150 to 300 K after the first cooling
a-
.
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Tp
~0!5

U0

k ln V
, Th

~0!5
2Tp

~0!

ln V
5

2U0

k~ ln V!2 , V5
1

vt0
. ~5!

The introduction of additional dislocations in the crysta
changes of the internal stress under external loading or t
mocycling, changes in the impurity concentration in the cr
tal, and other factors of a similar nature can have a v
substantial effect on all of the above-mentioned parame
of the relaxation process and can lead to changes in the
temperatureTp , in the peak heightdmax5CrD0, and in the
parametersTh andTk characterizing the width of the peak

4.1. Influence of thermocycling and the impurity
concentration on the parameters of the relaxation process

The analysis in Refs. 13 and 14 showed that the shif
the temperatureTp of the acoustic relaxation peak to high
temperatures and the broadening of the peak due to t
mocycling can be interpreted as being due to the influenc
the thermoelastic stresses on the statistical distribution
activation energies of the elementary relaxators. If the sta
tical distribution forU is described by the function~2! and
the statistical scatter fort0 is neglected, then Eq.~4! should
be replaced by the more complicated expression

d̄5CrD0F1~u,V,d!,F15
2Vu2

Apd ln V

3E
1

`

dx
ln x

x21V2
expF2S u ln x2 ln V

d D 2G ; ~6!

u5
T

Tp
~0!

, d5
&D

kTp
~0!

5
&D

U0
ln V. ~7!

The functionF1 can be calculated by numerical integr
tion methods, which for different values of the dispersi
parameterd give a series of peaks of varying shape a
temperature location.13 At small values ofd the function
F1(u,V,d) has a maximum with respect to temperature
u'1 and practically coincides with the Debye peak, wh
increasing the value ofd leads to a broadening of the pea
and a shift of the peak to higher temperatures. As a resu
a numerical analysis for the peak temperatureTp and peak
width Th in the cased<2 we obtain the simple analytica
approximations

Tp5Tp
~0!F112S d

ln V D 2G , Th5Th
~0!~11d!;

~8!

Th
~0!5

2Tp
~0!

ln V
.

Using this formula and the experimental data obtain
for the first cooling on polycrystalline samples with differe
impurity concentrations~Table II!, one can see that the in
fluence of impurities on the relaxation process under disc
sion does not reduce simply to a change in the variance
the activation energies~i.e., in the dispersion parameterd!.
From Eq.~8! in the case of two structural states differing b
the values of this parameter~d1 andd2!, we obtain

-
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Tp
~1!2Tp

~0!

Tp
~2!2Tp

~0!
5FTh

~1!2Th
~0!

Th
~2!2Th

~0!G 2

. ~9!

For polycrystalline samples with a high concentration
impurities ~Nb-60!, one has, according to Ref. 13,U0

'0.15 eV andt0'1310210s, and therefore at a vibrationa
frequencyf '80 kHz we haveTp

(0)'176 K andTh
(0)'35 K.

If we assume that the impurity does not affect the value
t0 , then these values should be the same for samples
other impurity concentrations~Nb-970 and Nb-290!. Then
during the first cooling for Nb-970 one has the differenc
Tp

(1)2Tp
(0)'58 K and Th

(1)2Th
(0)'44 K, while for Nb-290

samples the corresponding differences areTp
(2)2Tp

(0)'22 K
andTh

(2)2Th
(0)'20 K. It is easy to see that the ratio of the

differences deviates very strongly from formula~9!. Thus the
shift of the peak temperature and the change of the p
width caused by the change in impurity concentration can
be interpreted as being a consequence of additional statis
scatter of the activation energy of the relaxators.

The above conclusion compels us to seek the caus
the observed impurity effect in an influence of the impur
concentration on the parametert0 . Such an influence is in
herent to a number of mechanisms of dislocat
relaxation,19–25 and it is therefore quite natural to make th
conjecture. However, it is difficult to check this experime
tally because of the need to take into account the impu
effect against the background of an appreciable statis
scatter in the values ofU.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the temperatures of the inflection pointsuk
(7) for the

high-temperature~a! and low-temperature~b! wings of the function
F1(u,V,d) on the parametersV andd; the data were obtained by numeric
methods.
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4.2. New method of obtaining empirical estimates for the
attempt period t0 in crystals with different defect structures

A numerical analysis of expression~6! for d̄(u,V,d)
showed that there exists a possibility of obtaining empiri
estimates for the parameterV5(vt0)21 at arbitrary values
of d. These estimates are based on the recording of the c
acteristic temperaturesTk

(7) introduced at the end of Sec. 3
which correspond to the inflection points on the temperat
dependence of the decrement of vibrations.

The dimensionless temperaturesuk
(7) are maxima and

minima of the derivative]F1(u,V,d)/]u, and in the pres-
ence of scatter in the activation energies their values dep
on the dispersion parameterd. The use of numerical method
allows one to determine both the values of the temperatu
uk

(7) and the values of the extrema of the derivati
@]F1(u,V,d)/]u#u5u

k
(7) at different values of the paramete

V andd ~Figs. 4 and 5!. As we see from these figures, tho
characteristics of the peak have a very substantial dep
dence on the dispersion parameterd. At the same time, as a
result of a numerical analysis we have established an in
esting property of the functionF1(u,V,d) which we have
been unable to obtain analytically: the ratio of the extrem

K5Umax]F1~u,V,d!/]u

min]F1~u,V,d!/]u U, ~10!

which is formally a function of two parameters, has an e
tremely strong dependence on the frequency parameterV but
is practically independent of the dispersion parameterd ~Fig.
6!. In experiments, as a rule, the inequalityV5(vt0)21

@1 holds, which corresponds to the inequality lnV>2. For
such values of the frequency parameter the graph of the fu

FIG. 5. Dependence of the values of the extrema of the funct
]F1(u,V,d)/]u on the values of the parametersV and d; the data were
obtained by numerical methods.
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tion K5K(V) obtained by numerical methods admits t
following simple analytical approximation to an accuracy
the order of 2%:

K~V!51.11
14

0.41~ ln V!5/3
. ~11!

Thus by recording the peak on thedexp(T) curve and
performing a numerical differentiation, we acquire the ca
bility of finding the values ofK(V) for the different struc-
tural states. By comparing these values with the plot in F
6 or with formula~11!, we can easily estimate the empiric
value oft0 .

We note that in the general case the attempt periodt0

can be a comparatively weak~power-law! function of tem-
perature and can, together with the activation energyU0 ,
exhibit some statistical scatter. The method of determin
t0 proposed in this Section neglects these circumstan
since their influence on the parameters of the lo
temperature peaks of the internal friction can be treated
being relatively weak against the background of effects g
erned by the argument of the exponential function in
expression~1! for the relaxation time.13

4.3. Quantitative comparison of the experimental data with
the theoretical dependences

In our experiments the data needed to carry out the p
cedure described above were obtained for the absorp
peaks in polycrystalline samples during the first cooling a
in the single-crystal sample Nb-37 during the first heati
the corresponding values ofKexp are given in Table II. In the
other cases the large shift of the top of the peak and
broadening of the peak on the high-temperature side did
allow us to estimate the position of the inflection point on t
high-temperature slope of the peak.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the dimensionless parameterK(V) characterizing
the shape of the acoustic relaxation peak~6! on the inverse dimensionles
frequencyV ~results of a numerical analysis!; the solid line shows the ana
lytical approximation~11!. The inset shows a fragment of this graph, corr
sponding to the interval of the actual values of lnV for the conditions of our
experiment~see Table II!; the dotted lines denoteK values obtained in the
analysis of the experimental data.
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Having values for the vibrational frequencyv52p f and
Kexp for each of the samples~see Table II!, we can easily use
the graph in Fig. 6 or formula~11! to obtain empirical esti-
mates oft0 ~Table II!. Using these estimates and a test va
of U0 , we can with the aid of numerical methods choo
values ofd and CrD0 for the corresponding samples an
experimental conditions~cooling, heating! and compare the
experimental dependence ofdexp(T)2dbg with the tempera-
ture dependence of the functiond̄5CrD0F1(u,V,d). The
result of such a comparison is shown in Fig. 1a. It turned
that the peaks recorded during the first cooling of the po
crystalline samples correspond to a single value of the a
vation energy,U050.15 eV, with zero dispersion paramete
and the attempt periodt0 systematically decreases with in
creasing impurity concentration.

Turning to an analysis of the absorption peaks recor
during the first heating of the polycrystalline samples and
single crystal Nb-10000, in the absence of experimental d
on K(V) one can treatt0 together withd and CrD0 as
adjustable parameters and, by varying them, try to fit
function d̄5CrD0F1(u,V,d) to the experimental points
dexp(T)2dbg. Here it is natural to start with the values oft0

obtained from analysis of the peaks recorded during the
cooling for the corresponding impurity concentrations. T
results for the case of the polycrystalline samples are sh
in Fig. 1b, and the empirical values oft0 , d, andCrD0 for
these peaks are given in Table II. It turns out that the id
that the value oft0 remains the same on going from coolin
to heating is confirmed by the results of a computer analy
but an extremely large statistical scatter appears in the va
of the activation energy (d'2).

An analogous fitting procedure can also be done in
analysis of the absorption peak recorded during the first h
ing of the single crystal Nb-10000~see Fig. 2 and Table II!.

4.4. Dislocation mechanism for the relaxation resonance

Of all the acoustic relaxation mechanisms described
the literature, our experimental data corresponds best
mechanism of thermally activated nucleation of pairs
kinks on dislocation lines lying in the valleys of the Peie
relief.20–25 Relaxation due to kink pairs was originally pro
posed by Seeger for interpreting the low-temperature pe
of the internal friction observed by Bordoni in a study of fc
metals.20,26Later this mechanism was successfully applied
an analysis of thea peaks in bcc metals as well.24,27For this
mechanism the role of the activation energy is played
U052Wk , the energy required for the formation of tw
kinks of opposite sign, and with energiesWk , on a disloca-
tion line. The energy characteristics of kinks on dislocatio
lying in the preferred slip planes in typical bcc metals,
which niobium is one, have been studied in detail both
different physical experiments and by the numerical meth
of molecular dynamics. These studies have yielded the c
acteristic estimatesU052Wk;0.1– 0.2 eV. The value found
in the present study,U050.15 eV, falls in this interval and
thus provides the first serious justification for invoking t
mechanism of nucleation of kink pairs for interpreting t
internal friction peak investigated in this paper.

Previously, in an analysis of this peak we called atte
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tion to two more features that are evidence of its connec
with dislocation processes:13

—the high sensitivity of the temperature location a
height of the peak to external influences~thermoelastic
stresses, preliminary plastic deformation, etc.!;

—the anomalously large values of the attempt peri
t0;1029– 10210s, in comparison with the period of atom
vibrations.

The present study of the influence of impurities on t
parameters of thea peak in niobium has provided addition
arguments in support of the view that this peak is due
thermally activated processes of kink pair nucleation. It
known that impurities can influence this process in t
ways. First, the elastic fields existing around impurity ato
should, generally speaking, give rise to certain statistical
viations of the activation energy from its valueU052Wk in
the absence of impurities. This effect has a substantial in
ence on the kinetics of the motion of dislocations throu
Peierls barriers only if the impurity concentration is suf
ciently high and the impurity atoms are sufficiently ‘‘powe
ful’’ force centers deforming the crystal lattice. In a study
the plastic flow of concentrated alloys based on a numbe
bcc metals28–32and tin,33 such an influence of impurities wa
manifested as an impurity softening effect. However, it is
necessary to invoke this effect for interpreting the results
our experiments on the influence of impurities on thea peak
of acoustic relaxation, since the impurity concentration d
not affect the empirical values of the parameterd ~see the
first three rows in Table II!.

Impurity atoms also act as pinning centers for dislo
tion lines, dividing them into segments of finite lengthLi(c),
which depends substantially on the impurity concentrationc:
the characteristic length of the segments decreases with
creasing concentration. The pinning points of the segme
limit the trip lengths of the kinks that arise on the dislocati
lines and can thereby have a strong influence on the kine
of the movement of dislocations between neighboring v
leys of the Peierls relief. The kinetic theory of the nucleati
and relaxation of kink pairs on dislocation segments of fin
length was developed by Engelke in a series of papers.22,23

Unfortunately, these papers do not contain simple analyt
expressions giving the explicit dependence of the relaxa
time t(T,Li) and the temperature locationTp(Li) and height
dmax(Li) of the corresponding internal friction peak on th
mean lengthLi of the segments~the dependences are give
only in the form of graphs!. The main qualitative results o
those papers reduce to two conclusions:

—the attempt periodt0 in the expressions for the relax
ation time depends substantially on the lengthLi of the seg-
ment; it increases with increasingLi and has a typical value
much larger than the periods of the atomic vibrations;

—the internal friction peak increases and shifts to hig
temperatures asLi increases.

It follows from general arguments that the average ch
acteristic length of a dislocation segment in a solid solut
is related to the impurity concentration asLi>ac2n, where
a is the lattice parameter and 1,n,2 is a numerical param
eter. It can therefore be stated that the Engelke theory22,23

provides a qualitative explanation for all of the main featu
~reflected in Table II! of the concentration dependence of t
n
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parameters of thea peak in niobium. In particular, the
method we have proposed here and in Refs. 13 and 14
obtaining empirical estimates for the parameterst0 , U0 , d,
and CrD0 , which determine the relaxation time and th
‘‘strength’’ of the relaxation process responsible for t
peak, has allowed us to establish that the activation energ
insensitive to changes in the impurity concentration of
niobium samples at relatively low impurity concentratio
and that the parameterst0 and dmax5CrD0 depend strongly
on the impurity concentration~Table II, Fig. 3b!, in qualita-
tive agreement with the predictions of the theory.22,23

Thus the estimates obtained for the values of the act
tion energyU0'0.15 eV and the characteristic values of t
attempt periodt0;1029– 10210s, the previously establishe
sensitivity of d andCrD0 to the thermoelastic stresses, a
the dependence oft0 and CrD0 on the impurity concentra-
tion ovserved in the present study allow us to conclude w
a high degree of certainty that thea peak of acoustic relax-
ation in niobium is due to a resonant interaction of the aco
tic vibrations with the process of thermally activated nuc
ation of kink pairs on dislocation segments lying in th
valleys of the Peierls relief.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have continued our detailed experim
tal study and theoretical analysis of thea peak of the internal
friction in niobium, an endeavor which was begun in Ref. 1
At the ;80 kHz elastic vibrational frequencies realized
our experiments, this peak was observed at moderately
temperatures, 200–250 K. This peak is characterized b
high structural sensitivity: we have previously detected
substantial shift in the position of the peak on the tempe
ture axis and a change in its height and width under th
moelastic stresses and also as a result of a preliminary pl
deformation and low-temperature recovery.13 In this study
analogous effects were recorded with changing impurity c
centrations in the samples.

The theoretical interpretation of the properties of t
peak are based on the assumption that it is due to a therm
activated relaxation process of a dislocation nature, wit
statistical description of this process. The proposed the
takes into account the dependence of the activation par
eters~activation energy and attempt period! on the impurity
concentration and on the characteristic value and statis
scatter of the internal stresses, which are taken into acc
by the choice of a special statistical distribution function f
the activation energy. The proposed method and algori
for numerical analysis of the experimental data make it p
sible to obtain empirical estimates of the values of the a
vation energy, its variance, the attempt period, and
strength of the relaxation for different structural states of
samples.

A statistical analysis of the entire set of experimen
data obtained in the study of thea peak in niobium has led to
the conclusion that this peak is a consequence of the reso
interaction of elastic vibrations with the process of therma
activated nucleation of kink pairs on the dislocation se
ments lying in the valleys of the Peierls relief. We ha
obtained empirical estimates of the parameters characteri
this process. Qualitative agreement is found between the
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perimentally determined properties of thea peak in niobium
and Engelke’s proposed kinetic theory of the nucleation
relaxation of dislocation kinks.22,23

The authors thank S. N. Smirnov for helpful discussio
and advice concerning the problems touched upon in
paper.
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Thermal conductivity of fullerite C 60 crystals at low temperatures
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The thermal conductivityk of extended crystals of fullerite C60 with transverse dimensionsL of
the order of a few millimeters is measured at low temperatures~down to 0.6 K!. It is
found that in the range from 7 to 0.6 K the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity
of the better of the samples is close to cubic,k(T);T3, and the effective phonon mean
free path estimated from the measured thermal conductivity and the published value of the specific
heat of fullerite@J. R. Olsonet al., Science259, 1145~1993!# has a value (l p'0.6 mm! that
is practically independent of temperature and much less thanL, i.e., the phonon mean free path is
limited by strong scattering on defects in the bulk of the sample. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374729#
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The results of measurements of the thermal conducti
of fullerite C60 crystals below room temperature have be
discussed previously in Ref. 2~measurements in the rang
from ;290 to 30 K! and 3 ~working interval 240–8 K!. It
was found that the thermal conductivity of the crystal in t
fcc phase below 300 K is practically independent of tempe
ture and increases abruptly near 260 K in the region of
phase transition of fullerite to the simple cubic~sc! phase.
On further decrease of the temperature the thermal con
tivity of the crystal in the sc phase increases, passes thro
a rather flat maximum atT'20–15 K, and then decreases
proportion to the change in specific heat of the samples.

In this paper we present the results of measurement
the thermal conductivity of fullerite C60 crystals at lower
temperatures~in the interval 7–0.6 K!. As in our previous
study,3 the fullerite crystals were grown from the gas pha
in vacuum. A preliminary triple distillation of the initia
99.99% pure C60 powder in high vacuum made it possible
remove traces of the solvents and to decrease the C70 impu-
rity content in the grown crystals. The thermal conductiv
measurements were made by the standard method of a s
heat flux in a refrigerator containing liquid3He. The initial
samples were in the shape of polyhedra up to 10 mm lo
with a transverse cross-sectional area of several square
limeters. The lower end of the sample was glued to a cop
cold finger connected to a vessel containing3He. A resis-
tance heater was glued to the upper end of the sample.
temperature distribution along the sample with the hea
turned on was measured by two carbon resistance therm
eters calibrated according to the vapor pressure of liquid
lium. Preliminary results of these studies were presented
talk at the 32nd All-Russia Conference on Low Temperat
Physics~LT-32!.4

The results of the thermal conductivity measurements
the better of the samples, which was 6 mm long and ha
transverse cross-sectional area of 6 mm2, are given in Fig. 1
4121063-777X/2001/27(5)/2/$20.00
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(m). For illustration the temperature dependence of the th
mal conductivityk(T) of one of the crystals investigated i
Ref. 3 is also shown. The straight lines correspond to dep
dencesk(T);T2 and T3. We see that in the temperatur
interval 7–0.6 K the experimental data are better descri
by a dependence of the typek(T);T3. By extrapolating the
results of these measurements to the higher-temperatur
gion, it is easy to see that the thermal conductivity of th
sample atT>10 K is an order of magnitude higher than th
of the samples studied previously. This may be due to b
an improvement in the degree of perfection and to a lower
of the concentration of impurity fullerene C70 in the initial
sample, and also to purely technical causes — perfectin
the technique for mounting the sample in the apparatus a
as a consequence, lowering of the concentration of def
arising in the sample, which is fixed on the cold finger, d
ing thermocycling. Unfortunately, the region of measu

FIG. 1. Thermal conductivity of fullerite crystals:m — data of the present
study; 1 — measurements of Ref. 3. The solid lines correspond to
dependencesk(T);T2 andT3.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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ment of the thermal conductivity in the3He refrigerator is
limited to temperaturesT<7 K, and to replace the thermom
eters and move the fullerite sample to the flow-through c
ostat used previously would be very difficult, since fuller
is rather brittle at room temperatures and the indicated p
cedures are usually accompanied by strong deformatio
cracking of the sample.

It was observed in Refs. 2 and 3 that the behavior of
thermal conductivity of fullerite crystals below room tem
perature can be described in the framework of the stand
phonon model of heat transfer in nonconducting cryst
Therefore, by employing the simple gas-kinetic formula

k~T!5
1

3
C~T!vp

l ~T!,

one can use the results of thermal conductivity meas
ments to assess the behavior of the effective phonon m
free pathl p in a sample. HereC(T) is the specific heat of the
sample, andv is the mean velocity of sound. It is seen in Fi
1 that in the interval 7–0.6 K the dependencek(T) is close
to cubic. From the experimental data reported in Ref. 1,
example, the temperature dependence of the specific he
fullerite C60 in this temperature interval is also close to c
bic, C(T);T3. However, the samples studied in Ref. 1 we
fine-grained and of much lower purity. Therefore, at our
quest, A. V. Pal’nichenko at the Institute of Solid State Ph
ics of the Russian Academy of Sciences made measurem
of the specific heat of C60 crystals in the temperature interv
30–4 K, using samples from the same batch as in Ref
Pal’nichenko’s results are practically the same as thos
Ref. 1.

Using, for the sake of definiteness, the data of Ref. 1~the
Debye temperature of the crystal in the sc phase
Q;80 K, so that the mean sound velocity wasv;105 cm!,
it is easily estimated that in the temperature rangeT57 –0.6
K the effective mean free path of the phonons in the sam
of Fig. 1 reaches;0.6 mm and is practically independent o
temperature. Consequently, the maximum values of the p
non mean free paths, even in the better of our sample
three orders of magnitude smaller than the characteristic
mensions of the sample,l p!L;1 mm, and the main role is
played by scattering of thermal phonons on defects in
bulk of the sample.

In Refs. 2 and 3 it was pointed out that the maximu
phonon mean free path in the sc phase of the fullerite60

crystal can be limited by scattering on frozen-in orientatio
defects. Near the point of the fcc–sc phase transition
T<260 K the equilibrium concentration of orientational d
fects, which arise because of thermal disturbances of the
tual orientation of the fullerene molecules located in neig
boring sites of the sc crystal lattice, is close toxR;0.5. As
the temperature is lowered, the timetR required for estab-
lishing orientational equilibrium in the crystal increases e
ponentially. Judging from the observed2 increase in the ther
mal conductivity of the sample with annealing time at
constant temperatureT585 K, the timetR reaches;300
min, so that below 80 K at any reasonable rate of cooling
the sample~of the order of 1022 deg/min or faster! the con-
centration of frozen-in orientational defects in the samp
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xFR'xR(85K), is of the order of a few percent, i.e., one c
speak of the formation of an orientational glass state in
bulk of the crystal.

It should be noted that the question of the mechanism
relaxation of the thermal perturbations in the orientatio
glass and, accordingly, of the behavioral features of the th
mal conductivity of fullerite crystals at low temperatures r
quires a separate theoretical study. In comparing the pre
tions of the theory with the experimentalk(T) curve it must
be taken into account that under real conditions the pho
mean free path can be limited by scattering not only on o
entational defects but also on nonequilibrium defects suc
vacancies, dislocations, and grain boundaries, which
arise in a rigidly clamped crystal~glued to the cold finger!
under the influence of the mechanical stresses that arise
cooling below the fcc–sc phase transition~this transition is
accompanied by an;1% jump in the molar volume!. That
the defects arising under mechanical stresses have a s
influence on the thermal conductivity of fullerite can be i
ferred, for example, from the results5 of measurements of the
thermal conductivity of samples prepared by pressing~com-
pacting! of fine-grained powder of pure C60 at pressures
P<3 kbar. Below 100 K the thermal conductivity of th
samples compacted from the powder was one or two ord
of magnitude lower than that of the crystals in Fig. 1. Mor
over, their thermal conductivity is practically independent
temperature in the interval 90–15 K and decreases slowly
T,15 K, i.e., the temperature dependence of the ther
conductivity of the compacted samples was close to the w
known behavior of the thermal conductivity of amorpho
materials or glasses below room temperature~see, e.g., the
monograph by Berman6!. Therefore, it would be extremely
interesting to study the relative sizes of the contributions
the thermal resistance of fullerite from the scattering
phonons on defects arising under the influence of mechan
stresses and from scattering on orientational defects. The
thors are grateful to Yu. A. Osip’yan for support of th
research and to A. V. Pal’nicheko for providing the results
specific heat measurements on C60 crystals prior to their pub-
lication, and also to A. V. Lokhov and M. K. Makova fo
assistance in making the measurements. This study was
ported in part by the project ‘‘Deformation-2’’ of the GNTP
of the Ministry of Industry, Science, and Technology of t
Russian Federation, ‘‘Topical Problems in Condens
Matter Physics,’’ subtopic ‘‘Fullerenes and Atomic Clu
ters.’’
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On the nonmonotonic dependence of the critical temperature of the superconducting
transition on the carrier density in fullerite C 60
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A simple qualitative explanation for the bell-shaped form of the functionsTc(nf) in solid C60 is
proposed (Tc is the critical temperature of the superconducting transition, andnf is the
number of carriers~fermions!—electrons or holes—per molecule!. This explanation is based on
the many-fold degeneracy of the initial fullerene molecular states from which the
conduction and valence bands are formed and the interaction of the carriers with Jahn–Teller
intramolecular vibrations. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1374736#
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1. A recent experimental paper by Scho¨n, Kloc, and
Battlogg1 reported the observation of rather unexpected
havior of the critical temperatureTc of the superconducting
transition in solid fullerite, specifically: the value ofTc of
fullerite with a hole (p) type of conductivity was found to be
52 K, significantly higher~see reviews2,3! than in A3C60 ful-
lerides~A is an alkali or alkaline-earth metal! having an elec-
tronic (n) type of conductivity. Apparently the value ofTc

achieved in Ref. 1 is the highest known to date for mater
not of the high-Tc superconductor~HTSC! family. More-
over, the same samples of fullerite but withn-type conduc-
tivity manifested superconducting properties below a diff
ent Tc'11 K,1! which is lower by almost a factor of 5.

The change of the sign of the carriers in Ref. 1 w
achieved by a novel transistor technique1 that permits the
injection of charges of a given sign, thereby regulating
type of conductivity depending on the direction of the ele
tric field applied to the sample. Here the densitynf of ‘‘in-
jected’’ fermions was determined by the value of the appl
electric field. The possibility of varyingnf led to a result that
is, at first glance, even stranger: the carrier-density dep
denceTc(nf) in pure ~i.e., undoped! fullerite exhibited the
bell-shaped form that is typical for many HTSCs, both f
nf5ne and for nf5nh . However, the difference from
HTSCs is that in the latter, as a rule,nf'0.1– 0.2~see, e.g.,
the review5!, whereas in solid C60 the maximum ofTc(ne)
occurs atne'3 amd that ofTc(nh) at nh'3.5– 4 carriers per
cell ~or, equivalently, per fullerene molecule!.

In analyzing their truly remarkable measurements,
authors of Ref. 1, working from the numerical results
Refs. 6 and 7, tried to find possible causes of this surpris
and different behavior of conducting C60 crystals with oppo-
site signs of the carriers. Here the main factor, according
Ref. 1, is the occupation of the respective~degenerate!
bands—the conduction band in the fullerides orn-fullerite
and the valence band inp-fullerite. Nevertheless, their inter
pretation left out certain essential facts which we call att
tion to in this paper.
4141063-777X/2001/27(5)/3/$20.00
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2. It is known ~see Refs. 1–3! that the conduction band
of fullerite is formed from the threefold degeneratet1u states
of the C60 molecule, while the valence band is formed fro
the fivefold degenerate statehu . In a cubic crystalline field
they behave differently:8 the triplet state remains unchange
~if one ignores the shift of the term!, i.e., degenerate, while
the hu state decomposes into a doubleteu[$«u ,uu% and a
triplet t2u ~interestingly, the first of these is also unsplit b
the trigonal component of the crystalline field, which is c
pable of causing a weak distortion of the spherical shape
fullerene to a uniaxial ellipsoid!. This splitting in each mol-
ecule may be appreciable, since it is due to the Coulo
field of the molecules surrounding it, which on average ha
a charge of the same sign. In essence the situation is sim
to the splitting of the~also fivefold degenerate! 3d state of
the transition metal ions in the electric field of the ligands.
fullerite, however, the role of the ligands is played by t
same ionized molecules, whose charge~in contrast to the
charge of the ligands! is not constant but is determined b
the electric field applied to the sample. In fields of differe
direction and strength the charge can vary from 0~in the
absence of field! to 23 ~complete filling of thet1u states! or
110 ~completely emptying of thehu shell!. Several cases o
the occupation by holes of the ground states~with allowance
for Hund’s rule! of ionized fullerene are shown in Fig. 1, i
which, by analogy with transition metals, it is assumed t
the lower of the split states in the crystal is the triplet.2!

The gradual filling of the hole states corresponds to
certain direction of the external electric field, which might
called the ‘‘acceptor’’ direction. In the oppositely directe
‘‘donor’’ field, the electrons occupy the conduction ban
Both types of occupation take place, as we have said, w
out the use of any sort of dopants.

3. It should be mentioned that the analogy with the 3d
states is in general not complete. First, thed electrons ordi-
narily remain localized~in any case, for an integer valence!,
and the corresponding substances are magnetic nonme
Their transition to the metallic state is accompanied by
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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addition of excess charges into the initial insulating state
order to ‘‘avoid’’ the strong intra-atomic repulsion, which
taken into account in the Hubbard model, for examp
Fullerene is not a point object, and several excess vale
electrons~holes! in its shells ~in the presence of the 6
‘‘landing sites’’! can occupyp states on different C atoms
avoiding direct contact with one another. Therefore,

FIG. 1. Qualitative picture of the splitting of the molecular termhu in the
cubic crystalline field of fullerite~a! and several states of fullerene corr
sponding to its different valences: b—one hole in theeu state~orbital dou-
blet, configurationhu

9); c—two holes~singlet,hu
8); d—three holes~doublet,

hu
7); e—four holes~singlet,hu

6).
n

.
ce

e

Hubbard correlation in C60, while possibly not small, does
not prevent the metallization of the fullerite for anynf , pro-
vided that the corresponding bands are not completely fil

As shown in Fig. 1, the valence band will be forme
from the states of theeu doublet as long asnh<4. Here
~under otherwise equal conditions! it should be somewha
narrower than the triplet state, and this in itself promotes
enhancement of possible superconductivity in view of
increase of the corresponding density of holes states.9 This is
not the most important factor, however. More important
the singly~and positively! charged state~see Fig. 1b! is an
orbital doublet, subject to Jahn–Teller~JT! distortion. And
doublet states~such as, e.g., 3d9 in Cu21), as is well
known,8 are the most strongly interacting with the symmetr
lowering deformations of fullerene. For the hole states th
JT ions are C60

1 and C60
31 , for which the dynamic JT effec

begins to appear; it is described by the Hamiltonian10

HJT5(
n,s

(
l1 ,l2

xn
l1l2anl1s

1 anl2sun
l1l2 ~1!

and pertains to each molecule. In Eq.~1! xn
l1l2 is the matrix

element that mixes the different componentsl1Þl2

(5«u ,uu) of the eu doublet;un
l1l2 is the coordinate of the

normal JT oscillations~in principle there may be several o
these oscillations2,10,11!; anls

1 is the creation operator for a
hole in statel with spins on moleculen. The use of~1! as
the coupling operator of the carriers with the JT phonons
justified in that the width of the electron bands in fullerite
not very large, so that the constantxn

«uuu can be considered
small.

It should be mentioned that while the width and structu
of the conduction band of fullerite have been calculated a
are sufficiently well known~see Refs. 12–15!, there is as yet
no such information available about its valence band, if o
is asking about the presence of doublet–triplet splitting
the initial hu multiplet. However, at a qualitative level it ca
be stated that with increasing hole densitynh , which is con-
trolled by the chemical potential, the C60 molecule can be
self-consistently charged, transitioning from one valen
state to another. While the operator~1! corresponds to the
intramolecular processes, the hopping operator correspo
to an intermolecular one, and the strongest distortion of
shape of the molecule~and, hence, the maximum value o
the constantxn

«uuu) should be expected when it transition
from the JT~orbitally degenerate! to the non-JT state. This
conclusion has in essence been confirmed experimental1

Indeed, in the samples withn-type conductivity the se-
quence from one- to five-electron occupation occurs via
following chain of molecular valence states: triplet–triple
singlet–triplet–triplet, while in thep-type samples~see Fig.
1! the sequence is doublet–singlet–doublet–singlet~if one
has only theeu doublet in mind!. In other words, in the first
case the strongest superconducting properties should be
hibited by the samples with densities nearne'3, for which
the dynamic JT effect is operative, and in the second c
practically any densities will do: bothnh'1 – 2, when the
largest growth ofTc(nh) occurs~and is observed!, and nh

'3 – 4, when it reaches a maximum and begins to fall off
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account of the filling of the band. Interestingly, in neith
case doesTc(nf) follow the dependence of the density
states of the quasiparticle bands, so the latter must no
mainly responsible for the behavior ofTc(nf). A calculation
of the actual value of the critical temperature for differentnf

can be done using the theory developed in Ref. 10, wh
takes into account the different mechanisms that increasTc

in fullerite.
4. Of course, the arguments presented above canno

regarded as a theory of superconductivity in fullerite C60

with a p-type subsystem of carriers. One can only say tha
study of the electronic states of this crystal should be ba
on a molecular approach, as, for example, in the theory
small-radius excitons, since such states in molecular crys
are to a large degree formed from states of the individ
~noninteracting! molecules. In addition, one must use pse
dospin tensor operators~see Refs. 16 and 17! in order to take
into account to the fullest extent the many-electron chara
of the terms, the possibility of orbital ordering, and the
teraction of the carriers with JT oscillations. We propose
develop such an approach in a separate paper. From
standpoint it would be of interest to investigate experim
tally the p-type fullerite in higher acceptor fields in order
confirm ~or refute! the conjecture of the splitting of thehu

term and the existence of a valence band formed from
deeper, triplet states~for nh.4).

This study was supported by grant NATO CP/UN/19/
2000/PO and was done at the Physics Center of the Uni
sity of Porto ~Portugal!, the attention and hospitality o
whose coordinator, J. Lopes dos Santos, is gratefully
knowledged.
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1!Interestingly, those same authors have used this technique to achieve

allization and to observe the superconducting state in many molec
crystals of the aromatic series, which are classic objects in the physic
Frenkel excitons~Ref. 4!.

2!Although the ‘‘ligand’’ molecules in fullerite are positively charged and
would seem that the splitting should have the opposite sign, the electr
functions of fullerene are many-particle and odd, and their matrix elem
have not yet been calculated. Besides, the adopted arrangement o
terms more likely corresponds to the observed picture~see below!.
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The 32nd Conference on Low Temperature Physics
held on October 3–6, 2000 in Kazan, Russia under the
pices of the Scientific Council on Low Temperature Phys
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Ministry of Scie
of the Russian Federation, the V. I. Ul’yanov Kazan St
University, and the Physicotechnical Institute of the Kaz
Research Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
conference was supported by the Russian Foundation for
sic Research, the NIOKR Foundation of the Tatarstan Ac
emy of Sciences, and the Research–Education Center R
007 of Kazan University.

For many years Kazan has been a world center of ph
cal science, so it is not surprising that four of the 14 repo
scheduled for the plenary sessions by the conference O
nizing Committee, chaired by A. F. Andreev, the Vic
President of the Russian Academy of Sciences, were
work of Kazan physicists.

The participants in the conference included more th
200 scientists from Russia and the Commonwealth of In
pendent States as well as a number of well-known physic
from Great Britain, the USA, Slovakia, the Czech Repub
Poland, Finland, and Japan.

In addition to the 14 plenary reports, 85 reports we
read at the four sectional sessions, and 180 were present
poster sessions.

The best-represented sections were ‘‘Superconduc
ity’’ ~102 reports! and ‘‘Low Temperature Solid State Phy
ics’’ ~92 reports!. Electronic phenomena at low temperatur
were discussed in the section ‘‘Nanostructures and Lo
Dimensional Systems,’’ and the results of theoretical a
experimental research on the physical properties of liq
helium and cryocrystals at the section ‘‘Quantum Liqui
and Crystals.’’

In the section ‘‘Low Temperature Solid State Physic
attention was devoted mainly to the problems of lo
temperature magnetism.

The plenary report by M. S. Tagirov, ‘‘Dielectric Va
Vleck paramagnets in high magnetic fields and at low te
peratures’’ was devoted to the results of theoretical and
perimental research by Kazan physicists in collaborat
with the High Field Magnet Laboratory of the Max Planc
4171063-777X/2001/27(5)/7/$20.00
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Institute, Grenoble, France and the University of Kanaza
Japan. In magnetic fields that are high enough that the en
of an ion in the external field is comparable to the splitting
the Stark structure, the states of the electronic and nuc
subsystems of a dielectric Van Vleck paramagnet at low te
peratures are strongly intermixed, and one can speak
coupled electronic–nuclear subsystem. In that case the m
netic properties of the Van Vleck ions acquire a numb
of new features. As an example, data were presented
the influence of high magnetic fields on the properties
the dielectric Van Vleck paramagnets thulium ethylsulfa
Tm~C2H5SO4)2•9H2O~TmES! and thulium double fluoride
LiTmF4.

Research on cooperative quantum phenomena and
peculiarities of the formation of the ground state in qua
one-dimensional magnets of the CuGeO3 and NaV2O5 type
was the subject of a plenary report by A. I. Smirnov~P. L.
Kapitsa Institute of Physical Problems, Russian Academy
Sciences, Moscow! entitled, ‘‘Magnetic defects in quasi-one
dimensional magnets with a gapped excitation spectrum.’
CuGeO3 the copper ions form chains with a strong antife
romagnetic exchange interaction. At the spin–Peierls tra
tion the period of the chains doubles, a singlet ground s
forms, and a gap opens up in the spectrum of magnetic
citations. The substitution of impurity ions for the copper
germanium leads to a decrease of the phase transition
perature, i.e., to the formation of long-range antiferroma
netic order. The magnetic excitations in sodium divanad
behave in an analogous way.

The phase transition in NaV2O5, which is caused by a
redistribution of the charge between vanadium positions, w
observed by A. N. Vasil’ev and M. M. Markina~Physics
Department, Moscow State University, Russia! together
with J. Müller and M. Lang~Institute of Solid State Chemi
cal Physics, Dresden, Germany! and M. Isobe and Y. Ueda
~Tokyo University, Japan!. Below the critical temperature o
NaV2O5 there are three inequivalent vanadium positio
with valences 4, 4.5, and 5. Besides the charge orderin
structural transformation with a lowering of the symmet
occurs, and a gap opens up in the spectrum of magn
excitations. In the majority of experiments these proces
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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occur at the same temperature. However, the thermal ex
sion data obtained by those authors implies that the ph
transition takes place in two stages, since the curve of
temperature dependence of the coefficient of thermal exp
sion exhibits two sharp peaks atT1533.5 K andT2533.8 K.
The redistribution of charge begins atT2, and the gap open
up in the spectrum of magnetic excitations only atT1.

Degenerate antiferromagnetic semiconductors can
dergo phase separation into a highly conductive ferrom
netic phase, in which all of the conduction electrons are c
centrated, and an insulating antiferromagnetic phase@É. L.
Nagaev, JETP Lett.~1972!#. Here there is a tendency towar
intermixing of the phases. This problem has again beco
topical, since similar phenomena have also been observe
high-Tc superconducting~HTSC! materials and manganites
Substantial progress in the study of this problem has n
been made by M. Yu. Kagan~P. L. Kapitsa Institute of
Physical Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Mosc!,
K. I. Kugel’ ~Institute of Theoretical and Applied Electrody
namics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow!, and D. I.
Khomski� ~Groningen University, Netherlands!, and their re-
search results were presented in the plenary report of M.
Kagan entitled, ‘‘Phase separation in systems with cha
ordering.’’ Extremely interesting original results for th
problem were also contained in the sectional reports by E´ . L.
Nagaev, ‘‘Magnetoelectronic phase separation: geom
and geometric phase transitions,’’ and by N. A. Babushki
A. N. Taldenkov, L. M. Belova, and E. A. Chistotina~Kur-
chatov Institute Russian Research Center, Moscow!, É. Yu.
Gorbenko, A. R. Kaul’, K. I. Kugel’~Institute of Theoretical
and Applied Electrodynamics, Moscow!, and D. I. Khomski�
~Groningen University, Netherlands!, ‘‘Partial isotopic sub-
stitution and phase separation in La–Pr manganites,’’
also in the report by I. F. Voloshin, A. V. Kalinov, S. E
Savel’ev, and L. M. Fisher~All-Russia Electrotechnical In-
stitute, Moscow! and N. A. Babushkina, L. M. Belova, E. I
Khomski�, and K. I. Kugel’, ‘‘Phase separation in La–P
manganites and its evolution in a magnetic field.’’

The interaction between ferromagnetic layers acros
nonferromagnetic spacer in Fe/Cr superlattices was inve
gated in the temperature range 2–400 K by the ferromagn
resonance~FMR! method at frequencies of 9.5–37 GHz f
longitudinal and transverse excitation of the resonance
study reported by A. B. Drovosekov, O. V. Zhitnikova, N
M. Kre�nes, D. I. Kholin, and S. O. Demokritov~P. L.
Kapitsa Institute of Physical Problems, Russian Academy
Sciences, Moscow!. Besides the acoustic branch, those a
thors detected a series of additional modes, which appare
correspond to excitation of standing spin waves with wa
vectors orthogonal to the film plane. A comparison of t
experimental data with the FMR spectrum calculated in
biquadratic exchange model yielded the values of the
change constants.

A report by M. V. Eremin, S. I. Nikitin, N. I. Silkin, S.
Yu. Prosvirin, and R. V. Yusupov~Kazan State University!
identified all of the observed optical absorption lines of t
pair Cr21 –Cr32 in KZnF3. The parameters of the exchang
interaction in the ground state and excited state were de
mined. The details of the transition region were describ
the double exchange is superexchange.
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V. I. Ivanshin, M. V. Eremin, R. M. Eremina~Kazan
State University! and H-A. Krug von Nidda and A. Loid
~Augsburg, Germany! presented the results of an EPR stu
on La12xSrxMnO3 single crystals. The direction of th
Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya vector was determined from th
angle dependence of the EPR linewidth in the paraphase
values of x in the interval 0.03–0.1 additional EPR line
were observed, which were attributed to self-trapped sta
~polarons! of the Mn31 –O12 type. The acoustoelectronic e
fect and the absorption of a surface acoustic wave~SAW! in
monolithic layered structures of the piezodielectric LiNbO3

and thin films of the lanthanum manganite La0.67Ca0.33MnO3

were studied by Yu. V. Ilisavski�, A. V. Gol’tsev, K. V.
D’yakonov, V. V. Popov, and E´ . Z. Yakhkind ~A. F. Ioffe
Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences
Petersburg! and V. P. D’yakonov, A. Klimov, S. Levan-
dovski�, and G. Shimchak~Institute of Physics, Warsaw, Po
land!. They detected an anomalous longitudinal acoustoe
tronic effect, which was even with respect to the wave vec
of the acoustic wave. The observed frequency and temp
ture dependences of the SAW absorption are evidence
Hutson–White mechanism of sound damping and of the
portance of the role of spin disorder in the transport prop
ties of compounds possessing colossal magnetoresistan

The physics of quantum liquids and crystals was rep
sented at the conference by 5 plenary and 20 sectiona
ports of experimental and theoretical studies of the superfl
phases of3He and4He and their solutions, solid helium an
other cryocrystals, helium films, various complexes in co
densed phases of helium, low-dimensional electronic s
tems over liquid helium, and other problems.

The review presented by J. Parpia~Cornell University,
Ithaca, USA! was devoted to an analysis of the various e
perimental studies of the properties of superfluid3He filling
aerogel — a substance with an anomalously high poros
Such a system affords a unique opportunity to study the
fluence of disordering on the properties of a superfluid liq
with triplet pairing. Experiments with a torsion generat
showed that the presence of aerogel leads to a lowerin
the superfluid transition temperature, to a decrease in
density of the superfluid component, and to suppression
superfluidity. The report also analyzed the phase diagram
a magnetic field, the influence of4He impurities on the prop-
erties of 3He in aerogel, the role of anisotropy, and oth
factors. It was noted that the influence of the aerogel ha
closer resemblance to the influence of impurities than to
influence of a bounded geometry on the properties of a
perfluid liquid.

The density of the superfluid component of3He filling
the aerogel was also determined in acoustic experime
which were discussed in the report by A. Golov~University
of Manchester, England!. Unlike a rigid porous medium, in
aerogel the normal component of the superfluid liquid mo
together with its walls, and in this case rapid and slow lo
gitudinal modes and a mode of the fourth-sound type w
detected. Experiments to observe the transverse sound m
in aerogel containing a superfluid liquid are now being p
pared at Manchester.

The plenary report by J. Pickett~University of Lancaster,
England! was devoted to an account of recent experime
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with superfluid3He to investigate quantum turbulence in t
B phase. In the experiment various vibrating wire resona
were used, one of which operated in a supercritical regi
At high velocities the vibrating wire destroys Cooper pai
and that may lead to the creation of a large number of
ordered quantum vortices. We note that this technique
promising as a sensitive instrument for studying the dyna
ics of vortices at ultralow temperatures.

Among the other papers on superfluid3He we might
mention the theoretical paper by A. N. Tarasov~Kharkov
Physicotechnical Institute National Research Cen
Ukraine! on superfluid Fermi liquid with triplet pairing in a
magnetic field and the experimental paper from Kosice, S
vakia, in which by A. Feger, E´ . Gazho, M. Kupka, L.
Lokner, M. Medeova, R. Shche�bel, and P. Skiba~Shafarik
University and Institute of Experimental Physics, Slov
Academy of Sciences! continued their research on the d
namics of a uniformly precessing magnetic domain in3He-
B, devoting their main attention to the study of nonline
effects.

A study of superfluid4He was the subject of a join
paper by theorists I. N. Adamenko, A. V. Zhukov, and K.
Nemchenko of the Kharkov National University, Ukrain
and the experimentalist A. F. White of the University
Exeter, England. The authors called attention to the fact
because of the unusual dispersion of phonons in super
4He and the strong angle dependence of the phonon–ph
interaction, the phonons in HeII are divided into two su
systems — low-energy and high-energy. This leads to pe
liar kinetics of phonon beams in HeII. A theoretical analy
made it possible to account for a number of the obser
effects and to formulate conditions for observation of n
features.

Several papers were devoted to the properties of3He–
4He liquid solutions. The report by V. K. Chagovets, E´ . Ya.
Rudavski�, G. A. Sheshin, and T. V. Kal’ko~Institute for
Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Ac
emy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov! discussed experi
ments on the kinetics of phase separation of superfluid3He–
4He solutions uner applied pressures. It was found that in
case the attainable limiting supersaturation is almost an o
of magnitude lower than the values predicted by the the
of homogeneous nucleation. Taking the quantum vorti
into account as possible centers of nucleation brings the
sults closer to the experiment but does not give comple
quantitative agreement. P. P. Bezverkhi�, V. G. Martynets,
É. V. Matizen ~Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Siberia
Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibir!
reported measurements of the thermal conductivity and t
modiffusion ratio near the liquid–vapor critical point of th
3He–4He solutions and described an analysis of these d
from the standpoint of the fluctuation theory of phase tran
tions and critical phenomena. A. R. Minullin and D. A
Tayurski� ~Kazan State University! called attention to the
fact that by varying the concentration in3He–4He liquid so-
lutions, one can rather easily change the density of the n
ber of states, and that should give rise to oscillations on
concentration dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
the solutions in a bounded geometry.

The problem of the magnetic coupling between liqu
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3He and a dielectric Van Vleck paramagnet was the sub
of a plenary report by D. A. Tayurski� ~Kazan State Univer-
sity!. In it a new method was proposed for polarizing liqu
3He by the transfer of a highly polarized state of the ma
netic moments of the the solid to the nuclear spins of liq
3He by means of a magnetic coupling. The role of a th
solid-state film of3He at the interface between liquid3He
and a solid during the transfer of magnetization was d
cussed, and research results on the properties of liquid3He in
contact with several specific dielectric Van Vleck parama
nets — thulium double fluoride and its diamagnetic ana
— were analyzed.

One of the traditional topics in the physics of helium
the study of thin films of4He, 3He, and their solutions. New
effects observed in a3He monolayer were reported at th
plenary session by J. Saunders~Royal Holloway, University
of London, England!. A two-dimensional system of strongl
correlated fermions formed in a3He layer adsorbed on a
substrate consisting of two layers of deuterated water pla
on a graphoil surface. Specific heat and magnetization m
surements in the temperature range 1–80 mK made it p
sible to determine the dependence of the effective mas
the fermionic excitations on the coverage and to observe
divergence at coating thicknesses greater than 5 nm.
effect was interpreted as a Mott–Hubbard transition from
two-dimensional Fermi liquid to a magnetically ordered sy
tem, analogous to a metal–insulator transition. J. Nyeki
the same laboratory reported another series of experim
investigating two-dimensional3He adsorbed on the surfac
of superfluid film of 4He. In those experiments a stepwis
growth of the specific heat with increasing coverage w
observed; this is due to the onset of surface excited stat

The topical problem of Bose–Einstein condensation w
considered in the report by D. B. Baranov and V. S. Yaru
~Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia!. The
authors investigated the influence of the gravitational field
the critical temperature for Bose–Einstein condensation
calculated the shift of the condensation temperature of a
located in a magnetic trap as a result of the gravitatio
field. It was predicted that by cyclically moving the trap fro
Earth to space and back to Earth, three Bose condensa
could be observed.

The reports of research on quantum crystals presente
the conference involved a diversity of experimental stud
in this area. The plenary report by A. Ya. Parshin~Institute
of Physical Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, M
cow! was devoted to the study of the morphology a
growth kinetics of3He crystals below 1 mK. In experiment
done at the Technical University in Helsinki, Finland, th
technique of optical interferometry was used to obtain
three-dimensional image of a crystal growing from the s
perfluid phase. The growth coefficients were determined
different faces of the crystal, and the period of the faceti
the anisotropy of the growth, and the effect of defects a
dissipation were investigated.

In three reports presented by A. N. Gan’shin, V.
Grigor’ev, V. A. Ma�danov, A. A. Penzev, E´ . Ya. Rudavski�,
and A. S. Rybalko~Institute for Low Temperature Physic
and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of Ukrai
Kharkov!, new results were presented from an experimen
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study of two-phase crystals of3He formed as a result of th
phase separation of these solid solutions. In particular, th
authors studied the dynamics of the growth and dissolu
of solid inclusions of3He in a 4He matrix, the kinetics of
melting and recrystallization of these inclusions, and also
dynamics of liquid drops of3He in a 4He crystal. With the
aid of precision pressure measurements, the left branch o
line of phase separation of solid solutions of3He in 4He was
also constructed and the influence of the crystal structure
elucidated. The features of the spin–lattice relaxation
crumbled solid solutions of3He–4He were studied by N. P
Mikhin, V. A. Ma�danov, and V. A. Polev~Institute for Low
Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academ
Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov!, and they discussed possib
mechanisms of magnetic relaxation in a finely dispersed3He
phase.

The report by O. A. Korolyuk, B. Ya. Gorodilov, an
A. I. Krivchikov ~Institute for Low Temperature Physics an
Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of Ukrain
Kharkov! was devoted to a study of the effect of therm
shocks on the thermal conductivity of parahydroge
orthodeuterium solid solutions. Attention was focused
elucidating the mechanisms of phonon scattering on st
tural defects of the crystal. An interesting effect was d
cussed in the theoretical paper by V. A. Lykakh and E.
Syrkin ~Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engine
ing, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharko!.
The presence of localized carriers~electrons and holes! in
molecular cryocrystals can lead to a reorientation of the a
of the nearest-neighbor molecules along the electric field
to the formation of rotational polarons.

The behavior of extraneous particles in quantum crys
and liquids was studied in other papers as well. S.
Kafanov, A. Ya. Parshin, I. A. Todoshchenko~Institute of
Physical Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, Mosc!
investigated the structure and dynamics of triplet metasta
helium molecules in liquid4He and3He. An analysis of the
absorption spectrum confirmed the conclusion that there
microscopic bubble surrounding the molecule in liquid h
lium. The kinetics of the decomposition of triplet molecul
via their mutual recombination was also considered in de
It was noted that the results are in good agreement with
theory of molecular-diffusion-limited recombination und
conditions of a strong van der Waals interaction.

Electrons localized over the surface of liquid helium a
another type of extraneous particle. The theory of the e
tron mobility in this sort of two-dimensional system wa
developed in a paper by I. N. Adamenko, A. V. Zhukov, a
K. É. Nemchenko~Kharkov National University! in which
the interactions of all type of quasiparticles were taken i
account; this led to an improvement of the agreement
tween theory and experiment. The reports by Yu. Z. Kovd
V. A. Nikolaenko, S. P. Gladchenko~Institute for Low Tem-
perature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of S
ences of Ukraine, Kharkov! discussed the experimental stud
of even lower-dimensional systems — quasi-on
dimensional and one-dimensional electron systems over
uid helium, which were realized with the use of glass opti
gratings. Measurement of the carrier mobility in such a s
tem showed that below 1 K it is practically independent o
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temperature; this may be due to localization of the electr
in a random potential. Data on the resistance and magne
sistance of a one-dimensional electron system were also
sented.

An exotic system — a water condensate in superfl
helium — was obtained by A. M. Kokotin and L. P
Mezhov–Deglin ~Institute of Solid State Physics, Che
nogolovka, Russia!. Those authors introduced gaseous4He
containing impurity water vapor into a cell filled with HeII
As a result, porous water complexes~icebergs! permeated
with HeII formed, having a characteristic size of the order
a few millimeters. A water gel was observed in which t
disperse phase consists of water clusters surrounded
layer of solidified helium and the dispersion medium is s
perfluid 4He.

Recent years have seen a growing interest in the stud
physical phenomena in carbon nanotubes, work which w
begun back in 1991. At the present time this problem
attracting the attention of physicist in almost all world sc
ence centers.

The Director of the Low Temperature Laboratory of th
Technical University in Helsinki, Mikko Paalanen, in his r
port ‘‘Multiwalled carbon nanotubes as building blocks
nanoelectronics’’ at the plenary session, illuminated
prospects for the use of carbon nanotubes in electronics,
the technology of their fabrication was discussed in the
ports by S. V. Anonenko, S. N. Mal’tsev, and A. A. Timo
feev~Moscow Engineering Physics University! and their col-
laborators A. I. Romanenko, A. V. Okotrub, O. B. Anikeev
L. G. Bulusheva, and N. F. Yudinov~Novosibirsk Institute
of Inorganic Chemistry, Siberian Branch of the Russi
Academy of Sciences! and Cheng Dong and Yongming N
~Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beiji
China!.

The plenary report by V. T. Dolgopolov~Institute of
Solid State Physics, Chernogolovka! entitled ‘‘Manifestation
of a canted antiferromagnetic phase in the transport pro
ties of quantum double wells’’ gave a review of the theor
ical and experimental papers on the study of the spect
and transport properties of charge carriers of a two-layer s
tem in a parabolic well with a narrow tunneling barrier at t
center. In a quantizing magnetic field in the presence of
asymmetric distribution of the electron density in this syst
with two subbands and a gap between subbands, a d
minimum of the activation energy is observed in a tilt
magnetic field. The activation energy at the minimum is ne
ertheless finite, attesting to a new insulator–insulator tra
tion. The results are interpreted as predicting the existenc
a canted antiferromagnetic phase.

The report by B. P. Vodop’yanov~Kazan Physicotech-
nical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences! and L. R. Ta-
girov ~Kazan State University! presented the results of theo
retical studies of the conductivity and magnetoresistance
nanosize point contacts. In the quasiclassical approxima
the conductance of the nanocontact was calculated for
arbitrary ratio of its radius to the mean free path in the co
tacting metal. For ferromagnetic metals such as Fe, Co,
Ni, the calculated value of the magnetoresistance can re
several hundred percent; this can explain the recent exp
ments of Garciaet al. on point nanocontacts.
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In the section ‘‘Nanostructures and Low-Dimension
Systems,’’ due attention was also paid to the study of ph
cal phenomena in heterostructures.

At the A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute~St. Peters-
burg, Russia!, Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations were o
served in a spatially separate electron–hole channel
p-GaInAsSb/p-InAs heterointerface in static magnetic field
up to 16 T~V. A. Berezovets, M. P. Mikha�lov, K. D. Moi-
seev, R. V. Parfen’ev, V. I Nizhankovski�! and an interpre-
tation was proposed for the results of magnetoresistance
Hall-effect measurements made by those authors at the I
national Laboratory of High Magnetic Fields and Low Tem
peratures at Wroclaw, Poland.

The paper by Yu. M. Gal’perin, I. L. Drichko, A. M
D’yakonov, A. V. Patsekin, and I. Yu. Smirnov~A. F. Ioffe
Physicotechnical Institute, St. Petersburg! and A. I. Toropov
~Novosibirsk Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Russ
Academy of Sciences! presents the results of measureme
of the sound absorption coefficient and the propagation
locity of a surface acoustic wave in GaAs/AlGaAs het
structures in the quantum Hall effect regime. The possibi
of determining the localization length of the electrons fro
acoustic measurements was discussed.

The conductivity of a two-dimensional electron gas at
In0.53Ga0.47/InP heterointerface in the case of occupation
one subband or two subbands of the size quantization
studied at the A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute,
Petersburg by D. D. Bykanov, S. V. Novikov, T. A. Polya
skaya, and I. G. Savel’ev. The electron concentration in
sample was varied with the aid of frozen-in photoconduc
ity. The concentration dependence of the diffusion leng
for phase disruption and the spin–orbit scattering of el
trons was determined at helium temperature.

Anomalous behavior of the Hall coefficient inp-Ge/
Ge12xSix heterostructures in low magnetic fields was
ported by A. T. Lonchakov, Yu. G. Arapov, V. N. Nevero
and G. I. Kharus~Institute of Metal Physics, Urals Branch o
the Russian Academy of Sciences, Ekaterinburg! and O. A.
Kuznetsova~Nizhni� Novgorod State University, Russia!.

The quantum Hall effect inp-GaAs/AlGaAs heterostruc
tures was investigated under uniaxial compression by E
Bogdanov, N. Ya. Minina, and A. M. Savin~Physics Depart-
ment, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University! jointly
with V. Kraak ~Humboldt University, Berlin, Germany! and
O. P. Hansen~Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen Universit
Denmark!.

Photoluminescence, frozen-in photoconductivity, a
hopping conductivity were investigated in InAs/GaAs stru
tures with quantum dots grown on vicinal faces~R. A. Lunin,
V. A. Kul’bachinski�, V. G. Kytin, A. V. Golikov, A. V.
Demin, V. A. Rogozin, B. N. Zvonkov, and S. M. Nekorki
— Physics Department, M. V. Lomonosov Moscow Sta
University!. Near 3.2 K the temperature dependence of
resistance undergoes a transition from the Mott law to
Shklovski�–Éfros law.

The results of a study of tunneling through an AlA
GaAs heterostructure with a thin~2.5 nm! AlAs barrier and
spacers were presented by Yu. N. Khanin, E. E. Vdovin,
Yu. V. Dubrovski� ~Institute of Problems of Microelectronic
Technology, Russian Academy of Sciences, Chernogolov!
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and D. K. Maude and J-C. Portal~High Field Magnet Labo-
ratory, Grenoble!. A high magnetic field applied parallel to
the tunnel current caused the conductivity peak to split, a
result of the appearance of a gap in the tunneling densit
states.

V. A. Demikhovski� reported the extremely unexpecte
finding that the de Haas–van Alphen effect can be obser
in ultrahigh magnetic fields of the order of 3000 T~V. Ya.
Demkhovski�, A. A. Petrov, and D. V. Khomitski� —
Nizhni� Novgorod State University!. Such values of pulsed
magnetic fields have already been obtained at the All-Ru
Scientific-Research Institute of Experimental Physics, Sa
Russia, and in this connection those authors investigated
quantum states of Bloch electrons in fcc crystals. The ch
acter of the spectrum of these states depends substantial
the number of magnetic flux quanta per unit cell, and
existence of several series of oscillations of the magn
susceptibility is a possibility.

A. A. Nikolaeva reported the observation of an anom
lous maximum of the resistance of submicron whiskers
bismuth 100–300 nm thick when they were strained by 2.
under tension~A. A. Nikolaeva, D. V. Gitsu, P. P. Bodyul, F
M. Burchakov — Institute of Applied Physics, Kishinev
Moldova!.

The dependence of the Casimir force of attraction
metallic films at low temperatures on the thickness of
film, the state of its surface, the plasma frequency, the e
tron relaxation frequency, and the Fermi velocity was inv
tigated by S. A. Dubrava and V. A. Yampol’ski� ~Institute of
Radio Electronics, National Academy of Sciences
Ukraine, Kharkov!. The Casimir attraction of bulk metals i
practically independent of their physical characteristics,
the interaction of thin films, which are transparent to elect
magnetic oscillations at the characteristic interaction f
quencies, is extremely sensitive to their properties. Meas
ment of the Casimir force under these conditions can beco
a new method for studying the physical properties of meta
films.

This was perhaps the first time that the physical prop
ties of quasicrystals had been reported at a cryogenic con
ence. A. A. Teplov presented the results of studies of
specific heat, electrical resistance, and magnetic suscep
ity of the alloy Al70Pd21Tc9 at the Kurchatov Institute Rus
sian Research Center~M. N. Mikheeva, G. K. Panova, A. A.
Teplov, M. N. Klopkin, N. A. Chernoplekov, and A. A
Shikov!, and some Ekaterinburg physicists reported the
sults of a study of the electrical and magnetic properties
the quasicrystalline alloys Al63Cu25Fe12 ~A. F. Prekul, N. Yu.
Kuz’min, N. I. Shchegolikhina, and S. Z. Nazarova! and
Al70.2Pd21.3Mn8.5 ~A. A. Rempel’, A. V. Korolev, and A. I.
Gusev!.

V. S. Egorov, F. V. Lykov, and O. A. Repina~Kurchatov
Institute Russian Research Center, Moscow! investigated the
diamagnetic Condon domains in beryllium. The instability
the homogeneous state of nonmagnetic metals, which
observed in bismuth by D. Shoenberg in the 1960s, is p
sible only at extremely low temperatures. Recently Cond
domains were observed in tin by V. S. Egorov in collabo
tion with G. Solt, C. Baines, D. Herlach, and U. Zimme
mann ~Villigen PSI, Switzerland!. Upon the formation of
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Condon domains the excitation of nonlinear waves of a
trarily small amplitude becomes possible~O. Galbova —
University in Skopje, Macedonia; V. G. Peschansky —
stitute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineeri
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov; D.
Stepanenko — Kharkov National University!.

In the report by R. N. Gurzhi~Institute for Low Tem-
perature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of S
ences of Ukraine, Kharkov! entitled ‘‘Spectroscopy of
electron–electron interaction in two-dimensional degene
conductors,’’ a novel method of studying the interaction
quasiparticles in two-dimensional degenerate conduc
systems was proposed, based on the magnetic-field se
tion of groups of quasiparticles scattered at different ang
with the use of narrow 2D electron beams.

The magnetoresistance of antiferromagnetic chrom
under magnetic breakdown conditions was calculated by
Kh. Useinov~Kazan Pedagogical University! with allowance
for the spin degrees of freedom of the conduction electro

V. B. Efimov, L. P. Mezhov-Deglin, and N. S. Sidoro
~Institute of Solid State Physics, Chernogolovka! measured
the thermal conductivity of fullerite at temperatures belo
10 K. The dissipative phonon relaxation length remain
practically unchanged all the way down toT50.5 K and in
different samples had a value in the range 70–100 nm. Th
authors attributed this weakness of the temperature de
dence to the scattering of phonons on frozen-in orientatio
defects.

Some topical problems of superconductivity were a
dressed in plenary reports ‘‘Josephsonp contacts and their
application for creating superconducting qubits,’’ by V. V
Ryazanov~Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Aca
emy of Sciences, Chernogolovka!, ‘‘EPR studies of the spin
dynamics in cuprate superconductors,’’ by B. I. Kochela
~Kazan State University!, and ‘‘Interaction of ferromag-
netism and superconductivity in superconductor/ferromag
layered thin-film systems’’ by I. A. Garifullin~Kazan Physi-
cotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences!, and
also in 21 reports read at the sectional sessions. Intere
results of research into diverse aspects of superconduct
were also reported in the poster session.

In cuprate superconductors the EPR signal from cop
is not detected: either it is absent altogether or it is extrem
weakened. The causes for this unusual behavior of the E
were discussed in the plenary report by B. I. Kochelaev.

Regular networks of Josephson junctions have becom
subject of heightened interest in connection with the featu
of the vortex dynamics in such structures and their possib
ties for use as coherent millimeter radiation sources and
ements of logic devices. V. V. Ryazanov reported the res
of experimental and theoretical studies of the features of
Josephson behavior of superconductor–ferromagn
superconductor sandwiches (SFS junctions! and supercon-
ducting two-dimensional networks based on them. It w
found that thin-film Nb–Cu12zNiz–Nb sandwiches, at a cer
tain nickel concentration~close to 50%! in the Cu/Ni layer
and a certain thicknessdF of the ferromagnetic layer, un
dergo a transition to the Josephsonp state on cooling below
Ttr . TheseSFSsandwiches have a reentrant oscillatory te
perature dependence of the critical current that goes to
i-
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for T5Ttr . The transition to thep state is also manifested i
a half-period shift of the magnetic-field dependence of
transport critical current of a triangular network ofSFScon-
tacts. This shift is due to the onset of spontaneous curren
the network even at zero external field; this state is dege
ate with respect to the two possible directions of the spon
neous currents, and in ordinary Josephson networks it is
served only when a ‘‘frustrating’’ magnetic field, equal to
half-integer number of magnetic flux quanta per cell, is a
plied.

‘‘Internally frustrated’’ ~or self-frustrated! superconduct-
ing chains withp contacts can be used to implement a s
perconducting qubit — the basic element of a hypotheti
‘‘quantum computer,’’ which would perform computation
based on quantum algorithms. Originally proposed sche
utilizing superconducting ‘‘phase’’ qubits were based
magnetically frustrated superconducting chains in which i
necessary to apply one-half magnetic flux quantum in or
to create the degenerate two-level coherent quantum sy
necessary for implementation a qubit. Such a qubit is
isolated from the surroundings~it interacts with them! and,
according to estimates, has a shorter coherence time in c
parison with a qubit utilizing ap contact for creation of the
degenerate two-level quantum system. Another possible
plication of p contacts relates to the development of a s
perconducting digital ‘‘complementary’’ electronics, i
which thep contact is used as an inverter of the superc
ducting phase.

S. M. Ishikaev and E´ . V. Matizen~Institute of Inorganic
Chemistry, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of S
ences, Novosibirsk! used a SQUID magnetometer to stud
the field dependence of the magnetic moment of squ
(1003100) Josephson networks with Nb–NbOx–Pb tunnel
junctions with small damping. A regular dependence of
magnetic moment on the field was found, having feature
integer and half-integer numbers of magnetic flux quan
and at a temperature below 5.8 K, jumps were observed
the magnetization curves due to the entry and exit of a
lanches of tens and hundreds of fluxons. It was shown
the probability distribution of these processes is in agreem
with the theory of self-organized criticality.

T. N. Baturina, Z. D. Kvon, A. E. Plotnikov, and M. N
Kostrikin ~Institute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberia
Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibir!
investigated experimentally the properties of a mesosco
multiply connectedSNSsystem based on a superconducti
film of platinum silicide 6 nm thick with structurally idea
SN interfaces.

The plenary report by I. A. Garifullin gave a review o
the results of experimental and theory research on the mu
influence of ferromagnetism and superconductivity in art
cially created layered ferromagnet/superconductor (F/S)
heterostructures. In such systems the temperatureTc of the
transition to the superconducting state is an oscillatory fu
tion of the ferromagnetic layer thicknessd. However, the
cause of this behavior ofTc can be different for differentF/S
systems. That author gave an example of unusual behavi
Tc(d). With increasingd in three-layer Fe/V/Fe films,Tc

decreases rapidly until the superconductivity vanishes c
pletely, and then atd50.95 nm the superconductivity reap
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pears andTc increases withd, reaching a value of 2 K at
saturation. This behavior of the superconductivity may
due to the interference of the wave functions of Cooper p
reflected by the surface of the film and theF/S interfaces. A
comparison of L. R. Tagirov’s theory with the experimen
data on the suppression of superconductivity by ferrom
netism for the systems Pb/Fe and V/Fe shows that the
sage of Cooper pairs through anF/S interface is strongly
limited. The ferromagnetic resonance data also indicate
a modulation of the ferromagnetic order occurs under
influence of superconductivity, and, hence, the satura
magnetization of the Fe layers decreases.

The problem of coexistence of superconductivity a
ferromagnetism was the subject of a report by Yu.
Izyumov ~Institute of Metal Physics, Urals Branch of th
Russian Academy of Sciences, Ekaterinburg!, Yu. N.
Proshin ~Kazan State University!, and M. G. Khusainov
~Chistopol Branch of Kazan State Technical Universit!.
New 0p and pp Larkin–Ovchinnikov–Fulde–Ferre
~LOFF! states, having a higher critical temperature of t
transition to the superconducting state than the previou
known 00 andp0 LOFF states, were predicted inF/S su-
perlattices. On this basis they developed an original theor
the proximity effect, taking into account the competition b
tween the one-dimensional and three-dimensional rea
tions of LOFF states. Quantitative agreement was obtai
with the known phase diagrams inF/S systems (F: Fe, Gd,
Co; S: Nb, V, Pb!. It was shown that superconductivity i
F/S multilayers is a consequence of the pairing of electro
by the BCS mechanism in theS layers together with the
pairing by the LOFF mechanism in theF layers.

V. N. Zavaritski� ~Institute of Physical Problems, Rus
sian Academy of Sciences, Moscow! investigated the influ-
ence of a pulsed magnetic field on the interlayer resistanc
BSCCO-2212 single crystals having a critical temperat
Tc593 K. The longitudinal magnetoresistance of t
samples in the normal state turned out to be negative, w
for T,Tc its field dependence has a maximum.

I. A. Fomin ~Institute of Physical Problems, Russia
Academy of Sciences, Moscow! studied the broadening o
the jump in specific heat of a superconductor near the crit
temperatureTc when large-scale and small-scale inhomog
neities are taken into account. For determining the temp
ture dependence of the specific heat it is sufficient to kn
the correlation function of the random component of the te
perature and the density of states for the linear part of
Ginzburg–Landau equation with this random component

In the reports by the representatives of the P. N. Lebe
Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Mosc
‘‘Č erenkov resonance interaction of Swihart waves w
Josephson vortices’’~V. P. Silin and A. V. Studenov! and
‘‘Č erenkov scaling of Josephson vortices by resona
e
rs
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trapped waves’’~A. S. Malishevski�, V. P. Silin, and S. A.
Uryupin!, the approximation of weakly nonlocal Josephs
electrodynamics in the Auby–Volkov model was used to d
scribe the induced motion of vortices carrying several m
netic flux quanta and to investigate the Cˇ erenkov interaction
of vortices with Swihart waves.

Experiments were done on the suppression of the m
netic moment of textured samples of YBCO by an altern
ing magnetic field. At sufficiently large amplitudes of th
alternating field, which was able to ‘‘transilluminate’’ th
entire sample, the dc currents vanish — a collapse of the
static moment of the sample sets in~I. V. Voloshin, A. V.
Kalinov, S. E. Savel’ev, L. M. Fisher — All-Russia Electr
cal Engineering Institute, Moscow; V. A. Yampolskii — In
stitute of Radio Electronics, National Academy of Scienc
of Ukraine, Kharkov; F. Perez Rodriguez — Institute
Physics, Autonomous University, Puebla, Mexico; M. A.
Leblanc — University of Ottawa, Canada!.

The influence of the structural relaxation on the sup
conductivity of amorphous thin films of beryllium containin
a few atomic percent hydrogen was studied by V.
Kuzmenko and B. G. Lazarev~Kharkov Physicotechnical In-
stitute National Research Center!.

The mechanisms of hysteresis of the magnetic proper
of superconducting single crystals of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox were
studied by Yu. V. Vashakidze, Yu. N. Talanov, and T.
Shaposhnikova~Kazan Physicotechnical Institute, Russia
Academy of Sciences!.

The influence of cerium doping on the transport prop
ties of Nd2CexCuO41y was discussed by M. I. Ponomare
A. N. Ignatenkov, N. G. Shelushin, T. B. Charikova, L. D
Sabirzyanova, and G. I. Kharus~Institute of Metal Physics,
Urals Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Eka
inburg!.

As a complement the poster session for the section ‘‘
perconductivity’’ a seminar was held, devoted to a disc
sion of the recent interesting theoretical paper by A. A. Ab
kosov ~Department of Materials Science, Argonne Nation
Laboratory, Argonne, USA! entitled, ‘‘Theory of the high-
temperature superconductivity of cuprates, based on exp
mental results,’’ which was presented at the seminar by
G. Ponomarev~Physics Department, Moscow State Unive
sity!.

On October 6, 2000 an open session of the Scien
Council of the Russian Academy of Sciences on the to
‘‘Low Temperature Physics’’ was held, under the chairma
ship of Vice-President A. F. Andreev of the Russian Aca
emy of Sciences, to summarize the work of the 32nd C
ference. The next, 33rd Conference on Low Temperat
Physics is planned for the year 2002.

Translated by Steve Torstveit
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